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Prune
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Autumn?

question, which comes
soMaru! subscribois, »c say decided
pro, ided tin- question applies to
'W

plant,trees,
;o-',

\

those set lust spring,
rots.
The sooner such

have
shapt given to
the belter.
This should have been
done when they were planted, hut hewer:! the hurry of
spring work and the
iii:: 111y of the
inexperienced, who ate
ill
-i local. 11 c, s a i >
quite too often set
i a si as they come limn the nursery.
v
.eh trees must sootiei or later be
put
in ideir fme!
shape fm bearing, and the
*!.' r this
done, the better.
Some
liooks on fruit culture, the French especial >.
e diagrams to show how the tret*
should be shaped.
These
are
well
eitoiigh as suggestions, but as no two
:a e- grow precisely alike, the only guides
iml; matters are. a general idea of the
ias which regulate tree growth, and
sense
in
their application.
common
W
k ug to pattern can not be followed.
Ii ■ ne has a young u eliard, the tirst point
t" ho eoitsid' icd .s the bight at which he
wi
ate tlie heads of his trees. In loa
s where the
;
summer is long and
s
1.
n
Limed that low heads shade
tie rank, and thus are a benelit. others
to lia\e the heads liigh enough to
-w
ai
ot the passage of teams beneath
\\ hiio there is no obthem, it need lie.
n to cultivating crops in a young
.11'
d, and indeed it is better to do this
Ui.it. to neglect the s iii entirely, tliepraes becoming more general of seeding
ta
>o i i: mg orchard to eiover,
and using
as a
pasture for swine, to the mutual
iicnelit of pigs and trees.
The bight
if the heads being decided Upon, all
iaiidles that start below this should he
The next point should be, to
ret limed.
see me
in open and well-balanced head.
the main branches evenly disposed,
it’; ’’.id tins, all branches that crowd, or
e: e
otic another, all “water shoots."
•• igo.'ous
growths, that sometimes start
w this should he removed.
1
The season's growth being completed, the re
mown ot branches at this time will cause
no check. and as the branches to be cut
a>
ah small, no large wounds will
iii- : .po-i'i,
Hence we say, by all means
n
neii pruning in autumn, while the
n
a,
is taiid. and other farm work is
American Agriculturist
pressing
-•

_
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August.
The

Sheep

Grub.

1 >uiis:lz the hot days ol mid-summer,
[■ >1 ten huddle together with their
ij-t.
upon the ground, or in .some other
■•:.-! ra;iicb position.
Tliis is done, part,ii least, to secure them from the attack.- oi tic pestering (iaii-liy (<Kstni>
is), which is the parent oi the annoy(. i ub-in-the head.
This insect is
ciosch related to the bot-lly. tlint dej osiis is eggs upon the neck, shoulders,
;-ad t'i 'clogs of horses, Horn which they
.•
\cd by the teeth ol the animal,
..iy the itching, and are taken into
tnc
and develop into the
stomach,
troublesome hots. The ff male sheep gaday am s to deposit her eggs in the nostrils
••1 the sheep, and the animals, apparentaware of the effects to follow, try to
prevent it. If the eggs are laid, they
i>on hatch, and the young grubs ascend
tia nostrils, greatly to the distress of
the affected sheep. The“worins” attach
themselves to the sinuses of the nose, by
means of hooks like those of the horse
hot, and live upon the mucus secretions
of the irritated surface to which they
cling. When fully grown, the grubs
wank their way down through the narrow
openings, by which they entered when
fust hatched, and again cause the sheep
much pain. Tie- grubs fall to the ground,
and burrowing for a few inches, become
chrysalids, which develop into the perfect (lies in about two months. The
grubs pas- from tin sheep in early summer. and the dies come out of the ground
from July to September.
A daub of tar
upon the nose is the best preventive, and
should he frequently applied during the
summer months.
This may he done by
sprinkling some meal or salt over the tar
in a trough, when the sheep will apply it
themselves as they eat the meal. Some
farmers plow furrows in the pasture, to
furnish the sheep a good place to bury
The sheep grub is not fatal,
their noses.
but very disagreeable, and doubtless lias
a had effect on the general health of in11 any one desires to study
fected sheep.
the grubs, he may lind them in many ol
the heads of sheep killed at the shambles,
i American Agriculturist for August.
■
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What

Drainage

The late John 11.

Does.

Klippart condenses the

ad\ outages (J' tile drainage under the following twelve heads;
I.

The.

drainage

removes

waters from the surface.
ff
It removes surplus

the

Child

following

mortgages to farmAmerican Agriculturist for

in the

on

August.
Mortgages

hangia'l,

si.

Mortgages.

llaigli. gives

wholesome advice

M--

: ,■ i1
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Farm

BELFAST,

stagnant

water from
under the surface.
:i.
It lengthens the season.
4.
It deepens the soil.
It warms the soil.
5.
ii.
it equalizes the temperature of the
soil during the season of growth.
7.
It carries down soluble substances
to the roots of plants.
v
It prevents “heavingout’’ or “freezing out.”
!».
It prevents injur}' from drought.
1".
It improves thequality and quantity of the crop.
II.
It increases the effect of manures.
Iff
It prevents rust in wheat and rot
in potatoes.
,\ correspondent of the Poultry World
“Wo sell twenty dozen eggs per
says :
week from fifty-four hens.
1 select out
and keep a record of those laying the
largest eggs, for sitting purposes, for the
purpose of raising a brown Leghorn,
whose eggs, for size, shall equal that of
most other fowls.
My brown Leghorns
laid about three-fourths of the eggs I got
this winter, although they do not comprise quite one-half in number of fowls,
and it is my intention to keep only Leghorns in future, as I find they bear confinement better than others, and I am
very limited in room.
My fowls are never
out from under
cover, having a roof over
their beads the entire
year. As I do not
allow them outside iu the cold and
wet,
they are always in good health, and consequently in good laying order. I spare
no work that will conduce to health and
comfort of fowls.
1 am especially careful to feed regularly and
enough, but not
too much, and in as great
variety as the
season will admit of; careful to
give air
and clean roosts, and continually battling against vermin, whether I can find
any traces of any or not.”

are necessary ami beneficial
in civilized society, hut there are unpleasant features about them.
1'hey
often enable a man to accomplish what
lie could not otherwise do, and they also
often involve a man who would have been
otherwise successful. They often enable a
man to get out of trouble which lie could
not otherwise avoid, and they perhaps
equally often make miserable a life wliicli
would have otherwise been happy. It i~
easy to get them on to the farm, but it is
not always so easy to get them oil'.
Farm
mortgages are about the best investment
that capital can find.
Inventors generally like them. They partake ol the
nature, permanence, and oilier substantial qualities of real property, but are relieved from many burdens imposed upon
land.
I.
Honor mortgage the
Therefore:
farm unless it seetns absolutely necessary,
lint, as a general rule is less valuable than
a particular one, it may be well to specify,
l>o not mortgage to build a
by adding :
line house.
By so doing, you will have
to pay money for an investment which
does not bring money.
Ho not mortWhe:e
gage tile farm to buy more land.
there is absolute ceitainty that mere can
be made out of the laud than the cost ol
the mortgage, this rule might not apply.
1 Jilt absolute certainty is rare, mistaken
I. Ho not mortcalculation is common.
gage the farm unless you arc sure of the
continued fertility ofitssoil.
Main persons borrow
with an expectation of repayment based on an experience of tile
land's virginitx only, which, on failing,
may leave the land less productive, and
flic means of repayment thus be removed.
In this way trouble begins which
may result in the loss of the farm.
Keep
very clear of mortgages.

Practical

Worn,

for

Fanners’

Clubs.

The Concordville, l’a., Farmers'Club
offers a premium oi's-J.'> for the best practical essay upon the treatment of a cow
six weeks before, at the time of, and six
weeks after calving.
Practical directions for the dullest tinderstanding and for the most inexperienced breeder or farmer, and the results
of actual experience and observation are
required. Neither theories, metaphysics
nor veterinary obstetrics are desired.
The essay to be upon the following
points, with any others which may be
suggested to the vv l iter :
1.
Method and time of drying oil
feeding during that period.
Treatment of udder; state of bow-

els; exercise; stabling, etc., etc
:i.
At calving (we assume normal

con-

of the

City.

Child of the city, drooping flower.

With wistful eyes and mournful brow.
I've sought through many a lovely bower,
Aft found no sweeter flower than thou,
1 love thee more because thy cheek
Hath oft been dimmed with sorrow's tears.
And hush my heart to hear thee speak
With wisdom far beyond thy years.

Child of the city, captive bird,
( aged in the busy mart all day.
Where trill of thrush is never heard.
Or soaring skylark’s rapturous lay.
As soars the lark from worldly things.
Thy pure thoughts soar beyond the stars:
Poor fluttering bird with tender wings
That feebly beat thy prison bars!
Child of the city, not for thee
The thousand joys to childhood dear;
Thy longing ores may never see
The leaves, the young fresh leaves, appear.
The buoyant hope'thou mays! not know
That thrills the little rustic lass
Who stands, with sun-kissed face aglow.
Km e-deep amid the whispering grass.
Child of the eitv. in thy dreams
Fair smiling iields. green winding lanes.
Fresh summer winds, bright glancing streams.
And children weaving daisv-ebains.
Are all thine own: thy weary feet
Half fearful press tiie wondering flowers:
Nor memory dark of crowded street
Hares to invade those rapturous hours.
Child of the eitv. from the trees
l.aden with bloom the blossoms fall;
In fairy music sings the breeze.
And from the woods the wild birds call.
The sunlight falls like golden rain
From the unclouded sky above.
While Nature sings one heavenly strain
Of grateful joy—“(ill. God is love!"
Child of the city, worldly wise
Fre yet the hie hath reached its noon!
Sweet pensive brow, sad wistful eyes
\\ ee world-worn heart grown old so soon
IF patient still, be strong, be brave.
All shadowed though thy lot may la ;
Fix all th\ hopes beyond the grave.
Where flowers immortal bloom for thee.
[Fanny Forrester.

Meg’s Advice.
11

was tin' day alter the party, and
any day he any more utterly wretched.
I mean, of course, to the people
who have given the party —especially
when, like my uncle and aunt, they are
nl
quiet-going habits and moderate
means, and must let their guests dance
in the dining-room and have supper in
tile biggest bed-room.
It was the day after the party, and
every individual in the house was miserable. The days before the party had
not been remarkable for comfort, hut
they at least had been tinged with the
radiance of hope and bright anticipation,
while nothing remained but “dregs and
bitterness," and to clear away and get
the house into order again. This would
have seemed rather a dreary task in any
circumstances, 1 dare say : but it was
greatly aggravated by the fact that we
were all ill very low spirits, or to
put it
honestly, in dreadfully had tempers, Inn
ing each and all a special grievance of
ran

our own.

uncle's household consisted of
ditions), the treatment of calf.
himself and my aunt, .Mr. and Mrs. Cil4.
What, if any preventive medicines to be given at or before calving ! bee, their two sons, Christopher and
and what, if any, to secure voidanoe of l’eter. their two daughters. Lottie and
and myself, Meg Morton, the
placenta? Progressive feeding of and Sophy,
of my aunt's only sismethod of nursing calf.
What preven- orphan daughter
ter.
mother
had died when I was
My
tive or curative measures for •■scours" '!
eight years old, and my father, whose
The essay should be sent to liev. J.
habits were by no means of a domestic
Sleeper, ( .-['responding Secretary, C011cordvillc. Del. County, Pa:, mi or before kind, sent me to school, and allowed me
to spend all my holidays at my aunt’s ;
December 1.
The club reserves the right to publish and, when he died am, all my schooldays
were over, my temporary home became a
any or all of the essays submitted, for
permanent one. This came to pass quite
the promotion of agricultural interests.
Here is a plain and practical work, naturally, and was taken as a matter of
which might well he imitated by Farm- course by my kino-hearted cousins : and
ers' clubs and similar associations in ail aunt Charlotte, who had always regarded
me as one of her own children, never
parts of the country .not only for the sake
of the knowledge thereby gained and seemed to suppose that she was conferadded to the common stock, but in order ring any particular favor upon me by giving me a happy home among them all.
to encourage "the plain people." as
Abraham Lincoln called them, who have But I appreciated it, and endeavored to
little faith in “theories and metaphysics," prove my gratitude in every way possible. I was older than Lottie ami Sophy,
to let their light shine before men.
N.
and left school before they did, and 1 beK. Farmer.
came very useful in the house.
Aunt
The capacity of the Hic.it American Charlotte was of a nervous, timid nature,
Desert to grow beef, if estimated at the and as t happened to he self-possessed
low average of twenty steers per square and cool and decided, she soon came to
mile of area, will exceed twenty millions rely entirely upon my judgment and enof cattle, which will lurnisli four or live ergy, and in a year or two I was housemillions a year for the market.
What a keeper-in-chief, and my advice was
food supply and what a commerce these asked and pretty generally taken on
ligures comprise! The plains are the matters both small and greed -indeed,
great pasture tields of the American “Meg’s advice” became proverbial in
nation tor all time to come.
[The Dairy. the household. Naturally 1 grew a little dictatorial, for 1 often wondered w hat
The value of wood ashes as a fertili- they could have done without me. Chris
zer is too little appreciated.
They con- w as the only one 1 could not manage.
tain in varying proportions the valuable
“Bully the others as much as you like,”
mineral properties needed by plants. he would say, “hut you shall never bully
They are especially valuable for orchards me;” and some how or other I never felt
in bearing, having an as yet unexplained inclined to try.
“Tiffs” occurred amongst us now and
effect in perfecting the fruit.
It is better
to give a light dressing o| any potash
then; but, on the whole, we were a very
manure every year than to give large happy family until the day after the pardoses at any one time.
ty, when, as I have said, we were each
[N. V. l imes.
and all miserable. My uncle was confined to Ids room with a bilious attack,
Brighton Cattle Market.
where he lay groaning and anathemaTi ksday, All-.7.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 10s7; sheep
that champagne.”
tising
My aunt
;
lainlts, Tb'io; fat bogs, 11,504.
looked very haggard when she tirst
Brices »*1 beef rattle ¥ 100 T1> live weight, extra
came down
in the morning, and her
57 Cab Nt; Iirst, £5 s712<ji; 25; second,
quality,
$5 25 £5 75, third, $4 5oq5 12'a, poorest grades
appearance did not brighten as she and
of »oarse oxen, bull?, etc-., $5 UOa t 57C.
i investigated the state of the crockery,
Brighton Hides, Sc ¥ tb; Brighton Tallow’, b‘a
ii7c ¥ lt>; Country Hides, light mie.s, «>** «7c¥ lb,
etc.
heavy, 7g71*c tr U>'; Country Tallow, 4<j4v' ¥ it.,
‘•1 shall never give a party again," she
Calf Skins, 11 a 12'ac ¥ lb, Lamb Skins. 5og75c each
said quietly, but it was the quietness of
sheep skins, 25rj5i»c eai b.
>lu p ami Lambs—Western sheep ami Lambs
despair. “Nine champagne glasses brokcost, landed at the yard?, full a? much as those did
en, two sherries, ami three of the best
which came in one w eek since, Lambs costing l‘n*ni
7a7l2c Sheep from 5bj«r»,ac,B' lb, live weight.
china plates, and a great stain on the
Swine— \\ estern Fat Hogsi'ost higher this week,
We might have
those brought in costing from 5l4ui;'a<‘ ¥ tt>, live drawing-room carpet!
been entertaining a set of barbarians!”
weight. In our number we include all the Western
Fat llog? brought in over the several railroad?.
Chiistopher and l’eter, usually the
most atVectionate of brothers, were not
now on speaking terms with each
other,
My Wife Said
to me last night
How much do you suppose we as my aunt and 1 discovered at breakhave paid out lor 4loctors ami medicine iu tin* last
fast-time: and instead of going to busi1 told her 1 did not know, do doctors 1 have
year.
paid nothing, and live dollars worth of Sulphur ness together. Peter lingered until Chris
Bitter? has kept health in our family.
had gone, and then started about live
L. Andrews, 12 Bowdoin street, Bo?ton.
minutes afterwards. This unfriendliness
Nearly four hundred persons were killed by the arose, as 1 well knew, because of a stylish,
wind last year in tlii? country. This is a terrible
disagreeable London belle, whom some
record for an off year in polities.
friends of ours had brought with them to
Lady Beaetipiers. Ladies, you cannot make
the party, and who had tlirted desperfair skin, rosy cheeks, and sparkling eyes with all
the cosmetics of France, or bcautiliers o*f the world,
ately, but with maddening impartiality,
while in p4>or health and nothing will give you such
with both my deluded cousins.
Hence
rich blood, good health, strength and beauty as Hop
their coldness toward each other this
Bitters. A trial is certain proof.
A Western paper says that an acrobat turned a
morning. As for Lottie and Sophy, 1
somersault on a locomotive smokestack. That is
wished, before tlie day was out, that they
nothing. An engineer can turn on the steam.
were not on
speaking terms, for they
Given Ah ay.
were nagging at each other all the
time,
We cannot help noticing the liberal offer made to
and finished just before dinner with a
all invalids and sufferers by Dr. King’s New Disdownright spiteful quarrel ; and aunt
covery lor Consumption. You arc requested to call
at It. II. Moody's Drug Store and
Thtsir grievance was
get a Trial Bottle Charlotte cried.
free of cost, if you are suffering with Consumptioi
about two brothers, Tom and Harry
>evcre C«*ugh?, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay
Fever, Lo?? » f \ oico, Hoarseness, or any affection
N'owill; for Lottie liked Harry best and
of the Throat or Lungs. It will positively cure you.
Sophy liked Tom; and with the usual
It is semi-oflieially announced that after retiring,
contrariness of mankind, Harry was in
Cencral Sherman will proceed t4» kiss what few’ rewith Sophy and Tom with Lottie;
love
he
has
overlooked
in
this
maining girls
country.
so it was usual, after every merry-making
Mr*. Lydia Harding, Windham Centre, Me.,
we might have, for Sophy and Lot tv to
says: “Brown’s Iron Bitters gave me great relief
from dizzy head and had feeling.’’
I felt vexed with
fall out about them.
if clam fritters could only be hitched together
everybody; but 1 think 1 was quite.jussome way, what tow-ropes they would make!
tified in being so, for they would all perHood’s Sarsaparilla is made of roots, herbs, and sist in believing
or saying that they bebarks. It gives tone to the stomach and makes the
lieved
that
I
was in love w ith ridiculous
weak strong. Sold by druggists.
John Howarth, just because he happenSam Tildcn is now accused of having sold turnip
ed to lie in love with me, and took care
for horse-radish when a boy. A grater insult could
not be offered.
that every one should know he was, too !
I did think some of them, at least, might
The American Homu'opathic Observer says : “The
Liebig Co’s preparations should not be confounded have had more sense. And now this fine
with patent nostrums. Its Coca Beef Tonic is a
London belle had appeared on the scene
legitimate pharmaceutical product, and worthy of
the recommendations bestowed upon it by both
oh, 1 felt tempted to break another
homoeopathic and allopathic journals.” Invaluable best china plate and all tlie remaining
to all who are run down, nervous, dyspeptic, or
bilious.
sherry glasses as I thought about it! And
if aunt had only known the state of mind
A fashion item announces that ladies are wearing
V-shaped bodices. A V-shaped bodice spoils an X- 1 was in, she never would have trusted
\ shaped note.
me to wash them up and put them away.
Don’t fill the system with quinine in the effort t4>
Even our Newfoundland dog seemed to
prevent or cure Fever and Ague. Ayer’s Ague Cure share the
general dissatisfaction, and
is a far more potent preventive and remedy, with
the advantage of leaving in the body no poisons to kept coming from his kennel as tar as
produce dizziness, deafness, headache, and other his chain would permit, and uttering
disorders. The proprietors warrant it.
long and dismal howls. The cook said
“All flesh is grass,” and perhaps this is the reathat it was the sign of a death ; but the
son why the mowing machine occasionally chews
housemaid persisted that it foretold a
up the harvest hand.
I did not feel as if I cared
“Beating around the bush,” signifies circumlocu- wedding.
much which it was or what happened—
tion, or the use of many words to express one idea.
Tiie proprietor of Dr. Craves’ Heart Regulator
only 1 think I felt more inclined for a
adopts no such methods in telling the public, as he
does, that “this medicine is a certain cure for heart funeral than a wedding, especially if the
disease.” In these days of hoaxes, “biggest on
wedding entailed a breakfast and—anearth” adv’ts, etc., this simple, slraightfor-ward
other party.
We
should
is
like
and
convincing.
style
impressive
to see more of it.
Indiana Sentinel.
My aunt and I bad been up as early as
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done, and that he will
the dead.
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night."
“Oh. ( hns, int<‘i injiteil Lottie, “how
could yon hit my eat in such a savage
way ? ('nine herTip poor pussy.”
"You should tiaeh y ou eat not to stick
his elaws into on As legs at dinner time,”
retorted Chris; ‘then he wouldn't get
•
hit.”
“lie was not t inching you 1” returned
Lottie, warmly,
“lie was hegging quite

inoffensively.”
was

sticking his claws into my
.'hiis, with quiet and

leg,"

reiterated

most

aggravating obstinacy.

“Now, don’t you two begin quarreling,”
said Sophy impatiently, “but let Meg tell
us about John llowarth.
1 have often
read about proposals in tales, but I have
never heard ot a real bona lido one described.
I >o tell us everv word he said,
Meg.”
“Did he go down upon his knees?"
asked Chris. “For if he did 1 wish 1 had
been there to see him.”
■•I shall not tell you whether he went
down on his knees or not,” 1 answered
calmly ; “nor shall I tell you what he
said.
Hut,” I added, with sentimental
meditation, “he sjaid some very nice
things indeed to me—nicer than you
could put together, Chris, if you tried
for a hundred years.”
“1 can assure you I am not going to
try, even fora minute,’’ answered Chris,
giving me a most savage look.
My aunt suddenly burst into tears.
“This is the finishing blow," she said“Meg going to be married ! I will never
give another party jus long as 1 live ! It
was against my be titer
judgment that I
yielded this time. I did it to please all,
and this is the result -furniture ruined,
eatables wasted, your father ill, you all
quarreling like this, and Meg going to be
married!
No, nevtr another party in
this house.”
“W'liat—not even when Meg marries
John llowarth ?” sneered Chris.

“No,

not even

doubling
“Well,

then,” replied aunt,

re-

her sobs.
don’t cry,

n untie,” I interposed,
“for I am not going to marry him. I gave
him a very decided ‘Vo.’”
Chris here gave a quick covert glance,
in my direction, aftei which his assumption of perfect indifference seemed to me
a tritle overacted.
“Oh,” laughed Lottie, “that explains
why the poor fellow ate tritie instead of
fowl with his boiled ham, and never
found out the difference!
1 thought
what a curious taste he had.”
Hut aunt refused to be pacified; she
had reached that s ate of mind when
troubles are positively preferred to bless-

ings.
“Saying ‘no’to M:\ llowarth will
buy a new drawing-room carpet,”

not

she

said,

“or eat up all the tarts and cusI im sure”- warming
tards and cakes.
to her subject—“the waste has been
shameful!
When the confectioner's man
came this morning, 1 had not a single
cake or jelly or bh nc mange to send
back, for every one has been broken
into!
And I saw you, Chris, take just a
spoonful out of that expensiv e porcupine
when a plainer cake already commenced
was close by you.”
Oh, don’t blame Chiis for that, auntie !”
I exclaimed.
“It was done for Miss
Jones, no doubt. If l e had the power,
Chris would a bit off the Koh-i-Noor
itsell if she asked him.”
‘■i would, said l liras; “she is worth a
hundred lvoh-i-Noors.Y
“Really!” observed Peter, aroused at
last from the gloomy lethargy that had
possessed him all dinner lime and addressing Chris. “What a pity she does
not regard you in the Isame light!
She
told me last night how she hated dancing
with you, saying th t ybu were constantly getting your feet on her dress.”
“Indeed !” retorted Chris. “She told
me the veiy same thing about you.”
“1 don’t believe it,” said Peter.
“Do you mean to say 1 am telling lies f”
demanded Chris.
“Another quarrel!” cried my aunt.
“Oh, dear, dear, what will be the end of
it all ?”
“The end of it all might he pleasant
enough,” I replied with energy, “if every
one of you would
display a little common-sense.
I am out cfpatieneo with
you all !”

“Well, Meg,” said Lottie calmly, “you
generally seem to consider yourself capable of setting the wor d to rights; so
can you set our little world
straight 1 It
to me we are all m serable.
What
you suggest to make as happy ?”
“Common-sense,” I repeated—“only
common-sense.
'Lake my advice, and
peace will be restored at once.”
“Let us have it then,” said my aunt

seems
can

querulously.

“Oil, let us have ‘Mfg’s advice’ at
once!” sneered Chris again. “IIovv is
it we have not thought of this panacea

earlier f"
“1 will commence wit l my uncle,” 1
began firmly. “Let him--at least, make
him—see the doctor to-night and he will
be better before morning.’
“That is good advice enough," said
aunt, “and I will tell him.”
“As for you, aunt—go to bed at once
and forget your worries.
We will start
a subscription list for you, which I will
head with live shillings ; and if the others
give with equal liberality according to
their means, you will be ;|ible to replace

History.

A CAREER WHICH BEGAN WITH BRICKLAYING
AN1) ENDED IN A VIOLENT DEATH.
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1 lien I helped myself to sonic blancmange, and went on eating my dinner.
"Rut you have forgotten me.” observed
Chris; "pray have you no advice for
me f"
1 hesitated a moment, then looked at
him defiantly.
•Well." I said, "1 think the advice 1
have given Peter might also apply to
you ; instead ol making yourself ridiculous
about Miss Jo es, I think you might find
some one to admire nearer home.”
Then, owing to Peter’s delighted
"Rravo, Meg!” and Chris’ steady stare,
1 had a sensation that I had never experienced in all my self-possessed life
i think it was embarrassment
bclorc
and 1 rose hastily from the table and
left the room, presumably to see “why
that dog howled so." And Chris must
have fell curious on the point too, for lie
also left the table and followed me to
Nero's kennel.
Wlu-ii we came in again Peter was
standing in the hall with his top coat on,
brushing bis hat very e irefully.
11 y, Peter," I exclaimed, “where are
von going ? I should have
thought you
would have been more inclined lor bed
than a walk.
W here are you
going ?"
Peter looked at us with a curious mixture ot defiance and
sheepishness iti his

expression.

“I am going to see Frank Reynolds,"
he said, “lie told me last night that he
has a little terrier he thinks 1 shall like,
and he said he would let me have it
cheap; so 1 am going to look at it."
“Rut,” remarked Chris pitilessly, “you
know that Frank lias gone away from
home to-day, and won’t he hack until
Monday, and your journey will he utterly
fruitless, will it not, if vou tind onlv Kiln
in ?"
“I shall see the terrier." muttered
Peter, putting on his hat, “and shall
leave word whether 1 will have him or
not.”
“oh, 1 have no doubt it will he all
right." I remarked, with an innocent
air.
Peter looked at me, and then said :
“What was the matter with \em ?"
“Oh his chain
I think—his collar !’’
i stammered, taken aback
by the sud
dcnness of his question, and ending 1 >\
an appealing glance at Chris.
“Never
mind, never mind!" cried
Peter, waving his hands.
“As you said,
Meg. I have no doubt it will he all right :
it’s leap year, you know, and Chris has
only acted as any other man-" Here
Peter darted through the hall door and
slammed it alter him, otherwise the hat
brush would have struck him.
\\ hen Chris and I entered the diningroom aunt was there.
“\oiir uncle has just seen the doctor,’’
she said, smiling a little as she kissed
me he I ore saying good night:
and, if anv
ot the others have been as readv to act
upon your advice, you can let us know in
the morning.
I think we are all ready
for the bed to-night."
••1 shall have to sit up for Peter,” said
Chris.
“< hie of the sen ants can do
that," said
aunt.

“No, they

!
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an

ordinary bricklayer, performing

a

day's

work fora day's wages, and apparently in no
la iter tinaucial circumstances than his'fellowworkmen. Soon afterward he abandoned the
drudgery of bricks and mortar and started in
business as a contractor. He commenced to
build cottages for himself, and in a vear or so
was comfortable if not affluently situated.
Ugly
whispers began to be heard that the treasurer
was manipulating the exchequer to his own
benetit. They grew louder and more frequent,
and at last an audit of the accounts was d
nianded. The demand was conceded. Notlaw
could be found in the items of receipt and expenditure. but a vague feeling of distrust remained even among the auditors.anti Mr. ( arev
resigned his charge of the money bags.
Alter this he seemed to have given up his revolutionary ideas, and his next role was that of
a champion of the Irish
working classes, an
advocate for the adoption <>f home manufacture in perfetvnec to English imported goods,
ami an all-round social reformer.
In this
character he earned an unpleasant reputation
for himself hy acrming
«s,.(->tch tinn. w!io
had received from the corporation of Dublin
the contract for paving and sewering that city,
<d' Using inferior material and poor workmanship. and failing to prove the truth of his
He made, nevertheless, so much
charges.
political capital by his charges that a few weeks
subsequently lie* was elected to the town
council.
It was probably about this time that
he entered into tin* "Invincible” conspiracy.
Some months after the assassination of Lord
Cavendish and Mr. burke the police arrested
him and many others. Eventually Carey and
seven confederates w. re arraigned on a charge
of murder. After parleying for some time
with the authorities lie confessed that In* was
not only present at the assassination, hut that
lie was one of the master spirits of the conspiracy. He had belonged to the Fenian
brotherhood since lstfci, and became an Irish
Invincible in ISM. He arranged plans for tin
murder of Secretary Forsti r, hut tliev fell
through. Finally it was decided to kill Mr.
burke, and < arey took a part} of seven, consisting of Curley, Joseph Hanlon. Lagan,
brad}. Kelley. McCaffrey and Patrick Delaney,
into Plneiiix Park.
Tin* murders were committed by brady and Curley, Care} taking no
actual part in the slabbing, but aiding and
abetting. Carey gave evidence against the
seven prisoners, live of whom were afterwards
hanged. Mrs. Carey was boycotted and Carey's
house was set on lire, presumably hy luvineihies. On the application of the eolfector-gcncral of rates Carey was adjudged a bankrupt on
account of the rates on his property not
having
been paid. He threatened to resume hi- place
in the town council and to emitinue his businesas a bricklayer.
These threat- were made in
order to induce the government to give him
some reward or purchase his consent to emigrate. His applications for a written pardon
were unheeded: hi-demands for terms wei*e
unanswered; hi- brother Peter was removed
from his company so that he did not know
what had become of him : other informers had
left the prison and he knew not whither tliev
had gone. He began to suspect that som< (liina
had been done with his family, and the <*xpression in a letter, written shortly before lie
was taken
from Kilniainhain, shows lie was
suspicious that they had been, as lie terms it,
"kidnapped.'* Carey's elder children were lirst
sent away: then his wife and the younger
members of the family followed, it being intimated to them that Carey would meet them at
a certain port.
Carey's fate is that common i<> Irish informers.
bailey, who gave the police information
which enabled them tu make the most \t< e-!'.
seizure of arms and ammunition ever made b\
them in Ireland, was found murdered in Skipper's alley, Dublin, three days after lie had
been driven by the taunts of the inmate- from
the workhouse, in which he had taken refuge.
Pierce Nagle, to whose revelations were due
the conviction of tin* staff of tin* Irish People
newspaper, and the tir-t executive of the Irish
Revolutionary brotherhood, escaped Irish vengeance for eleven years, and one autumn
morning in IS7U his corpse was found undei a
London Railway arch, with a huge cheese-knife
driven through his heart.
Warner, Talbot and
Meant shared the common fate. 'The last informer who suite red the death penalty previous
to Carey was a man named Clarke, who was
traced all tin* way from Mayo to Western
Australia, and shot whilst engaged in ploughing
a Held.
<
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arc all tired out," answered
“and I shall like to sit up, just to
see poor Peter’s bewilderment when 1
ask him what is the color of the terrier."
“(Hi, he won’t he bewildered at all!”
New England Day at Ocean Park.
1 put in.
•■lie’ll answer in all simplicity,
‘Plum colored’or ‘Navy lilite,’ and then
August lith was New England Day at Ocean
wonder why you look surprised.”
Park. A large number of people attended the
When aunt had retired, I noticed Lottie morning services, when Rev. R. Dunn, 1). !>.,
and Sophy were busy doing something to lectured. In the afternoon, the 'Temple holdtheir photograph-albums, and, observing ing Uo.OOO people, was crowded, (iov. Robic
was received with great applause and begun
them quietly, 1 saw them exchange two hi- remarks bv
referring to prohibition as one
photographs. I said nothing; but when of Maine's saving features. ID* spoke of the
all went up stairs together they were energy and enterprise of tie* people of Maine,
ijs commerce, its schools and colleges as ornamerrier than usual and quite friendly
ments of education. It was not safe to make
again.
fight of little things in the temperance cause.
Thus the day begun so dismally ended Every man in the boat should work as if lie had
the stroke oar. Much is due to tie* ministers
right happily ; and its results were hap- and
churches of New
They have stood
pier still, for Peter and Kitty are married hy the country and ailEngland.
its enterprises and have
and happy now; Lottie and Sophy are aided the
prohibit ion law. 'The men elected to
whispering together about a forthcoming enforce the law should In* made to enforce it.
“double wedding,” and Chris -having A question of "how” from the audience realso condescended to take “Meg’s ad- niained unanswered. Many good things were
! said of Maine and her sons. lion. Nelson Dingviei for once -lias a wife who worships
ley, Jr., Reprcsentat ve from the Second Disthe very ground lie treads on ; and he de- j irict of Maine to Congress, was introduced.
| He
serves it, too.
compared New England with other countries. Nowhere do we find such grand men as
in New England. They are the leading men all
over the continent.
A Profitable Industry.
'Tliev have sound common

l’litis

;

sense

and

big

intellects.

The kernel of the

'riie Phillips Phonograph says : “HanNew England idea is elevation of individual
manhood. Religion is the lirst principle, temger Brothers of East \\ ilton are the prothe second. He spoke of the prohibiprietors of an enterprise which lias no perance
tory law as being an educator and stated that
that
we
are
of.
is
aware
It
opposition
he could give facts to prove it.
the process of stripping lumber for veit h:i> bri'ii said Iiv enemies that tin- law made
secret
drunkards. Is it not better to have a
neering, sleigh-backs and dashers, picture
few
drunk in secret than in public? Is not their
frame hacks, etc. The patent is their
inlllteliee for evil iii the community lessened?
own invention and cost them some two
! It is better to drink behind the door than in
.'cars’ labor to perfect. Tho patent ex- ! public, where the example injures the weak
tends for 1(1 years from June, 1883. The minded. Thousands are entirely cured of tile
wood used by them is principally bass- habit by the prohibitory laws. Out of bill cities,
towns and plantations there are only lb shops
wood, and is prepared for stripping by where liquor is openly sold (great and prolongsawing the logs in the length required. ed applause), ami :>;tb towns where not a drop
The Hanger Bros, now employ five men, of intoxicating liquor can be bought. 'The law
and think of enlarging in tho fall. They is doing a great work for the country and should
be seconded by every man of morals, (l.oud
have not taken an order for two years,
applause.)
and still have on hand more old orders
President Cheney then read a letter from
than they can easily till this year, and lion. Win. I'. Frye, in which regret at his into be
was expressed,
ltcv. it.
yet they will do double work of any pre- ability 1). 1 present
Dunn,
>., followed with some remarks on
vious year using some 10(1,0110 feet of
'Tile
closed
with
meeting
temperance.
singing,
lumber. They have orders from tier- “My Country,'Tis of ’Thee,” and a band concert.
and
from
all
of
America.
many
parts
The Philadelphia Timer (Ind. Deni.)
tlius presents Mr. Tilden and his methods :
T Mr. Tilden will gladly accept the
nomination for the Presidency—if he can
get it.
li.
He will write one of the best of
political epistles, to he read in convention, declining the nomination if he can’t
get it.
3.
He will continue to maintain his
present proclaimed indittercnce about tho
Presidential nomination, and prove that
he doesn’t care a button about it by -doing his level best to bunch a Tilden majority in the convention.
The foregoing three points cover the
whole ground of Mr. Tilden’s attitude on
the Presidency, and other reports are
bogus. Copyright not applied for.

England sends out to America, this season,
distinguished guests : Lord Chief Justice
Coleridge,Mr. Matthew Arnold and Monsignor
Cupel. The first to arrive is the famous prelate, whose portrait was sketched in “Lothair.”
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Foraker

Judge

then!,”

one

"How is it there is a whole turkey
left f’’ inquired 'hris, somewhat mollilied as the heel appeared.
“It was Meg's fault," replied Aunt
Charlotte.
“Sin put it on that dark
shelf behind the /ellar door, and 1 found
it there this m lining, quite forgotten.
Hut 1 wonder, Meg, you did not notice
that there were illy two turkeys at. supper ; this would have been eaten if it had
been there.’'
“I did not ha1 e any supper," I said,
“for I thought t mt there would not he
room."
“This is merely an excuse," interposed
Lottie: “you were spooning with John
Howarth in the conservatory all supper
time.”
1 meant to link delimit, hut i may
have looked guil y.
“Did he propose to you f asked Sophy.
staring at me.
“1 will put a stop to this nonsense
about John Howarth,” i said, determinedly. “You shall all know exactly how
the case stands, and then there will he
no excuse for any further display of stale
wit at our expense.
As Sophy supposes,
Mr. Howarth did propose to me last

Carey’s

j

to me resignedly
“ring
for the beef to I c brought in, Meg: we

for

broken

.James Carey, the Irish informer, who was
shot dead Monday on the steamer Melrose,
while going from Cape Town to 1’ort Kli/abeth.
“As for you, Peter,” 1 continued Se- South Africa, was apprenticed to a bricklayer
at fourteen years of age. but never became a
verely, “1 think, instead of quarreling good workman, being considered a •‘duffer" lowith Chris about Miss Jones, you had ins brothers of the trowel. The Fenian movebetter turn your attention nearer home. ment served to give scope for Ins talents, and
I know poor little Kittio Reynolds nearly in I St to he was an active and trusted It or
lieutenant in the Fenian Brotherhood, then
cried her eyes out when she got home under the control of dames
Stephens. The seiz! ureof the Irish People, the arrest of the
last night, or rather this morning.’’
leading
of
the
spirits
“You know more than I do
conspiracy, the revelation of
the
first
Fenian
traitor
and
the
conseNagle,
returned Peter.
1
quent Might of many who were implicated in
I
for
I
am
in
“Yes,
do;
his evidence, left vacant the eeutl'eship of the
Kitty’s
fidence, and you are not ; and 1 know bricklayers and stonemason's circle, to which
<
arev was attached, and he stepped into the
what Kitty said to me when she wits
gap
and took up the post.
going home, and you do not. And
That he labored strenuously in the ••cause"
advice to you, Peter, is, make it up
was subsequently proved ill the aborti\e Masco
Kitty, and leave Miss Jones for tlioi-e of lstiT, when 3,000 or 1,000 Dublin Fenians
turned out. with no other weapons than nature
who want her.”
!
had provided them, to face the British garrison.
“Capital advice! Rut I never askid On that
occasion dames Carey's circle furnished
you for it, you see; so 1 don’t consider the largest contingent to the
‘•rising” of any
myself bound to take it;” and he went (in circle in Dublin. Carey headed his men in person, and when the enemy was encountered and
i
eating tarts.
“And now, girls,’’ I continued, looking commenced peppering liis unarmed squad he ran
retreated"
away, or. to quote his own words,
at Lottie and Sophy, “make
lip yoijir alone with them. The result of this insane atminds to the inevitable, and
tempt at rebellion was a fre h crop of arrests,
lovers.
They are twins, and so umcili immi.’i! t'l'ijfi'iit'pv; ;ni(j lli,r!its. Carey. however,
alike that you can not always tell whitjh seems to have been singularly fortunate in
escaping the network spread by' Knglish spies
is which : and I think ii must be merely
and Irish informers.
contrariness in you two to pretend you
'one time afterwards Carey again came to
the front and assisted in rebuilding the shatterlike either one better than
and" with just a careless glance ;jt ed Dublin organization so vigorously that in
1870, when the treasury ship of its directory
Chris “contrariness never pays in the became
vacant, lie was unanimously elected i,>
So take my ml vice, transfer
end.
it.
When Carey accepted the place of treasyour
affections quietly and say no more about urer of the Dublin Directory of the I. I!. B he

Hut,"—turning

enough unpleasantness

aiTT

NUMBER

Informer

crockery and have the
white hearth-rug cleaned also.”
“That is good advice too, and I will do
my part by going to bed immediately,”
said aunt meekly. “1 am much obliged
to you, Meg.”

Chris folded ds arms and put on a
dogged and dete mined look as he took
his place at the table.
“1 breakfastei oil' cold fowl." he said
gloomily “1 lunched oil'cold fowl Irefuse to dine olf i
My aunt grew tearful again.
•■This is not c >ld fowl,’’ she answered,
‘•it is turkey, and you might eat it. Cold
beef will keep a day or two fowls and
turkeys, with sauce over them, will not.

“He

walking

man

Capt. W. 1’. Joy of the American ship St.
Nicholas has been presented by Queen Victoria
with a set of silver for heroism in reselling
twenty-live sailors from a British bark which
was burned at sea.
The Ohio correspondent of the Chicago
Tribune gives the names of parties who have
subscribed tjilbO.OOO for the Democratic cause in
that State. Other contributions, he says, will
swell the sum to over ¥200,000.
A reason for the bankruptcies in the leather
trade-in Kngland as well as hereabouts—is
suggested by the recent action of the California
tanners in deciding to reduce their products
one-half for two months, in the hope that the
amount of leather in the Western market will
then be consumed and butchers will have become more reasonable in their ideas of values
of hides.
'The Secretary of the C. S. Treasury gives the
following order regarding the importation of

neat cattle into the United States: All neat
cattle arriving in the United States from any
part of the world except North and South
America will be subjected to quarantine of 90
days counting from the date of shipment. As
the Dominion of Canada maintains a quarantine
for ail imported cattle, no quarantine for cattle
imported from Canada is provided.

the
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Judge Foraker of Ohio, iu his opening spree
campaign, made the following sound an

feeling

sad and sorrowful do

more

Tariff.

of the

be numbered with
of sadness in*

soon

Does not a

stinetively steal over us as these thoughts find
place in our heart? Yet if we feel thus sad
when we see the aged, those who have spent
man's allotted time on earth, going down to the
“valley of the shadow of death,” how much

---

all the

dinner.

day."

old

an

street with bent form and feeble step,
and we know that his journey of life is nearly

along tlie

usual this morning—we had too much to
do to he able to lie in bed. Chris and
Peter of course win ted their breakfast at
the usual hour, and their luncheons—
which they alw; ys took with them and
ate in a little hick-room at the otliee
put up; and the i, when they had started for business, ve commenced our dismal investigatio is through the house.
We always dinul at d o’clock, and it
was nearly that hour before we had succeeded in reducing the house to anything
like order. The 1 Lottie and Sophy had
their quarrel, in lie midst of which Chris
and Peter arriv :d, and we went to our

have had

see

we

COKRESPON-

A

we

feel when we

seethe young and gifted going down to early
graves and hear the wail of anguish from the

dwelling

1

the lone, heart-broken

of

mother?

sensible remarks in relation to the tariff:

How much sadder do we feel when

The laborer in this country is a part of tingoverning power. lie is a voter, lie has it
voice in the government. Aside, therefore,
from all humanitarian reasons, we want him
to have a chance for self elevation.
We want
him to cat meat and be comfortable. Wc want
him to he able to take care of his family and
educate his children. Wc want him to gather
knowledge and he a good citizen, love his
country and be able and willing to take can of
It. And for this reason it is that we say if we
cannot go into the markets of the world without
being subjected to an unjust and degrading
competition, we will make ourselves independent of those markets by
making markets of our
own.
Instead of sending our raw cotton
across the ocean, to be there manufactured
and sent hack to us, we will have cotton mills
here. Wc will mine our own eoal,develop out]
own minerals, manufacture our own iron and
steel, build our own railroads, with our own
products, and tints have division of labor.!
diversity of employment, home markets and
domestic commerce. Tins lias been the policy
of the Itepubliean party in the past: and vv
intend to continue it in the future,
flic wisdom of it is best shown by its results.
I 'uder
its influence the material prosperity of this
country has been such that it is absolutely
without a parallel except in the pnliti, it
growth we lime enjoved during the same
When the hemocratic party went
period.
out of power the credit of this nation hud been
so impaired that
six per cent, government
securities could be s.iin in the markets .if the
world only with difficulty, even at ruinous
rates of discount: hut to-day our securities
stand more than three per cent, higher in the
same markets than tlm
of Fnglaml.
Hut
we hear the objection Hat this
policy creates
and fosters monopolies. Ttie tariff law may
not lie perfect.
Then may lie seme abuses,
tint if so. they affect the details of legislaiiou
and not the principle involved,
so far
as
the principle is concerned, it is based on
opposition to monopolies, instead of favor to
them, and especially those monopolies which
exist on tin1 other side of tin water, and which
by reason of their large accumulation of capital,
could and would crush out ; I! competition here
if allowed the opportunity, as they always have
done ill like instances in the past. The claim
is equally untenable that the duty is a tax on
the consumer. Iluw is it that the carriage
manufacturer n ( iiieiniiati can sell hi'goods
abroad? It i' because there are a bait-dozen

prime of life, lying on beds of pain
and tossing about in wild delirium perhaps
about to leave all those they once held dear to
battle with poverty, hunger and wretchedness?
Why must that form so lately lull of life and
vigor he so soon laid away in the silent churchyard? Why must he leave his family in want

ouid'sum I'siaiuisiimdits in mat

city,

and wretchedness?
has been

so many of our
happy homes.
on.y a little eider and beer, hut
sipation followed.

Again

business.
2000

For

a

large enough
knowledge of

have no

guess

dozen cans, or

should

w<

the

sav

firm step speak of physical and menial
His clear eye and gentlemanly bearing
denote culture and refinement.
Surely, we
say, here is one who will live to a good olu
age: here is one whom we can trust: he is an

!

a~

the

lot to to

equivalent of that
was -hipped bv

the steamers to Tortland and Huston Moudav
oiling, tu -id s many barn- s of lobsters.
The 1'oport of the lish and game commissioners

ev

of New Hampshire shows among the receipts
of eggs for the year loo.non Tenobseot salmon
from Kui-kspiirt and 125.000 laml-loeked salmon
from

i.

and

See that

look out on the street.

vigor.

amount of lish in some form,

The

dis-

(juiek.

■

touisli those who

we

At first it

deeper

young mail passing; the color of health is on
his cheek; Ills high, noble forehead and his

Fisii and Fishing.
The Koekluml Free
Tress says: The amount of canned lish and
sardines shipped from th
Maine coast towns
to

Alas! the demon alcohol

he who lies wasted and deso-

was

dreds of them in the country. all in competition
with each otiier. anil because every article
used in the construction of their veliieies is the
product of other industries in which there is
like competition. The result shows that by
means of protection we have built
up the industries of the country, multiplied their number and brought about home competition to the
extent ol cheapening these products below
vv hat
ttiey could no bought tor trom other
nations and all this without elieapi ring labor,
and witli increased prosperity for the whole
country. Across the riv d in the city of I .oiiisv i 11' *.
tlie re lives all editor who is tui*- of the
ablest of all the deb ndeis of ft..
!•-. lb ithus aiilo because lie is frank, and seems to he
hone-:,
lb never tries lostniddle tin question.
Il 11is memory goes hack far enough he may be
able to remember that before the war his n-ws
print paper cost him front s- rent- per pound
to it cents.
lie can buy it now for from
to
ti cents per pound. Does lie know why there
is this difference of d cents per pound ill his
favor on this, to him, very important article?
1 lie answer to the question is in the fact that
this Miami valley, under tariff' protection, has
come to he tilled vv i111 paper mills, and the price
of paper has been brought down to the lowest
point t. which home competition can bring it.
In all sii. ii instance- the tariff no longer represdits a tax: it ha- no reference to profits, and
it is simply a bar to ward off the deluge, which
but for ils existence would be visited upon us
for our destruction, the moment it would be
removed, by the stronger capital which could
afford temporary losses for a clear Held and a
harvest uf gain when our competition had been
hstroy ed.

and islands this season i-

there;

lated

I hun-

an

see

we

in the

men

Fake Slream.The le gistcr -ays :
is about closing

Hoothbay calming Factory

up the lobster canning for ttii- season and is
now busy on mackerel, putting up about :!.5nt)
cans a day.
It buys all that is brought .n small

hi the umihonor lo hi- parents and friends,
row we see him again: tii~ coat i- lorn, li >

clothes bespattered with mud; his wild, hag-

gard

looks and unnatural, flushed face,

step and incoherent speed)

plainly.
lie only
with

drank one little

mislead)

II the story all too

glass

of eider at iir-t

companions whom he chanced
How wmild Ills mother and sister fed

some

meet.

Dim Unis?

see

t<

to
b>

Alas' that lie lias never been

eider is dangerous and alcohol a
subtle poison.
Friends vie were proud t.

taught

that

know him

esterday now pa-s by on the otl.ei
feeling that lin y are powerless to aid him
in this eoiidilion, however much they may h.
disposed to do so.
Why can not we banish alcohol forever from
side,

our

fair country: Dr. Kane. !!;. Arnic e\
hi- men could endure much lieuv

ploi'er, found
futigii" :md !■
l’nlar regions

Hi

piercing cold of

rc.-i-t the

r

without it.

l

lie

Dr. I.iviiig-ion could

do without

il under a burning African -uu.
The ll-ijuimanx do without il in the frozen r<
gions. The negro 1 i\ c- and flourishes we lean
il in the hot climate of central Africa.
\ml
not We?
1- il because we are a nmri ■ n-

why

ligtiietied nation and capable of belter tilings
that we sutler this curse io remain in our beloved country, as we did slavery, for years, mi
lil il almost undermined tlie foundations of oie
liberty and union. Il must lie -topped soon
or later,
l.el ns rise a-one man for prohibition, and this eur-e will lie a thing of the past
\N

A.

Till'. CONS III 1'

I(

»N A

I.

\M IN I>Ml\NT.

In h*Taddresscs in Aroostook. Mrs

MeJ.augl'argued wry fully and ably in favor of tlit
proposed Prohibitory constitutional amend!in

The points which sin* made were the-.
1st.
The ultimate end to be gained is an
amendment of the National Constitution pro
hihiting tin* manufacture and importation of intoxicating liquors. Tin* incorporation of the
prohibitory principle into the organic law of
the State wi.l place Maine in the front of tie
onward movement which will, in time, secure
the necessary support of two-thirds of the
States. She cited several am*ndm- iiis to tin
State constitution in order Jo show that tin
(dignity of the constitution, the organic law of
It In* S’atc. would not be lowered by incorporainto it an article which recognized the patent
jting
fact that alcohol is tin* maker of paupers and
brimina s, tin* destroyer of lit* and happim-s-.
The fundamental law would not be
by
incorporating into it an amendment which retin*
that
hacognizes
underlying principle
agitated and influenced tin* politics of Maim* h r
years.
i -ml. It would lessen the danger of repeal of
laws,
in this connection she referred to tin* history of legislation in .Massachuand
claimed
that
tin* efforts of tin* liquor
setts,
interest which have aecomplisln-d so much in
Hint State are also at wank in thb State for tin
Overthrow of prohihitiou and that a party is
l|ike|y to arise, ai<h*d by tin* money furnished by
t|ln* wealthy rum interest of tin* country, which
Tjvdl'/ to ofundertake a work that now seems
impossible
accomplishment.
I tlrd. The vote upon this que-dion wtil not ia partisan vote: it will unite men of
ill parties
for a special purpose, and will thus tend to
break the shackle- of party winch bind m- n
closely, and will rally good and true men whate
<t their party affiliations, around one common
standard.
ment.

jin

prohibitory

The

following

l’csolutions

County Convention of tin* \V.

adopt,

w< r
<

d at

T. C. h "id

re-

lit 1 > at

l’n sqlle 1-;. ;
That the \\ omaus < 'hristian 'bt mlb solved
tferanei Cnion of Aroostook Co., heartily etitin* action of our Legislature submitting
*l|oi'sed
boats and seiners furnish the balance needed to
a Prohibitory constitutional amendment to the
keep till hands busy.The Coiuinerci.il says: \ Ml* of t lie people.
There is an unusually large lot of while perch
j Kesolvcd: That in view of this crisis that b
now upon iis and because of the fact that dcand black has- caught in the ponds about BanI fVat in Maine now. will he temporary disaster
p> ilie cause cv«*rywhen*. w** dc*ply feel tie imgor this year. ’That the lish are so plenty i- due
to the fact that they have lately been protected
portance of securing tin* constant agitation of
t Ids great question, and pushing every I in- of
from put hunters.lb-ports from the maekeiv! n
ir practical
work more .mi-tantlv an*l iveaten are not very encouraging. Now and then

si|)lutely.

a

pretty good trip is landed, but. such is the

ception

rather than the rule.

Bad weather and

dense fogs cause much delay and discouragement. The majority of the licet, some .'MO sail,
is at

work eastward from

Mt. Desert all the

way to (Purges, and ill |lie lower bay of Final;,,
d’la size of lish taken is better, some being large
and

principally

the fleet

No. I.

Hut the script- from

still many thousand barrels behind
those for the corresponding time uist year.
are

The mackerel catch up to August is only
5r>.KN7 barrels against In:!,451 barrels for the
same time last year, a falling otf of 127,507 barrels.

only

But tile catch of Inso up to August
45,577 barrels, and after August

ou t.007 barrels
for

was
was

that there is yet time enough
catch, if the lish will only show
so

a very large
up in sutlicieiit quantities.

The

Art

ot'

Tossing Fish.

A humorously illitstrilled article in the August (Vntury describes "The Oldest Club in
America," which in Philadelphia is known as

the "State in S huylkill.” < lure a year it ail es
a dinner in its wooden castle by the filer, the
dinner being cooked and served by I he members
according to ancient usages. A nearly lost art
of their kitchen is defined by tlm writer. Robert
Adams, dr., as follows: “Above and around
the fire-place hang the old-fashioned gridirons
and frying-pans; the latter, which have handies
six feet long, are no longer in use. These bi
lling to the 'tossing' days. Before the lishing
was destroyed, one
or Hvo
members would
sleep at the Castle the night before Cain Day.
and would be up at daybreak to catch the early
tide and return with dozens of white perch for
the day's repast. These, being duly inspected
and cleaned by the Coroner, would be assigned
to some citizen to cook.
To insure a successful
toss, great care was used in placing the perch
in the pan the largest were placed at the outer
rim, the heads meeting where the handle joins
the pan. The next in size succeeded, and so on
until the pan was full.
When the fish are
thoroughly cooked on one sid. the cook would
announce the fact,and everybody would gather
around to see tile toss, l oosening the ti di by a
lateral mocemOiit of the pan. with a lutther
movement only to lie learned by practice, the
cook would toss and turn the entire pan of fish,
replacing them in the pan with the cooked side
up and each tisli relatively til its original position. diving to the destruction of the fishing,
the toss is now nearly a lost art."
Clippings.
The amusement of fixing on Presidential
candidates continues. Kmory A. Storrs renominates his friend. President Arthur with
Foster for Vice President. The democrats are
talking up various favorites, but the Maine
boom for Butler seems to have broken and
gone out to sea.
[Lewiston Journal.
Doubtful no longer, republican Maine can
to dead and dying greenback papers and
say, I am cured. The hysterical attack which
caused a staid ('ommonwealth to cut such
political antics will not return any more than
will the subscribers to the journals v?hosc glow
is departed, and whose bills, it is to be hoped,
are paid.
[Boston Advertiser.

point

The Democratic papers are felicitating themselves on the superiority of the national conventions of their party, because of the twoA rule is known by its results;
thirds title.
and the action of the Democratic conventions
for the past twenty years, compared with that
of the Republican bodies, scarcely justifies the
claim of superiority.
[Boston Herald.

Reports from Indiana show that the

move-

for tile "old ticket" is steadily advancing.
.Six weeks ago, it is said, only two Democratic
papers in Indiana were for the ticket, but light
lias dawned, and now at least a dozen are persuaded that the only thing to be done is to place
the names of Messrs. Tilden and Hendricks at
the fore. Curiously enough the personal organ
of Senator Yoorhers lias announced its support
of the ticket.

ment

The Georgia Legislature have passed
oral Local Option law for the State.

a

i * Mil'S 1{5 MSKi.l l ies.

ex-
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Tin* Augusta doiirnai -a\
Thursday \ aof ’’sack cloth and ashes" fur the ToatntIn-\
For once
were complm-iy
riiimscllcrs.
Two officercijrciunveuteil and nonplu--c i
wlei’c employed by Mai. Keith. t.f the ib-m
lli* se gentlemen arraying themselves .n ih
United States uniforms j rocced* d around incognito from place to place among the rum
s»|ilcrs and purchased liquor. badi l a *t
liquor bought was labelled with the mine ot
tli" seller. They«commeuced operations tin
laj-t of dune and continued through duly.
Wednesday fourteen warrants w< iv taken "lit
ini the Augusta Municipal Four! and against
tli|c Togiis ruiiisi-llcrs and -erred by the 'bogus
officers. 'bln* tollowing is the ( <*urt rc-.»rd !
the result: Mike W h e n for -a!" ot on
pint
on whiskey duly iMtli. lined s;;u and cost-.
\ppealed: procured bomb, lvlcg < rocker and
dtjdin llrazier. -ale of one pint of rum on tin*
loth day of duly. lined s.dn and cost-.
App* alcd. * ’rocker procured bomb and llra/i*- was
committed. ’■bmic parti* s for sab duly I ill li
< r*ick**r
were tile d >dn ami costs: appealed.
furnish' d bonds.
Hart Marstiu. sale .q me
s:;o
ami
pint of whiskey, duly 1 Tt 1»: tin*
tin*
Same party for sale "t liqum duly IT
>do and costs. Same party on s* ardi aint s< iz111)* by Augusta of(i« **r- Utgu-t 1st ; tiise sjoo
and costs, appcule*!. William Maxi*- for -al* **f
half pint of rum. duly I Ith. was titled s:'." and
costs; appealed: committed. >aim* party I’..r
sa(m* otic me. line s.'in mi co-t-: appeal* *1.
'bljoinas Saubbury, wlm w a- with Maxi** at ih*
lime of the sales, sail)*- complaints: -am* linecommit ted.
I i i ley lochia”., -ale of ••lie-halt
pint whiskey duly iMtli. Fim**! s:u> and costs
appealed. ib 11. Mai’ston, of I’ittston. lor -ai
of liquor. Fined s:‘,o and cost ■*: paid. Paticue.
McNamara, sale of mu* pint of whiskey duly
•Jit; line stlo ami costs. Same off no duly *_* I.
limj* S:',o and cost-. Appealed; fumblicd bomb.
It appears that most of the liquor -old wa- carried around in flasks on the person of the
II.t
and dealt out to the custom* r.
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The Governor :m<l Council ga\»- a liearim:
last week on the a|»)>«>intm« nt of -pcriid nmstaoles for tin- enforcement of tin- liquor law
in \ork county. Two petitions signed h\ 12>
uieinbers of tin Ladn V
l nion of old Orchard
same town signed b\
and
John Jameson and T‘» others were pres. nt. d in
favor of tin* appointment of constables. R»*\.
AY .11. Me A1 lister of Old orchard appealed in
favor of tin- petitioners: F. M. 1 Iiggin>. <ount>
attorney of York county opposed. Mr. l/.on*.
of Old‘orchard said: “I believe there is no
tow n in Maine when* t lu re is so much rum sold
as
in old Orchard. There is\er> little done
Have
to meddle with the liquor trallie there.
no doubt that
liquor is sold in the hotels of
I see intoxicated people quite
Old Orchard.
frequently in our town. There are hotels that
would sell liquor to residents as well as guest-."
No decision was reached as another petition,
fro til Biddeford, for tin appointment of eonstable in York county, bad been presented and
a hearing ordered for the 2Sth inst.

of it he

citizens and

Temperance
Christian
another Iron, tin*

Non

The Good

s.

Templars

of Maine w ill hold their
semi-annual meeting at Oakland about the middle of < >etoh(*r.
The Governor and Council will hear petitioners for the appointment of liquor constables in
Lincoln county, the 2Sth inst., and petitioners
from Biddeford and Saco, for the same in York
comity, on the 20th inst.
Tljie Democracy of Pennsylvania is in favor
of ftjec whiskey; the Republicans are in favor
It remains for the public to
of free schools.
decide between the two. Shall tile drinks In*
cheaper for the thirsty, or shall honest State
debts be paid and illiteracy removed.
The convention of the Catholic Total Abstinence Cnion of America attended mass in St.

Mary's Church, Brooklyn, Thursday morning.

After the service there were addresses. Mr.
Kg-ait said he was a temperance man, as he used
neither liquor nor tobacco. lie said that a great
change for the better had taken place in Ireland
in favor of temperance.
The Cincinnati Commercial Gazette has gathered an interesting table, giving returns from
Tn of the ss counties in Ohio show ing the effect
of the Scott law. One thousand and nineteen
recognized drinking saloons in those counties
have been closed: (ibJO paid the $200 tax and
1S82 the $100 tax. The aggregate amount realized from this tax is $1,404,200.
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Matters.

FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.

RLRUBLIUAX JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1883.

S1IAW FAILURE.

Tile Whig says an attempt lias been made by
tic assign e. K. A. Wyman, to have the creditors r< lea., attachment on bark enough to keep
tli
tanneries running for the present. The
litors. however, remain firm and resist all
t
Mentions
to grant a release.
;
Arrangement.
Mav. been made, so it i. understood, whereby
u Ml
lie u-'igi!
probably be able to continue
tai ien s in opcratiouwilhout the surrender
f am bark legally attache d.
Th ■ Kingman tannery of F. Shaw & Bros, is
mm suspended, the bark being attached and
Me creditor, refusing to rch a.e any. The tan!;■ ry w .. a.
ordingly shut down. The daily
requirement of the tannery is from 23 to .it
cords. It i. understood the vats are full of
hidin prove-- of tanning.
Tii Argil-say. the attachments on F Shaw
A
Bros." bark are interfering seriously with
tb- ir vork' in Maine. The extract works in
ii mSton are now shut down aud the crew idle.
A Bangor despatch of the 10th says: By diu of Boston counsel suit has been eotnih need her-- in favorof the assignee of F. Shaw
A Hi--', against the sheriff"of the county. Lewis
F. Stratton, to n cover damages f ir lit- deputy,
<■- -a- S. Keenland. of Lincoln, for
attaching
tli- baik at Kingman. The action i. returnable
to the Circuit Court of the l uited States, which
M; Portland. Sept. 24th. Tin- suit is
'-roiiglit for si.io.tsh>. which includes the value
■; tii
bark ami < xtra damages caused by the
Imn-nts. which prevented the running of
::
tannery. Tie amount of hark attached at
h
_a.all is tiltm to fnoo cords.
The Kingman
ia: in i'\. now suspended, j. the
large in the
wo
loo
d:
is.
:
vats.
Oil
an average.
m;
id-: are in aeh vat in process of tanning.
A suit similar to that against Sheriff Stratton
lit ! rougbt against Sheriff' Johnson, <>f
A oo'took -■"iinty. for attachments linule hy hi.
tj at Iloultou and Bancroft. Albert W.
I"
i-1>sei for tie Shaw, ill Bangor and
(>
W. Mor.e in Boston.
..

■

l.l.'A-Mi LclIJUF of Ill'll FELLOWS.
I t irand Lodge oft ld-1 Fellows of Mainemiet
M I'.'illaiid. Aug. if 111. at n o"> lock a.m. There
w
full attendance. Orand Master Look in
> 1>ll'ess said till
Belfast lodge ease h is Iveen
-ii.
I^itige. at Phillips Hallow. II. Win<
k-aii-i. I.iueoin. t a la i s. (i or ha m. North
;
A
a
ll inland. < amdeli. Brewer. Buekstield
! UMi- rp-'i'i had been instituted. Halls had
n
-l- 'b-al- .i at Saeearappa and Bridgton.
t,raii-l Master r- eoinmended that tile Slate
a
stti--I, that tli-- tinancial eouilition of
hiii matl- r >• t dit'-s atui bem tits he
.min -I and a t ifand lustruetor appoint! d.
I a (.rand s.-i-fetary lvpovied the number of
i'■! : L-i a! ■ in-in;Ts BJ.IMS. a net increase
I-I .tiler- r- liev. d HMi. to I Ii- amount
:
u -l.-we-l families relieved 37. to the
■iiiiii
*3.lo<>: Brothers buried loo. to the
ot S'f.ii'.M. \nnual receipts $00,000; curii'
s:; i.!-71: inv- .led fund *310.117:
ii.xpO'- of I l- >' Tetan S:l.Mil : c X
p- lid it UIVs
-7-1': r- --> ipt' iif the Treasurer *1.700;
: M- (ir.iiid i.o-lgi *>.313; invested fund
I
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!
.-ii
r» t..r tne u< xt year an- a.» follows ;
Gland .Master. .1. Henry Crockett, Portland;
11 i a' <. and Master. K. W.»oiiant. ttldtovvn ;
1
.ii
Ward ii. K. 11.
iin n. Augusta; Grand
Grand
ry. .I.isliiia Mavis. Portland;
!
sure!. >.
K. Myer. Portland (.rand Uepres. \\.
"uk, Lewiston.

i: ill.novti

lie

iniitiid

Milts.

of ilie La stern Maine
held Tuesday evening.
in; an;
ion "i officers resulted as follow :
Pi—i- nt. Ill'll. Lug'lie Halo: Vice Presid, ut
lei
i i'1 a'ill' r. ii'-n. \\‘. Kind tall. Hsq.: Clerk,
!. \
Finery. F«'j.: !»irectors. Fugem Hale.
A. Finery. -I. It. Ilodwell. S. In Bailey,
Mavis rids.,n.
\\
Kiiuhall and Alaynard
'■inniier.
The lease of tile railroad to tile
'lain' Central wa- ralilied
Tlie matter of
r
iiieing tlie eapital slock from tf.Vil.ono to
-2 o.ooo was diseiisS'-d.
I lie mortgage trustees of tile AI: ille Shore
n i. read t la mi
Fi;
Bangor to 'ullivan. Ah-srs.
1
A. Wilson. Bangor: s. I1. I.' avitt.
Fastport.
I
A. i ni' ry. FiNwortli. were in session at Bar
Marl .or to certify tin li'im!~ of said road to tin
: "iint of
vet. lumdre.i and liftv thousand
dollar'.
ii. lb Muni;, ut Waterville. has made a fore1 .'III' on lie > liners,a Haiiroad. Tliis road
.'ins from West Wau-rviile to North Alison, a
■ii'taiiee of twenty-seven miles.
A f'w veal-sago one pa~.o|iger train a day
sufiieient to do the business between Batiand I!"'ton.
i'lirei trains daily are now
wi II | atroiiized.
i le
ivvn of !viiigli' id.
Saturday. \ "l«-d a loan
-1
live |"-r ei m. "i ils valuation in aid of the
1 ; inKliii A Ahgantie railroad to run from
strong station tin -ngi' Freeman and .Salem to
I' ngi; id v iilage.
This road will vastly develop
n
t iml" r hind- in Northern Franklin.
lie

ing

Was

...

■

■

Mil

MAIM. ClbVllbW.

K.

tt.

Mill 1N•,.

\ -p'-eial meeting of the Maine ( entral Kuilroad stoeklioldi rs was !;. id in Augusta. Thursday 1" .■ if tie- stoekholdel of fl,e road would
iu-tniet tie Miivetors to institute the necessary
sal pine edillgs to prcvillt tie- execution of
: 11- 1 I
:ts:. ii hy the Boston
"1 "sed h a'" of lie
A Maine.
All the director' of tile road with
veptioii of Geo. s. Morrison and .1. II.
br-ncli wer present, also many prominent
; aiii "i" I iii' ii from ditferent
parts of the State.
A
resolution was adopted appointing a eomniitlei of stockholders, consisting of Gov.
oimri.. W. <1. Mavis. M. Alde.n. F. 1
Wehh
and I
A. Wilson, said committee to confer
with tin oliicers of the Fast, lai and Boston A
A! iim 1 ta i ii' mi Is and to procure such luodiiie11-1'111s
i tie eomraet for the b ase between
-aid e <rporaii"iis as may be (■ssi-ntial for the
i■
-iii’ii "i tie Maine ( entral Haiiroad ( ".
i
u- i t le- i id i \ id u a! stoek holders in lie- com
pain,
and in the event of their failure to procuri
'I.- ii modifications. to
to
the
directors
at
report
least mo days before tie1 next meeting. The
in-- ting then
adjoiirin-d to meet at Granite
Ha i. A Hells!a. the gitli )list., at lo a. m.
■
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Tm up ning day of the trot in the Central
Maim < iretiit was held at Lewiston Aug. sth.
i
tii rty-nine ami three minute classes were
d.lm- i ii; r«iof S.'iOhand s-goiuai-h. There
wi re
iglit entries in each class. In the 2.fill
H. < i. \\ illiains. Knigluville. hr. m. Flint
n 1 ■ rst prize: (., AI. Park’. Canton Point*
H-" ket s, <-iihi 1: F. >. Tildeu. of Gardiner,
k. in. Grey N'.is. iliird; tine 2.TA,. In the
it.
minute race. H a p. Woodbury, of Portnd. ei'. g. -lack Spruit won first prize; (
G.
miner, "f Bangor, h. m. Mueeii second: Win.
aw. of Boston. Ii. g. Billy B. third: time,2.MU..
1 tie second day's races Aug. hi were well ut'"■nd"d. There were 'even starters in the 2..A0
ml four in lie g.:',h class races.
The g.:,o class
'-a-wsii in
Ii. g. da k Spratt. h. g. Billy B.,
.lid. Nat l Mis third: time 2.;’,s
'i’lie race in
a
2.::o"h,-» was won hy hl'k in. Nell. eh.
g.
Boston Boy second, b. lit. i)rummer G il l third;
Cm
2.du
2.2''
2.do;.
1

Enlarged.

be increased in size, making it the largest paper
of its class in Maine. We shall then be able to

give about one-third

more

reading

matter titan

and have more space for general news.
This enlargement has been contemplated for
now

time,

some

Iloe press

new

a

in

chased

1SS0 as

increase of

steady

having been purpreliminary step. The
our advertising patronage
a

will not admit of further postponement, and
our orders are now being placed fur the necessary material.
During nine or ten months of each year the
reading columns of the Journal are so encroached upon by advertisers that we have been com-

pelled to resort to small type—first minion, and
nonpareil—and one season tried the experiment uf issuing supplements. Neither plan
proved wholly satisfactory to our readers or to
ourselves. Many object to small type, and the
supplements were not available for late news.
It only remained to enlarge, and that will be
then

We shall retain the

done as announced above.
fulio form,

believing

that to be the most accept-

We take this

opportunity of saying, however,
that even when most crowded with advertising
the journal lias contained more reading matter
than any of its contemporaries, with possibly
one or two exceptions, land double and treble
An article that made

of most of them.

unit

column in the Journal was

expanded into
two and one-half columns when published in
an exchange which uses larger type, while the
one

I

tits I

VI AIM.

A V

Al.it V

AsSOI

"1 AT ION.

Mini: <»! I’KNSIONliUS IN MAIM..
Hi' i.»11 • >wiij*r w.i- ili« number of pcnsimiors
'll tile district of Maine, at the end of lhe li-eal
year .lust passed :
inv alids
ti.oi t
Widows withont ehildren.
I.nn;>
Willows with ehildren.-.
fos
Minor ehildren
tin
Dependent mothers. !.7."is
I tependeiit fathers.
40!
survivors of war of !s!2.
fr.'s
W idows of war of 1*12.
f.7i;ii
M

Total number on mils.yl I,s-J7
N t iu iva-e in nuinlier of pen-i• <11- since .1 one :;n. iss-j.
404
I

>i-btiisemcnts.^l.!MJt.»,:*tl.a.'i
IN

IdNKH.U..

Another luateli factory is to he located at
Mono. Me.
t he popito lot is reported in various sections
throughout the State.
• b n. Smith of Bangor lias sold in live
years
si;o.one worth of his extension ladders.
A line picture of the late lion. Lot M. Morrill
has been placed in the Collector’s Boom at the
< iistom House at Portland.
W i 11 i tt 111 II. Illuming, son of .fames
Dunning
of Bangor, who in October last shot and killed
Franklin Davis, a desperado, at Cold Springs.
Cal., ill self-defence, lias been pardoned from
prison bv (iov. Stoneman of California.
At a citizens meeting held in Augusta last
week it was voted to lix tiie valuation of the
property of the Edwards Manufacturing Company in that city at j-fOo.uoo inclusive for the
present year.
Prof. Vennor. who is now summering at Old
Orchard Iteaeli. reports the following predictions for August: The Maine coast will be
fuel- from storms and rain falls during the
month than any other section on the Atlantic
roust.
.Mis- Winifred H. Madigan, daughter of the
late lion, .lames (Madigan, of Houlton, Me.,
took the while veil and was received as a novice
of the Sacred Heart, at Kenwood, near Albany,
X. Y.. duly A'i.
Bishop llealy of Portland, was
present at the ceremony.
Tin- Republican says Messrs. Curtis &. Fisher,
of Fort Fairfield, put up thirty-two bbls. of
raspberries for the Boston market last weak.
These barrels weigh, headed, about 400 pounds
each. They will probably prepare a great many
this week if the weather is good.
P. W Melntire, esq., who lias for several
years been the managing editor of the Portland
Press has resigned to take a position on a leading Boston paper. Mr. Melntire is an able and
graceful writer, a successful journalist; and we
regret to have him leave Maine.
Twenty-two years ago Rev. If. D. Peek, treasurer of Maine, left this State under a cloud. He
lias lately resided in Xew York, and Sunday
week lie preached at Casco Street Free Baptist
Church, Portland. In the prayer Mr. Peek alluded to the sorrows he had experienced, the
backslidings he had known and the sins committed, and almost broke down with emotion.
The total number of passengers arriving at
Portland, Me., in steam vessels, for the six
months ending .lime :t0, is officially given as

220,000.

Again.

Our

to believe?

we

printed what
Dorsey. Of

it

alleged

to be the revelations of

that article

not write it.

The Sun recently

I did not

know that it was to lie

said:

Dorsey
prompt it.
published.*’

“I did

1 did not
He said

further that parts of the story were “notori*
ously untrue." Dana, the; editor of the Sun,
when confronted with

Dorsey's denials, said-

nothing. Now we are asked to believe that
Dorsey has repeated the original slanders, attributed to him, but whose authorship lie denied. and proved by others to he false in every
essential detail. Somebody is responsible for a
good deal of malicious lying, and it imi-1 lie
either the New York Sun or ex-Senator Dorsey.
It is not very material which. Neither are in
good odor and it would require strong corroborative

testimony

of either.

substantiate the statements

to

Dana is

a

Republican,

former

and

the Democrats because his claims

office were not regarded, lie wanted the
Naval office at New York, and because President Grant would not give it to him, the Sun
has abused and slandered Gen. Grant from that
day to this, and lias given what aid and comfort
it could to the Democratic party. Exactly what
to

it

hopes

gain by defiling the grave of Garfield it is impossible even to surmise.
AMo Dorsevtbo Huston Herald points out tliat
to

is

named

It is

I have looked into this (subject till my
eyes ache, to see why this is so, and have concluded that it is because it goes ilito so many of
the first families. It is often found at the table
with them, and attends many if their halls.
of lish.

Hence the term eod fish

aristoetacy. If I am
this matter 1 am wil lug to pay as
the true solution of t!:is problem as

wrong in
much for

any other person of my size.
One of the peculiarities of salt is that it will

keep things fresh, consequently the
fresh fish.

It wears

clothes, and

I have known the cod

There is

is tied up in a skin hag b prevent the
water from washing the meat ot'. A feeding

thing

machine is affixed to the bow end and the stern
is finished oil with a

as

a

rudder to steer the lish when id ve. and

as

a

handle to carry it home by when dead.
When Nature passed round the mouths the
eod had about the first
a

him into all his trouble.
The eod is
The

eye.

brunette and has

a

expression

given

the

reputation at home and abroad for
typographical excellence; and no efforts will be
spared to maintain the general features of the
paper, the local news continuing to lie specialJournal

a

.t

ty

heretofore.

as

There will be

advertising

rates, and the

will remain

as

now

increase in

no

subscription price

—two dollars

year, in ad-

a

vance.

Democratic Depravity

as

Illustrated by tiie

Prog. Age.
A boy once made a statement regarding his
relationship to other members of the family,
and ii \va> the toughest kind of a geueological
puzzle. Tin- solution was—the boy lied. That
i' tin- solution of the statements made by the
l’rog. Ago last week, that the Journal publicly
"admits the truth of Dorsey's statement t hut a
vast sum of money was raised by the Republican party for tiie express purpose of bribing
the voters of a state;" and that it “glories in

Horsey

tlieu talked

a-

though

the

vacancy existed at the time of tlie New York
conference. Sima- he litis been reminded that
it did not occur for six months afterward, lie
say s the understanding reached forward to tinfuture, and that (iartield even promised to induce President lines to undo the appointment
should the vacancy occur before his own inauguration—a clear afterthought of a liar. No
witnesses to the alleged bargain an mentioned,
except the oilier guilty parties to it—(iouldand
I'he fact that Tom Hiatt took
Huntington.
¥loo.00u to Indiana docs not by any means show
that it came from these

capitalists

for the

con-

sideration alleged.

The other parts of his statement are in the main a ‘-revised and corrected"
rehash of tile star router's former maliciousand add

ness.
on

nothing

to the stock of

knowledge

Our

Summer

Kesorts.

Tlie coast of Maine is too

tensive lo become

wholly

Dorsey and which be subsequently denied having written or authorized. The paragraph quoted by the Age shows this. The question was asked, "if we admit all Unit Dorsey says to be true,
"but then;-"

And the answer was:

admission, for

one

tiling,

“It is

an

that

only a two dollar
hill i' needed to make a lit publican voter of an
Indiana Democrat." The inference i- a logical

one.

this and says the way the Republican
party "wills victories novv-a-days is by bribing
papers and voters.’’ This implies, of course,

that tin

willing

Democratic papers and voters
to be bribed.
The Age ought to be

re

arc

good authority on t ii is subject. The man who
deserts one party for another because lie wants
an

otii

be

a

or

for

a

pecuniary consideration,

must

person of very loose convictions and no
Vet that is the

principles worth mentioning.
light in which the Age [daces

some

of its late

newspaper allies and a greater or less number
of Democratic voters. But the ideas of the

i’rog. Age

oil

this and kindred

always been peculiar.

questions

have

After the .State election

in .Maine last year it complained that the Reor $10 for votes.
publicans had paid as high as
Ii admitted that in the

preceding

election the

Democrats had used money to "retain” their
voters, uni were ready to do so again hut were
outbid
it

was

crats

liy
Republicans.
perfectly right and proper
the

It seemed to think

to pay SO

or

for the Demo-

$4 for votes, but

a

great crime

for the

complained

even

fenced in

ex-

by cottagers,

if their increase lie greater than tin- most
Hut we have only om-

sanguine anticipate.

Mount Desert and it will Pc hard if a comparative few are allowed to monopolize its attractions. liven now tlie sight-seer is confronted
every turn with the
barbed wire fence, or

sign. "Private Way," a
a
big dog. Of course,
bought shore rights are legally

at

those wlio have

entitled lo them, and

we

well understand

can

that the owners of private estates would n-it
like to have the general public invading tlicir

grounds. Those owning cottages,
prefer seclusion and quiet. They

as

a

rule,

look down

upon the guests at the hotels as the latter do
upon the excursionists who come to "do" Har
Harbor ill a day. The Transcript says the hotels of Mount Desert are

already -uttering from

the fact that their guests “lind their way to attractive point- fenced up by the cottages," and
and the busim

ss

men of our Maim- cities, must

in tlicir own interest interfere in tin's matter,

Republicans to pay twice these amounts,
and see to it that tlie shores of the watering
of course all right-minded persons will readily
and most attractive outlooks he puradmit that to buy votes at all is wrong, be the places
chased and reserved for the people." That is
amount large or small.
It is difficult, however,
the only solution, and the poopie can best aid in
to iix the relative degrees of criminality when
it about by staying away from places
bringing
one is as eager to lie bought as the other is to
where they are fenced out.
buy. A land of plenty was once described
There is another matter that may he considwhere ilnekeiis ready roasted ran about with
ered in this connection, and that is the greed of
knivi and I rks sticking in their backs, begging
tube eaten,
if we are to believe Dorsey and land-owners, which in many instances lias tends

tin- l’rog Age the Democratic voters must run
about mi election day like these chickens, begging for Republicans to buy their votes.

Hyeua Journalism.
Tin' I ii moeratic press, which lias always preferred dead to live issues, has recently turned
ils attention to desecrating graves.and thus lias

originated a phase of journalism aptly termed
hyena journalism. Tic hyena is a cowardly
brute that rarely attacks man. but sometimes
seizes children, and preys upon corpses which it
digs from tie graves. The New York Sun
furnishes the most

conspicuous example of
hyena journalism, and the I’rog. Age, which
last week referred to Gartield
base and

hypocritical trickster,"

disciple.

“a

as

is

a

corrupt,

promising

Another illustration is found in the

attacks of

Democratic newspaper on Secretary ('handler: or rather of the Democratic
press, for "Trav, Blanche and sweetheart'’ took
a

up the cry. This was the comment made by
Democratic newspapers on Mr. Chandler's visit
to New Hampshire. "William E. Chandler,
who left his duties at Washington under tlie

pretence that lie wanted to see his sick mother,
and hurried to New Hampshire to force himself into the senatorial light there, still hangs
about Concord so as to be near a brother who
is accommodating enough to Le indisposed."
And upon this the Manchester, N. II., Mirror
comments as follows:
Within

week after Mr. Chandler reached
Concord, he followed his mother to her grave,
and a few days later his brother, who had come
from Baltimore to attend the funeral, was
stricken down by a disease which the physicians
pronounced fatal, and has been steadily sinking
ever since.
I nder these circumstances for him
to have staid away except upon the most imperative call of dutv would have been heartless,
beastly, yes. damnable, and by doing it he would
have forfeited the respect of every man and
woman and child wnose head and heart are
better than a brute’s. And all this is known in
every editorial room from Concord to Galvaston.
William E. Chandler is no political pet of
ours.
He generally supports men, and often
measures to which we are opposed, and it Is
sometimes difficult to keep on good terms with
him. but in the name of fairness, humanity and
common decency we protest against the liialigauev which, in order to serve
political ends,
mocks at his family afflictions, and makes his
bereavements the subject of insinuations, sneers
and jests. When it comes to that, that a man
cannot bury Ids dead mother or remain by the
bedside of a dying brother without being pursued and howled at as a hypocrite and a fraud,
nay, when a man's relations cannot sicken and
die without being denounced as tricksters and
conspirators for doing it by the organs of puritied politics, it is time that people who make no
claim to being better than their neighbors spoke
their minds, and tins we do when we say that
ibis systematic and persistent pursuit of Mr.
(diancfler to the sick chambers of bis relatives is
as wic ked, as atrocious, as repulsive as
anything ever known in American polities.
a

While at Bar Harbor last week

we

ed to retard the increase of summer visitors to
shores. I'lifortunately, tlie outside world

our

peopled exclusively

is not

office

as

ful

stantly making additions,
time become

a

and which must in

valuable collection.

A

Washington correspondent of the Boston
Advertiser says: “Judge lloadly has been well
known here for years, prior to 1870, as a Republican whose itch for office was never satislied.
over

When Tilden was nominated he
to the Democrats.”

ocratic standard bearers

went

Of such are the Dem-

nowadays.

pression

the face of

if

The

deatlji."

ex-

living nlid is enough
to take a gate off the hinges.
The propelling power of the eojl is obtained
on

a

In tins, which are inserted into liiiin at proper
places and liv their means he gets along swim-

mingly.

lie lives at the bottom of the

keeps

it

and

to

f|imily

again

returns

,-ea

the top but once,land seldom
alive. It hatches its
there:

never comes

its batches down, to

use a

phrase.

sea

A cod is s.oOo.oOO egg power,
i counted the
eggs ,,f a large one once, and then were s.ooo,017. but that was more than a fiir average.
This puls the lien way back in tile scale as a
shell lish. and

1 think it

farmers do not

our

great mistake that

a

keep

less

hens and more

cod fish.
we

read of weighs frotjn 50 to 113
we catch weigh tjroui 7» to 13.

Mill,quite number of them will wleigli a hundred pounds, but it takes quite a minde r to do
it
One great article of value in tlje cod is its
oil well, which i- situated in its liver, from
which is obtained cod liver oil. These cod liters

mostly obtained from the hake and haddock. the cod furnishing them vicariously, a- ii
were.
Cod liver oil is chiefly used as a medicine for consumptives. The patient i- given to
are

understand that lie must take the oil or the runsumption. He raise-himself in l>e*|l and takes

spoonful,

ole

a farm who has desirable shore
lots could
well afford to deed one outright to tin- stranger
who would build a cottage for his family to oc-

of

cupy in the summer months. This would in
most eases prove tin- nucleus of a colony that
would give the farmer a ready market at his
door for all that lie lias to sell and in other ways
put money in his pocket. Tlie summer visitor
is worth cultivating. Do not drive him away.

and then motions tiilein to take

away the oil and

o

a

feeble voice sites. “Now,

bring on your consumption." As a general
tiling, people do not like cod liver o I. and it iseldom u-i d on buckwheats in plavle of syrup.
After the cod i> dead he is emhalhi' d in salt
to make him keep.
That is the way tin- old
lady Lot was fixed, she was turned into a

pillar of salt, and t have fed on cod that a whole
pillow of salt had been turned into, it always
rilled to me that Lot had a good tiling m that
little saline family ilitii ulty of his.
I can see him sitting at dinner and reaching
his knife across the tabic and scooping a small
junk out of his wife in order to season his soup.
And then during mosquito time she must have
his n a real blessing to him. when after
having
retired for tile night a stray mosquito would
s'

creep through a hole in the uettingand bite him
oil the foot, l can picture him out its vividly as

eiiromo, reaching the afflieteid member

a

the heil and rubbing tile bitje on Mrs.
thereby relieving the smart which would
otherwise have kept him swearing
;)ll the balance of the night.
across

Lot.

Ah!
to he

often think that those Hi! lie charac-

we

ters had

a

hard Lot,but the fact that

eight

they

livid

nine hundred years ol 1 and had
good heads of hair like Absalom and t-ampson,
shows us as piainly as dye on a moiislaclu that
or

wives and mother-in-laws were built on
ferent

a

dif-

plan
to-day.
owing to a misplaced switch 1 find that I have
run oil' the track a little, anil as 1 was remarking. before the barometer was invented the salt
end was a sign of a “dry spell.” A salt cod
will by actual measurement keep a Ulan dryer
than

from those of

umbrella and

an

a

it' rubber

whole suit

clothes.
A small

plate of

lish is now

kept

all bars

on

good moral character, and one or two pieces
of it will make a man as dry as if lie bail eaten
cod resembles

Tlie owner

a

volume of the

Congressional
Bazaar pattern

A

(.ilobi,
of

dry

patent
shirt bosom, and it is said that the Cape girls
Use

a

a

them winters to slide down hill oil.

The cod is
small

boy

caught

catches

in the same way that the
them,

apples, by booking

with this ditl'erenee—one bites after i is booked and the other is hooked after it bites. There
is

a

line connected with the hook in botl eases,

though

the

tangled tip

lyin’

of the small

more as

$4(1.000

went

he says:

Indiana;
certainly

Ohio." In the New York Sun

to

•■Forty

thousand dollars was

the rest went to Ohio."
not

a

kept for
Dorsey is

consistent liar.

I p to date but one prominent Democrat in
the country has declared unequivocally for
civil service reform. The follow ing item shows
how lie is

regarded by

a

leading

Democratic

newspaper:
The Cincinnati

Enquirer suggests
Republicans employed Mr. (iroesbeck

that the
to make
the civil servic reform speech. This is not a
very complimentary remark to make about one
of the ablest Democrats in the country.
Uld Orchard beach was “a

magnificent blaze
light” Monday night and there was
display of fireworks. Among the promi-

of electric
a

tine

nent

gentlemen present

Gov. Itobie and

were

the Executive Council and the

Mayors of Portland. Saco, Dover, N. IE, and Biddeford. The
total number present is estimated at lib,(XX).
The North Star presents the following forcible illustration of the destruction of Maine for-

“Presque Isle is a point where, if at any
place, pine should be found, yet in the building
of the Seminary the contractor is obliged to
bring here Michigan lumber fit for good finish.”
ests:

The Lewiston Journal has
now to

get

even

a

good opportunity

with the papers that made fun

of its

Aud-so-forth”department. It has only
to glance over the- “Murmurings,” “Whisperings,” “They Says” etc., etc., which have lately
became epidemic in the Maine Press.
Sullivan, the slugger, opened a saloon in Boslast week, and from 1(1,000 to lb,000 people
were in attendance, blocking the street and calling for an extra force of police to maintain order. Boston is noted for its worship of culture.
ton

At a Confederate reunion in Texas Gen. Butler was denounced as a nondescript.

This is drawing it uncommonly mild.
would be no

difficulty

in

giving

Butler

There
a

closer

fitting definition.
An exchange says: “As household decoracat o’ nine tails are quite as

tions, clematis and
popular as ever.”
decorate the back

And eats with one tail still

yards and

fences

as

of yore.

AM)

A

Glimpse of Bar Harbor

PLEASANT

Tit IP

ALONG

aiul

THE

MAINE

COAST.

The steamer

Queen City

took an excursion

party from Belfast to Bar Harbor on Wednesday the 8lh inst. The day was “tine beyond
compare.1' and nearly three hundred of our
citizens availed themselves of this opportunity
to visit Maine's most noted watering place.
Leaving the steamboat wharf about C.30 a. in.,
the Queen City, with over two hundred passengers on board, was headed for the Camp
Ground, and in twenty minutes was alongside
the wharf at that place. Here the passenger
list was increased some sixty or more, and
when the lines were cast off the boat started on
her trip of sixty miles, skirting “Long Island’s

sea-girt
Head, where

shore"

lute, which

abreast of Turtle

soon came

we

Dr. Davis honored

with a sa-

us

responded to by the steamer’s
whistle, and a vigorous waving of handkerchiefs by her passengers. The
bay was smooth
was

glass,
only a light northwesterly air stirring, and overhead was an almost cloudless
sky. It was not a day to show the scenery of
the bold and rugged coast to
advantage, but it
was one that made glad those, liable to seawith

as

sickness.

1 lie tierce sun shown down upon a
and brought out clear and distinct

sleeping

sea

every crack and crevice in the rocky shores,
every twigof the stunted trees, and every blade
of the sere and yellow grass that grew precariin little nooks and

ously

occasional

on

How different the scene when
blows!

I’le

slopes.

north-easter

a

boy general1' get-

lie reels it otf than does the

I have recently been fishing for coil.
It is
noble sport and is the missing link bet ween fun
and labor. I think if 1 had been paiil fur my
sport I should have considered it worth about
fifty dollars a day as limes are now. If 't^iworth two dollars a cord to saw wood anil
thirty cents a ton to carry in coal, fifty dollars
a day is none too much to
pay a man fir catching end fish. The next day after 1 fished tin
hands looked like a couple of Cincinnati cured
hams, with five Bologna sausages slick into
them for lingers. 1 could not get tliem into
bed with me for two weeks.
I baited my hook with red herring; 1 had
read herring made good bait, so tried it. 1 gave
my hooks a tling over the side of the vessel and
let the line run out. When it stopped
next
neighbor told me that, he noticed my hooks
were tangled when
I threw my line out, and
he said 1 better puli in and lix them. That man
never realized the danger lie was in. For a few
minutes I fully intended to murder
hfm. and
have been sorry ever since that 1 did not.
I
commenced to pull in my line, and the longer 1
pulled the greater my desire to kill that man. I
thought that wc had made a mistake in the
fishing ground, and that I must be fishing
through the earth down into the China sea. As
my hooks came out of water my neighbor said,
"let go again; I was mistaken. Your hooks
are all right." lie never spoke again, and when
the sea gives up its dead perhaps he may he
able to explain how lie passed into the great
Fnkuowu, but I never shall.
The first cod 1 caught was a haddock, the
next was a hake, and the third was a pollock.
My companions all told me they were cod. they
could tell by the way they pulled.
fish a
man loses is a big one; this is singular, hut it is
one of the great moral truths that pervades this

Iny

Kveijy

planet.

Finally 1 did get a cod. The skipper told me
“pull steady." 1 bent over and pulled. As
my hands slipped along the line the water llew

to

toward me anil landed on my trowsers.
It put
me in mind of the first time I ever tried to
an
axe.
I
a
to
turn
for me. He
grind
got boy
got the stone revolving about 10,000 times a
on
minute, and stooping over 1 placed the
the stone.
I forget now whether it whs two
quarts or a gallon of dirty water that struck
me in the face, but I am positive that
my wood with a dull axe and that I told the
hoy he need not turn any more.
With a dozen friends to encourage me I could
not well help pulling.
Now the fish woitld put
himself side-to and pull back, so it seemed like
battling up a stone drag. The line woijld cut
through my hands, but I would struggle and
keep pulling. Then the fish would suddenly
take a start upwards, and the sudden slack oil
the line would set me down on the deck with
the thud of a paving maul, and before I recovered lie would lie sailing down
and
the line would be slipping through my hands,
skin.
more
cutting away
My strength was nearly gone. I was about
giving up when a pair of blue eyes looked at
me out of the top of the waves,"and a noutli
not made to kiss, opened, and a huge co l was
landed on the deck and a dozen hands slapped
me on the hack and eleven mouths said 1 was
a “bully hoy." but the twelfth mouth did l’tsav
any such tiling, for it was at that momei t balancing a lager bottle in the air, but when it did
speak it said, “Won't you have something?”
and i think 1 said I would; and thus it is in the
midst of our severest trials, friends will occasionally rise up when we least expect the n.
! send Ibis to you C. <1. I), (ti n (jlKOItiti:.

|ixe

lchopped

again

in eaeli

scenery is seen in all its grandeur aud
beauty, lint il is not a day when the average
excursionist would care to he exploring those

dangerous
partv
mer

water- in

their way

went, on

and under

sea

er's route

small steamer, and the

a

a

rejoicing

land-locked,

is

over

save

sum-

a

The steam-

summer sun.

point,

at one

where the illimitable ocean stretches away on
the right, unobstructed to the horizon. Bounding Cape Rosier we enter Hggcmoggin Roach, a
strait between the Deer Islands and

pass

Island, and close
in tin

hand, on

at

l’umpkln

little indentation

a

Little Deer Isle, is

hern end of

non

house on

We

a

settlement of a dozen or so of cottages.
A brief stop at Deer Isle Landing, and we are
oti again.
There are islands to tlie right of us.
summer

islands
There

the left of

to

hidden

are

is,

islands in front of

dangers,

us.

too, of which the

excursionists
and

windows
we

We lone

a

glimpse

of Bresideut Elli-

ot's cottage at Northeast Harbor, and a full
view of ( lemellts' three-storied, red-roofed
at

al

>•

it

is.

ground

Horn

attractive

facing

utter Cliff. Great Head,

Schooner Head and

ove.

in the order named

passed

are

most

the wafer, with a
of wooded bids anil a fore ground

of beach and lawn,
Anemone

a

The hotel stands at the

of the harbor

back

and

Harbor:

looking place
Ik ad

Spoil ing
-all places

of interest, but of which

we

from tile steamer's deck.

Of Great Head it is

said that it "confronts the

dashing

can sec

but little

and

roaring

surf with an immense harrier of lirm-hased
rock, against which the utmost etTorts of the
ocean are as futile as the sweep of the mountain winds upon Monadnoek." Schooner Head is
four miles south of Bar Harbor. “On the seaward front
bh

is

a

white formation which resem-

schooner under sail: and there is

a

s

tion that

a

tradi-

in here, during
frigate
the war of IM'J on a foggv day, and opened a
hot cannonade on what was supposed to lie a
Yankee

c

opens in

British

a

oasting

a

crest

ran

vessel.

The

Spouting

Horn

of theelitV: and under certain

favoring circumstances of wind and tide, tlie
while

waves

and shoot

are

driven under the

upward through

rocky point,

this cleft, far over

tin- toils of the tree, with a grand and ominous
dii-t across the co\ e t" the south is the

roaring,

wonderful grotto called Anemone Cove, where
each receding wave leaves a new museum of

strange
and

creatures

of the

among the delicate
ruckweeds and mosses, and
sea.

richly-covered
Neptune's realm."

the dowers of

And now red-roofed cottages multiply, the
great hotels come into view, and we glide into
Bur Harbor, where a fleet of rakish yachts is at
anchor. Steam launches, sail and row boats,
the canoes of the Indian and the white man.
the former

propelled by paddles, the latter by
moving to and fro. Children's voices
are heard on the shores, bathers are splashing
about in the cool waters, and a city appears before us. The steamer Mt. Desert, of which we
had a glimpse earlier in the day, had preceded
u.s into port and was at tho wharf, with the B.
A B. Co.'s trim little propellor Rockland alongsails,

an-

side.

The excursionists disembark in short

order, go their ways, and are soon scattered
among the hotels in quest of dinner.
Ii i> the common

experience of visitors that,
may go it is always the hottest
or the coldest, the foggyest or the clearest day
of the season. At Bar Harbor we encountered
wherever

they

day. it would have passed for a
day anywhere. And it was dusty, too—
almost as dusty as we have it in Belfast. But
there was quite a breeze stirring, and in the
shade of the Rollick's piazza one could take a
good deal of comfort and lind sufficient amusement in the study of mankind.
There were
queer specimens among the men, and we wondered if Forepuugh had nol emptied some of
the cages of his menagerie before leaving Maine.

the hottest

one oi

our

party pointed

Borneo ami another
ered I lie

was

out t lie Mild

.Mail or

certain lie had discov-

long sought for missing link. To the
majority of these young men
like blank tools, the quick response
The
That is just what they arc.”

remark that the
looked
came.

Knickerbocker dress, which is almost uuiver-

—ally

worn,

i- well

sports, and if the

adapted
be

to certain athletic

manly man, with
no nonsense about him. it is not unbecoming.
But to see spindle-shanked youths and animated
beer barrels dawdling about the ladies on hotel
\i randas in lhi> sort of rig is enough to make
one sea sick.
Add hanged hair and you have a
complete picture of the Bar Harbor dude. If
there
The

wearer

a

are any dudesscs we did not see them.
ladies were tastefully and becomingly

dressed and there were many beauties among
them. One in particular, a bewitching blonde,

quite captivated all the old and young bachelors
of our party. One of them confessed on the
trip home that he feared the lady would think
him rude, but he
away from her.

really

could not

keep

his eyes

Bar Harbor is a revelation to those who have
it since it attained its present growth.

not seen

On Main street you might readily fancy yourself in a large city. True, the buildings are of
wood, hut many of them are large in size and

substantial in appearance, while the shops of
all kinds,' he numerous vehicles and the passing
throngs, keep up the impression. The Rodick
House is the business and social center, and enthe distinction of being the largest hotel in
Maine. The other hotels are grouped around

joys

it and are all within an easy distance
Some of
the buildings reprt sent architecture run mad.
One of the hotels would look like a prison if it
not built of wood, and it is as cheerless
inhospitable in appearance as a poor asylum
or a factory hoarding house.
Some of the cottages arc decidedly ugly, but the use of darkpaint is a redeeming feature. The dark reds
and greens harmonize well with tlie landscape
and this is more fully realized when one of the
original dwellings is seen, painted white with
green blinds. Were all the buildings at Bar
Harbor painted in Ibis wav the work of nature
would be effectually neutralized and the place
positively hideous. Two of the recent cottages
eclipse all the others in size and cost. The owners, respectively, are Mrs. Bowler, of Cincinnati. and Mrs. Howard, of Chicago. Matthews
Bros., of Belfast, supplied the interior iiitisliing, doors, sashes,etc. for these buildings. The
woods used are oak, cherry, ash, and the softnative woods, which arc uupuinted and polishwere

and

ed. The Howard mansion, for it is a misnomer
large a structure a cottage—we should
say it is nearly twice the size of the Masonic
Temple in this city is palatial in its tilting*
to call so

are

too

a

brief \isit.

writer it was the most interesting
of the

Belfast

and

Vicinity.

The dynamite conspirators on trial
pool have received life sentences.

A French professor will goto Egypt to
the features of the cholera epidemic.

The report that Texas fever was
among Kansas cattle is contradicted.

experience

were

p.
the deck of the l^ueeii City,
for the homeward trip. As we steamed

ready

out of the harbor a brisk breeze

tered, but

long

ere

glassy

along the

scenes

and ail beautiful.

route were

The

rays of the setthrew, soft shadows over the ugged
ting
hills, mid east in deeper shade the ravines and
A

haze

through which

surrounded

the

it- to

hung overhead for
the twinkling light

time the Camp Ground

w

a

hi due

be recorded

or

mishap

—

the excursion of the

as

A child which was buried in ruins at Casamicciohi at the time of the earthquake was rescued alive on Saturday week.

this
sea-

son.
1-1*11

eeut

vNl>

hisiiiMi.

investigation by

Hi.

result of the

Tin* North German Gazette says the condition of l’rince lfismark's health requires In's
complete seclusion and repose.

re-

the sub-eoinmitlee of the

Senate Committee on

Foreign

The Republicans of Wisconsin will present
the name of Governor Fairchild for the Republican nomination for President.

Allairs into the

causes of
the decline of the menhaden and
mackerel catch is that June lath i- the earliest
time the fishing should begin. As the catch is

A marriage license was issued in Darien. Ga„
last week, to Abram l.ivingstou, aged too years,
and .Margaret Jones, aged SJ years.

outside of State

jurisdiction there appears to
nothing left but for Congress to protect the
fisheries by legislation.
Menhaden have not
been seen along the coast of .Maine since l*7n
be

protective legislation.
vessels in

It is suggested
should not be cleared

clearing

An estimate of the English harvest prospects
shows that wheat and barley will he below an
average crop, oats and potatoes above.

fishing
by col-

Senator Edmunds will urge his postal telescheme upon the Senate again next winlie says it will be adopted sooneror later.

large quantities. Roswell Libby A Co. arc packing an average u! so barrels a day. employing

Advices from Victoria. It. C.. state that there
has been no rain there for nearly three mouths,
and that bush tires have spread" over the entire

00 barrels or more : andclias. A.

Co. no barrels

or

country.

Dyer

Thirty

thousand of Mr. Rradlaugh's supporthave protested against ids exclusion from
the House of Commons at a great inerting ill

thereabouts. The Labra-

fishery is reported a partial failure, the
catch being half a million quintals short of the
average.Mr. (ten. Shepherd Page, of New
York, who is summering at the Waukeag House,
Sullivan, prides himself on having caught at
the month of tin- Jtungch-y Lake a few years
ago ;i 12-pound brook trout, the largest in the
world so far as recorded, lb- also biought the

Condon.

The English National Debt Mil lias passed tin
House of Commons; it provides for a reduction
of the debt in tvventv veal's to the extent of

£17;>,000,000.

into Maine.I'ln- Itoolhbav
of the Waldoboru New s savs :

The revolution in Ilayti i' gaining ground,
the rebels having defeated the government
forces recently with In-avy los-. The government is out of funds.

The Molliu Porter of the firm of S. Nickerson
A Sons arrived in
from the (iratid Ranks

Jqjy

with over
cod fish.

eighteen hundred quintals of large
caught her trip and made both

Smith M. Weed gives the interesting and acinformation in a careful interview that
Mr. Tilden gave 8:13.000 to the Democratic
campaign fund in 18K0.

She

curate

passages inside of fifteen weeks. Nickerson's
new vessel, the Bertha D. Nickerson, was re-

ported
a

with over two thousand quintals nearly
month ago. but as she fitted for about four

The salmon

pack on

t'olumhia River litis season amounts to 030.000 eases, which is an increase of 73,000 eases over ltic pack of lss-J,
which was the largest on record.

thousand it will be some time before 'lie arrives, even if she lias good luck. The eateli of
cod fish ibis season will probably be \er\ large,
the market is good, tlios-- who engaged
in the Rank fishery this year will muk. a good

Dr. Robert Moffat, of Loudon, Eng., fatherin-law of tlie late I >r. l.iv ingstou. the ei lebrated
African traveller, and himself for many years,
a n issionary in Smith Africa, is dead.

summer's work, while on the other hand the
majority of those engaged in maekereling will
hardly pay their hills.The Commercial says
Commissioner Stillwell sent a can of black bass

feeling in Boston, is. on the vv hole, much
confident as regards the mercantile situation. No more failures are reported, and none
of consequence are known to be impending.

and

as

The

mote

Republican journals will do well to clip some
of the hostile criticisms of Democrats now
being bestowed upon Mr. Tilden. They will
he useful in the event of lii- nomination in 1S84.

that

were put into the little
pond known as the
I’ilsbury Pond, in Palmyra.The American
says two fishing vessels belonging to Herrick A
Beard, of Sedgwick, have arrived from the
“banks" with full fares, others are reported as
doing well.The Rockland Opinion addressed
letters to several of the largest dealers in fish in

The l’n sident's

Alan has made a brilliant
< anudians as a salmon
angler, having succeeded in killing forty of
these fish during his recent trip through the
Dominion.

as to the business done this year
with last year. The replies indicate that this is the worst year for fishermen

as

It seems to lie understood at the navy
ment that work on the new steel cruisers is to
be
The
of the
very soon.
new vessels are understood to he

depart-

compared

known. We publish tlufrom the letters received :

ever

The Boston

Budget

completed.

we

A German killed his wife and then suicided,
in Baltimore, on Thursday. They left a small
estate whose disposition will depend on determining which of the twain died first- and both
were found dead.
Chinese Consul Bee say s the reports of smuggling of Chinese into Washington Territory ia neatly disguised joli to direct tin attention of
lho authorities from heavy opium smuggling
carried on In that section.

It is stated that the commissioner of | aiettls.
Mr. Marble, tendered his resignation ’■ 11-1 before tile President left, and that the President
accepted it. to take effect Sept. I. Mr. Drymfortli. ouc of the principal examiners, and e\C'ongressnian Young, of Ohio, are working to
get file prospective vacancy.
Steam yachts grow in favor in Great Britain,
in 1 Stitt there were only thirty steam yachts of
3752 tons; there arc now 4GG. and the aggregate
tonnage is 51,811!). One-third of these are of
400 tons and upward, and another third of 200
Their aggregate value is over
to 400 tons.
$ 11.ooo.ooo. and the cost of maintenance is

proportionately heavy.
It is said that the Democratic managers In
Ohio are very fearful that their candidate. Mr.
Uoadly, will get himself involved in a joint
debate with Foraker. The latter has expressed
a willingness to join in such a debate, but the
Democratic managers declare that they will
not pay any attention to anything but a challenge of the Republican State Committee.
Democratic declaration on the tariff'
should be. according to Mr. Puliizer. of St.
Louis and New York, such as will "give us all
the held necessary to prance around in." To
attain this happy end the World and PostDispatch's editor thinks that all that is necessary is to strike tin word "only" from Waitersou’s “tariff' for revenue only." "Prance around”
is good.
The

A spicy anecdote of Julia Ward How, is
going the rounds. A well-known New York

woman, so the story goes, took her out on her
Newport piazza the other day and begged her
to "say something brilliant about it, that would
always be quoted.” Mrs. llowe looked at her a
moment, and then replied: “Really. I can't
think of anything except that it's a bully old

(and we think we
before) that "the
can write to please

believe.”

The

Budget

deceives

woods are full of such editors—iu
were; men who think
ioo.

they

so.

can

piazza, anyhow.”

'l'he ratio of suicide in the great cities for
every million inhabitants averages yearly as
follows: Naples, .44; Rome, 74; London. 87;
Genoa, 135; New York, 144; Berlin. 170;

at least

itself;
embryo,

the
as

it

till the bill, and

more

Petersburg, 200; Dresden.
Florence, 180;
240; Brussels, 271; Vienna, 287; Copenhagen,
New York, it
303; Stockholm, 354: Paris, 402.
St.

|

will be

telegraphers strike continues and the
situation is not materially ehauged, although
the outlook is less favorable for the operators.
Tlie

Watermelons and ice cream laid low the inmates of

a

Chicago boarding

house.

Chief Justice Appleton's term will expire the
20th of next month. It is understood the Governor and Council will nominate a successor to
Judge Appleton at their next meeting which
will be held the 21st inst.
Governor ltobie and Council have accepted
invitation extended them by the Frontier
Guards, to be in attendance at a public reception and ball given in their honor at Kastport.
Sept. 0th, when they wilt be there on official
business connected with the l’assamaquoddy
Indians.
an

Dr. Win. B. I.aphani, agricultural editor of
the Maine Farmer, has resigned that position
after having been connected with that paper
over eleven years.
The resignation will take
effect iu three months. This action was necessitated by the unfortunate bronchial trouble
with which lie is atUieted and which may oblige
him to spend the wilder iu a milder climate.

his

at

tn.

house, and is daily oblige-;

Nortbp"*'1

The Blue ami the Grthe new b< -k of are
-ketches by the Itev Mr. Gerri-b
1 Bangor •;in!
lo
jMr. Hutchinson of Frederick- nta, \ i’-ieia
lor

'•

lj*rovidence,

U. I
paper inciu-ie- Belfa-t in a
list of towns in the New England States tiiat "nee

1

and
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decrying

>oil, but

have

we

good Opt ra house-.”
good a one now a- the

of

as

Thank
>n

pair

warrants.

age

numbers of the Baptist .Sewing Circle <.f
a pi: nie supper and
iambake mi ft
-lion
jti-t below the steamboat wharf, l'ne- J,.
afternoon. About tiftj were present. It was an
The

thi-

I tv had

enjoyable

oeaslon.

Mr. h.-dros

Morse, of Lineulnville, who i.- in p
year <*f hi- age, i>ut i- a- active as a man of r,,
wa- ii the city on
Saturday. He ran a mowing ma
chine this .season and cut tifteen ton- ..f
tv.
Hi
ha- lived in Tiucoluville since 1S20.
A Main street

tage

Nor

at

suppli

with

hl-

went to

him

basket

a

•••

goo-i tilings. Turning hi- horse loo-.-

il!i

w

merchant recently

thport, taking

he soiul.l th.

flats t,»r the fe-tive clam.

The h-e

t'»umi Ltie

basket, w hi*-h had been eareies-' v ieii
of door.-, and devoured the content".

...

out

Mrs. 1- low ei -. of this city, has reeeiv i 11
China, a curiously painted picture of her dunghc r
Isabelle, now Mr-. Degun. The
him
.u-fi-i
painted the face, nearly bait lift -i/e, on the body
-,

of

a

Chiue.-o nistimi.
l ie far.
The painting i- on paper and isuspend from the walls.

rson

pi

made
Ao

attired in

life like.

very
»

t

,'ljl>EN I s.

Mr. d.

week, by a iarge
crushing the hones
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screw
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..Mr.
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Parham A Ha!1-

accidently placed
aftermjun,
wliile in motion and
saw

in tired

was

in

quite badly

ir-• u

1.*r

ai.

Mr. 'il. II. 11 dder..ess, the* practical piano p.rte
Boston. Ma--., is now in the ea-: rn pari
of the State and will visit Belfast within a week
r
tworder- tor tuning n ay be lett with M 1‘.

ujf

tuner,

Wooi|ei(ek A "on, Belfast, who will give refereneeto the ability of Mr. 11. as a tuner.
He w as
here recently and we learn tlun lit- tuning _.io
as

good
A

.-ai

i-faet

n»n.

Wa do corre-p. n.leiit

Whitn.eJ.a

native

a

that

\• *

lain;- !u-n

town,

w

the ti

a-

li-on ().
r

f

man

killed inltin- war of pie ate r.•belli -;. Mr. Whitney
wa* a member of the -,p, Ma-sachu-ett- rcgiinent,
and wa.-ikilled by tin- mod while niaivtiin- through
the-tr«a!t-of Baltimore in April. p-ui
i-ar ■•-o rongve.-- ought toappu-priof money to erect a monument in \\ a.d"

ate a -um

testimonial to flu* tirst

a- a

in the

man

to

lay down i».-

p.

great struggle.

Transfers
the

in Beal Kstatk.
I'he following an
transter-in real estate in Waldo rountv f.-i tin

ending Aug. l-’.th—Hdgar V. Ibaiviii.m, i.
Fred A. Carle, Belfast. <>. F. Clark, \\
Robert
B|ray, same tow m dn-iuh H Lively,! Iilna,
to dolin 1*. Kitst.
J
BoekpiU t. dann I-. Me|\,
ta-t, to Fred F. Me keen, same t<<wn
Frank 1>.

week
to

Fullen, Bangor, t»» IT ( harle- Fulleu, am- i- an
Monroe, to F/.ra Fattee, -aim* i-.w n.
K/.ra Faltee, Monroe, to Leorge II. Miller. Brook*.

Collins F ittee,
Willisame

K.

White,

-a lie

Then
^

Waning-, Kno\, P ( hath
dolm York, Wintcrp* rt.

I

Waning,
IVivgrii

wer

Fie l\im\

11.

town,

town.

wa-

Tin

■*.:•

exeur-ion

an

Monday

Railroad fneu Batli au-1

indy

;>

Rock-land win* re they to..k Fie -t« urn
K.ndidii:
for a trip in Fennb-cot bay. The party 1i-■
have numbered lino persons and to have been tii.

largest
road.

trip-

o.cursion
Ta

at

(

ever

carried

over

the l\.

1

\

clings were made on the up ami
aim leu, Northport and Belfast, ;u

wi
d

the

boat laid for two hours at Fort Point. Tin K itah
din was decked with llug- pre.-enting n flm*
appear
a me and fill d two bands on board.
I’he return rt j
was made in the afternoon, the pare- .irrivlm:
d
Bath the

sjime

e\

ening.

(apt. ddhn
Pendleton, of "ear-port. ae. mi
panic* 1 tin* yachting parly -m the yacht Fdiia to liar
Harbor anil returned here on the ijm. > n
IT
it>

speaks

in

highest terms of tin

the

w«»rthine-s and
to be the

fastest

-ailing .jualitie-,
craft of her

size

Tdna

and
on

av.-uii

tin.

.i-1, ami

lime al
cope w ith larger ones w ith p> -p
Knvance. U tule.it Bar Harhoi (he 1. ina wen! .mi
for a sail aijid had a brush with the Trader of Brito!, the Belfast boat sailing two f.-et f u>, •Fierone.
I’he i-.dna arrived Imme M-unlay night t
m
Bar Harbor via Custine. Ryder Cm ami "• ii
port, she rircumnav igated Mt. I>e-ert island wiiih
••

away, and the cruise of

enjoyed.
The freseioers

ight days

w

Mn-r

a-

have Mnished their

w.n

ugh;

k in

llav

rh.
Hall, jmt painter- are -till ar w rk
t
All that ivm tin
he ■•Id
walls, gallery. A
v.nt
I n.
ing i- the seal of Maine over the pro-.vniu-u
centre of tlnj ceiling i.- lemon mbr, w hile tin* pain 1
work i- crushed straw berry ami straw
1 u
Tim

ford

>

Gov. Crittenden, of Missouri, upon being
interviewed emphatically denies the -tatetnent
that tie had promised Rob Ford 8-tii.OOe reward
if he brought in Jesse James alive and 810.noo
if he brought him in dead.

says

newspaper editor who
lias not yet been found

hundred gue-l-

refutje applicant- for want of room.
C.
]V. Haney is agent for Belfa-t an-i

able to

The 'Treasury Department has made a ruling
that Canadian tugs cannot tow American vessels
front Canadian waters into American waters
beyond the first American port in which they
make entry.

heard the remark

everybody

working plans
practically

begun

following extracts

Tremont, August 7. My opinion is that
there will not he more than half the quantity
of fish taken on this coast as was taken last
season.
Hake and haddock are especially
scarce.
From the information 1 have, judge
there will not he half the amount of mackerel
taken this year as last.
North Haven-. August c.
The catch of
mackerel will not average more than onefourth that of previous years.
This season's
business thus far. though not a failure, is far
from being a success. However, should the
vessels get good trips, the remainder of the
season, there will be ample time to make a
good year's work. The practice of fishing
Mouth for mackerel in the Spring, is condemned by fishermen lien;, and should be discontinued.
It i* a great damage to business, as it destroys the spawns and puts a large quantity of
poor mackerel on the market, which hurts' tinsale of good fish caught later.
Pour Clyde, St. Ueoeok. August li
From
best information I can obtain, and from personal observation, should say that the catch of
fish, as compared with that of last year, is onehalf.
The catch of mackerel in this vicinity is
almost a failure. The mackerel caught are generally very small and wholly unfit for salting
pu rposes.
\ IN A I.ll v\ in. August 4. 1 lie licet lit vessels
engaged iu the shore fishery have not landed
one-half the amount of the tish this year as last,
up to the present time as compared with a corresponding time last year. Some vessels have
brought only one-third as many. Prices of tish
are also much lower this
year, making the general stock only about one-third as much a- last
year. There have not been so many fish landed
at this port by ITd.OOO pounds as had been at
this date last year, and not over one-third the
amount of money paid out. Both the catch and
prices have fallen oil'. The mackerel licet have
done nothing. More than two-thirds of the licet
report that they have not got so much during
this whole season as they .somethin a got at one
haul last year. And those that have been caught
are very small.
The catch of tish this
Mvti\icrs. August
year is about two-thirds that of last year. The
mackerel catch is a complete failure. Sharks
have been very troublesome for the past two
weeks. They destroy the trawls, biting off both
ends.
Deer I.sli:, August .">. Some of the vessels
have got good fares of mackerel, but most of
them have done poorly this season. Dogfish
are very numerous and troublesome. They bite
big holes in the seines, allowing the tish to escape. The mackerel taken are generally small,
but those taken during the past week average
somewhat better.

have

soil

reputation among the

eastern Maine

this city, proprietor of
Hai
I1
r, M

t S<

;,

spnmlcnr. suggests that

The Louisville Exposition is a failure In the
of attendance. On the opening day it
was about 13,000, but at no time since has it
gone above .'1,000.
matter

black bass

correspondent

i1

ers

dor cod

first

Mr Amos Clement.-,

Mel).»njald

In
ornwall. ft., is a tower Don feet above
the level id the sea, and from the top can lie
seen some portion of every town in Connecticut.

A

IVrthmd.

at

from Thomas H. Marshall l*«»t

The next reunion of the Emery fatniiy will be
at Newlnir;.
t. Mas-., on Wrdne- hi\,
p
(
1
-'•tin
men.ber-of the family in thi- <-iiy h.,
been notified to be present.

The total value of war material sent from this
country to ( tuna during the past eighteen
months i- estimated at about live million dollars.

land Press says: The several mackerel canning
establishments of the city are doing an increased business, t ho fish, though small, arriving in

nearly
age daily

Encampment

A; delegation

is

ter.

100 hands: tieo. l-i. I leering A Co. aver-

odd Fellows left town on M<*nda>
attend the annual session of the Grand Lodge

A number of
to

.Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and MUs Susan
!!. Anthony have been received with marked
attention by the leading suffragists of England.

graph

lector' with purse seines on board until tindate fixed for lawfully using them.The Port-

Messrs. Blake and Clark, the young men who
managed the Bar Harbor excursion from this < By
la-t jweck, mTted $l>b.

recess.

I nited States bonds to the amount of s.v.ooo.000 each arc owned by the Duke of Sutherland
and Sir Thomas Brassey.

Helfiist.il sea trip of pjn miles, nearly five hours
at liar Harbor, and home again for tie needed

Mr. Albert M. Carter shipped to Boston in the
>500 tons of hay. Sclir. K. L. Warren
carried the most of it.

past! year

Parliament

At an election riot in a Kentucky town two
negroes were killed, two fatally wounded and
several others injured.

harf was reached and

delay

British

America during the coming

There have been r"iiewed auli-Jevvish riots
Ekaterinosalv. in which 100 persons wen
killed and wounded.

the passengers from that place landed, and hefon 11 p. in. the trip w is ended.
Ilreakfast in

rest, without

to

at

while, and then left

of the stars,

members of the

W. W. McNair, nominated for Governor by
the late Minnesota Democratic convention,
declines to accept.

sank to rest, red in
color and with diminished brilliance. Then
the mariners' beacon lights stiotie out,a slender
moon

come

against Courtney.

sun

man.

held

ment

horizon,

the

in-

Haitian i< called upon to make good bis statethat he would match six American scullers

slanting

sun

fissures.

ro

Mr. Gladstone says that the early withdrawal
of the British troops from Egvpt is not probable.

morning.
ever-changing

Fred A. Carle has purchased the house on Hay
View street built and owned by Kdgar F. Hoard

and

Taxation in Cuba lias been somewhat reducby a recent order of the Madrid go' eminent.

Many

in the

as

of

l ie' Ma-b-r Masons
degree .s i.• i*e -onferred iii
-timothy Chase Lodge, at the Temple, till- fliurdayVevenliig, All Masons invite I.

will

encoun-

Monday

on

week.

San Francisco is claimed to have more millionaires than any other American city.

ed

it died out and tbe water

smooth and

ns

was

cjtinp-meeting at Nortnport begins

next

leave Belfa-t to-day to be present at the Grand
Army reunion at Lake Maranoeo.-k

President Grcvy says that France has
tention of making war upon the pope.

more on

once

to

Penobscot

in

scarce

law

the excursionists

m.

Mjaekei el continue small and
Hay.

prevalent

Difficulty is experienced in enforcing the
excluding Chinamen from this country.

permit undertaking the ascent
by'bus. bout and railway,
o

study

German war vessels have been ordered
limit their supplies of American pork.

of Green Mountain

and before the hour of

Liver-

at

Michael Davitt, in a speech at Kilkee, accused
tin- British government of weakness.

To the

Journal at the Camp Ground. From
date until the close of the season copies of the
Republican Journal may he obtained at the store
of (L'onuut & Co. under the Wa
verly House.

thi.j

1st.

Millionaire Flood’s new house in San Fran-

day.

Time did not

Sept,

Wash-

cisco will cost about $5,000,000.

This is all

polished [date glass.

of

recall of

can

before

to

The White Mountain travel at the present
time is almost unprecedented.

The

absence to the general use of purse seines.
A
difficulty, it is thought by the sub-committee,
will present itself in the manner of enforcing

esque shores of Mt. Desert. The keeper of
Bass Harbor ,ight strikes his bell as we pass,
and i- answered in the (liieen City's shrill

hotel

resembles burnished bronze.

and his presence at the helm conof security to all on hoard. Soon

veys a sense
the hotel oil the summit of Green Mountain is
pointed out and we begin to skirt the pictur-

ington

room

until this year, when lie ;. have app- a red in
small schools. The fishermen attribute their

ledges
pilot

whistle.

dining

The

are unaware; treacherous reefs
and bars: but Captain Barbour is a

skilful

Secretary Chandler will not return

the

room on

and here it

must

Mount Desert.

of

The

a

Senator Anthony continues to Improve and is
almost as well as ever.

right of the main entrance has the new wall covering, the pattern
composed of peacock feathers. The same material is used in the hall and on the stairway,

tile main land.

ridges of
quite near the light

styles.

is

Komau Catholic.

in

this floor with elaborate man-

on

of different

reception

a

night's

tower the bold

News

Egypt decreasing.
Joaquin Miller’s daughter has become

is waiuscotted with dark wood in panels. One
room has the walls and ceilings papered, while

narrow

Far out at sea the heights of
I'le an Ilaut appear; on the left is Blue Hill,
nearly 1,000 feet in altitude; while before us

room

pieces

tel

The

our coast

(Generalities.
The cholera in

large
expended
making driveways, parks, and terraces, and
otiier ornamental work. It is said the building
itself will cost when completed about $100,000.
Tbe family are now occupying tbe upper floors,
but we bad an opportunity to hurriedly inspect
the ground floor, where an army of workmen—
carpenters, painters, paper hangers and frescoers—was at work.
There is an open fire-place

liant masses of white and yeasty foam over the
ledges, the spray llies high up ou the
elills. the piping of the gale is heard above the
sullen roar of the sea, and angry looking clouds
hang overhead. It is on such a day as this that

It stands upon

amount of money will be

was

sunken

imposing architecttirally.

eminence overlooking the town and commanding a wide view of the surrounding waters. The grounds are extensive, Including hill
and dale, with a growth of forest trees, and a
an

the mad waves break into bril-

n

hot

coil line.

Dorsey tells how $100,000 w as raised for a
liepublicau campaign fund, and how il was
expended. Ill the Chicago Herald interview lie
I used §00,000 in Indiana and the other
says:

called ou

Herald,and

as

handsome when alive, and 1 never yet have
inscribed on his tombstone ti|ose familiar

offer them inducements to come.

biggest and worst kept hotel in the .South, was
burned Sunday. Loss $100,000,000, and nobody
can tell low many millions of bed bugs.

an

a

of

as is his newspaper.
He has quite a museum, consisting of minerals, autographs, coins,
old documents and hooks, to which lie is con-

occupying

to me

is smooth shaven. with the
small goatee on his(eliii). He is

words, “he was beautiful in

with millionaires,

neat and taste-

Editor Wood, of the Mount Desert

of

and those of moderate means cannot, of course,
expend a fortune in the purchase of a cottage
lot. We should not drive such away, hut should

The Kimball House at Atlanta. Ga., which
at one time had the reputation of being the

found him

not

I'll*- railroads, the steamboats, the hotels

that,

I

stern.

a

will settle il-elt.

any such tiling. On the contrary, it explicitly
stated it- disbelief in the slanders attributed to

a

The cod

beyond

The Journal lias never admitted

is

pounds, hut those

But the Ago, which apparently fails to see
that it i' also reflecting on its own party, goes

rime."

of its face

blue

I to request the loan of a dollar il would
answer “no." and stick to it every;time.
He is

the matters in cju- stion."

The Portland Transcript warns fanners ami
others owning lands on the Maine coast again-:
that at
selling shore rights. It is
Mount Desert, for
xample. the public have
found themselves shut out from various interesting -pots and from visits to the shore. The hotels
and other places of resort where a large proportion of visitors must stay, for cottages 11111-1 In
relatively few. become unattractive, if the choicest points near them, whether rock or beach,
have been sold with no reserved right of way
to the sea-line. The coming ten years are to see
a great change in the aspect and
importance of
the Maim- shores, ami the coming generations
will remember this generation gratefully, if
tlicir opportunities for enjoyment in the vacation months are enlarged rather than restricted.
This is a matter which to a certain extent

this

saw

light

a

eod but what it looked

seen

details which has

pick. Having

no ears to

fair-sized mouth, without regard to beauty. Thu cod does not«hew tobacco.
His mouth was not planned for it; the corners
drop so that the juice would always he running
down his cheeks and would keep his wife continually telling Him to “wipe off iis eliin." hut
his mouth, like a good many ot ters, has got
interfere it took

appointed.

the mechanical

tail,

which serves

exception

of paper will be used in the
the same attention paid to

thiough the eod

line fence runs

a

denied any knowledge of such a document, or
of any agreement whereby Matthews was to he

same uuality
nhtrged Journal,

proof
ultimately

forward and aft, built of bones, and the meat is
fastened to these bones, and tli’ti the whole

the bauds of \\ liitdaw Keid. Mr. Ueid lias since

Tla

water

meat.

bald-headed and

Maine

a

<j>f

were

our

suit ot

a

eod is

for years and I never yet knew
an instance
where one leaked, so as to let theiwater into its

ten agreement of (iartield to appoint Matthews
was in existence, and intimated that i! was in

another of

A

in fresh water of its own accord. Fresh water
does not agree with it; it always brings on
boils. The eod is one of the mp>t aristocratic

tie entile fourteen columns devoted to
in

Fish.

native of salt water and Iis never found

a

Journal's five columns of local news would fill
matter

God

the

Cape Cod, Massa-chews-it.

after

never

reading
exchanges.

and

George

1 propose to drop you a line (cod-line) about
this interesting fish. The cod is a sea fruit and

“in the former interview lie said that the writ-

■

l ie- twelfth annual reunion will be held at
... \\ dm 'iiat. Sept. 12: headquarters at
G.and Army Hall.' If pleasant, comrades and
their Indies will be given a free ride to Fake
Ml-|\I w in IV til- business meeting will he held
>!
in.
Till-1 will lie a banquet at Auburn
I
I lai in the evening, to which Gov. Kubic. Senator Fry- and oilier distinguished citizens have
'ceii invited.
Tim .Maine ( .-ntral and Knox A
l.im ..In railroads w ill s' I tickets for one fare
f"i' tin round trip: also, the Grand Trunk front
-tatlolls In-tween No. Stratford. N. II.. and
Portland A!--. < oinradc- residing on the line
of the Portland A Ugdeiishurg railroad w ill lie
tarnished with fn-e return tickets l.y Comrade
< '-niradis
Fill I -,
intending to lie present will
pb use notify Comrade Huston by postal card.

What are

went over to

able to readers and advertisers.

s

■

be

to

About the first of October next the Journal will

■

■

Journal

Dorsey

Nf.w YonK.Aug.fi. The Sun print-nearly
five column- of an interview with Dorsey at
hi- home. New Mexico, August 1-t. In it lie
states that the recent article printed in the Sun
is correct in fact, lie says Sherman was betrayed by Garfield, lie reiterates that Garfield
was to give the treasury portfolio to Morton.
Garfield pledged himself in the presence of Arthur, Platt, Starin and Cornell, that Thomas C.
Platt brought §100.000 to Dorsey which had
been subscribed by Gould and Huntington on
the promise from Garfield that Stanley Mathews should go on the Supreme Court bench:
that §500.000 was spent in New York and
Brooklyn just before the election and that the
week that succeeded the. shooting of Garfield
was to ho the last week in the cabinet of James
and McVeagh. He reiterates the story of the
appointment of Robinson as collector of Now
Y'ork.

majority

is well up in the list, though a
of the suicides there are said to he

seen,

Germans.
A systematic arrangement between pilots and
reckers has been discovered on tile Black Sea
by which vessels were deliberately wrecked in
order to get them into the hands of pirates.
Attention has been drawn to the fact that a
great many disasters occurred in calm weather,
and other suspicious circumstances were noticed, such as fortunes rapidly made by some
of the pilots.
lit less than two years tifty
vessels were stranded, and had recourse to the
assistance of these pirates.
w

The assessors of the city of Boston have comof their work which enables
them to make up their books showing the
valuation of Boston as it stood May 1st. 1883.
From these books it appears that the total
valuation of Boston is $382,300,300, a gain of
$0,871,000, this gain being wholly on real estate.
The valuation of personal property shows a
loss. The gain on real estate is $10,008,700 anil
loss on personal property is $827,100, making
tlie net gain stand a- stated above. The rate of
taxation declared is $14 50 on a thousand, a
reduction of sixty cents per thousand from the
rate of last year.

pleted that portion

af-o in crushed -traw berry um. Tin
ceiling i- marked off in irregular panel* and striped
in many
eolojr-. Fancy circular pieces a lorn three
-ide.-. The front of flic gallery and stage an
paint
ed in nine different etMors, the effect being very
Tie
pleasing.
frescoing l- by Mr Ackerman, of
walls

arc

Bangor, doim Poor and Cole Cunningham,
eiiy, are doing tin* painting. I’he publie w i 1
ciatc Mr
live.
U

Ai.no

Fierce’s efforts to make this ha!

Coi

s

v

AnKicri/rruAi. smcii.i

arrangement.-]

for
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House in this

the eounty fair,

I

a.;

society held a meeting at the
ei;y on Friday owning la-d,

trustees of this

■

<
n

i-urt

,ik.

decided up.

1

the

following progranuue, which 1- subie.-:
change- The fair will he held Oct. 21 and 1 I. 1 b
hall show wilj e«»u>ist of fancy article- only and '!
halyv -bow. VII fruit, vegetables and farm produce
k
generally willjhe exhibited at the park. \t .‘
a. M. on the opening day
will be the entry ami
examination of stock, except trotting Imr-e-. >t.ii
lions, brood injures and colts. At be.do, drawing "f
horses and oven.
At 1 do i*. m., hutting
t time
years old colts, three minute and twxi-foriy ei.-t--,
>.

ami sack race. At !• a. m. on the second d.iy,
examination of stallions, brood mare.- a
In
At 10. .50 the baby show at Hay ford Hal
afternoon at 1.&0 at the paik, trotting of t**ur vc.ir
olds, two It fix homes and the -weep-lake ra<
The latter will be open to all horse- except !
of Bangor, whiicli will be barred the ra x
I'm
purse for tlii" race will e $17' -$loo lo iir-t,$ • ;
second and $2A to third. The pur-cs for tkie <>ilnt
races have nob yet been determined.
I ncolleeted
bills due the society have been left with Thomas
Storer i»f M u-rill, for e.oileetion. There will be
another meeting of the soeiety at the Court lions,
>

Friday evening of this week, and it is hoped
there w ill be a full attendance. The soeiety hope
to make the coming fair the bestevor held here, and
It can be accomplished if all will unite and aid In
the matter.
•*»

Fins kko.m

items

are

seaside

nit;

si.v Bki.i:/k.

from the current

The

following

number of Northport’s

journal:

A bout: 200 guests have registered at the Waverly
during the past week.
A boat landing has been pul in at the wharf, and
proves a great convenience.
The large platform erected for the cantata will
propably remain for use during Camp meeting.
Messrs. Thorndike, Field and Washburn, of lb I

fast, ami friends, have been occupying Shady cot
tage this week.
R. A. Rich, of Winterport, president of tin \
sociation, with family, is domiciled in his cottag«

Clinton Court.
uimm
It will be Northport’s turn next to hav
tain railroad, from tin1 foot of the Bluff at the
Pcrcival.
shore, to tin* top of Mt.
Isaac M. Beckett, of Belfast, lias pun based die
A rev cottage on Broadway, and with his M.-tcr-,
Mrs. Htmucwell and Mrs. Lothrop and family, will
occupy it for the season.
Mrs. Olivette staples, Miss Maud (iamtnuns and
Hode Newell, of City Point, Belfast, and Mrs. Black,
of Chelsea, are rusticating at Poplar cottage, South
Shore, and have Miss Helen York and Harry Brown
and wife, of Boston, as guests.
cottage on South Shore is occupied by
families ranging from two to seventeen, and but
few
doors are yet closed on the Hrounds. In
very
dictations are favorable for a huge crowd at t amp
meeting, and not a roof will be allow ed to go with
out Us occupants.
We learn about $000 has been expended on the
w harf in putting it in its
present tine condition,
and that Mr. Ruggles, the Supt. of the Hrounds, is
personally responsible for the amount. In justice
to him there should be measures taken to raise the
sum and secure him from loss.
on
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viving congratulations. Tues-
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railroad

carpenters is at work repairing the

of

rew
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The close season for lobsters began yesterday
and continues until Nov. 15th.

hart'.

"

May Queen
city.

earner

hauled up at the railroad

is

yacht Juno of Bath came into the harTuesday afternoon.
-team

stroke.

Tile

regular engine used on the Belfast branch
repairing at Wab-rviUo. Kiigiue V» ;»:> take.-, its
place.
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i'i-e \\

of

big

Bangor and Belfast stage line
Nichols to Mr. Frank Brown,
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damage
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Wednesday forenoon, left the
er’s i*i "s-^ing, causing an hour’s dela)'.
train,

done.

w a>

filled with dust the past week,
>o eliarged with it at times as
save the appearance of f«»g.
It is disagreeable
and unbealthfiil.
Ii

Is

liar*

atmosphere

i i

Worker while fishing in Tilden’s Pond
a pei ch,
ut!
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Mr.

li,

next

the Fill-

at

Gregory will

<

Mimiay, Aug

next

winged insects, resembling

moth

millers.

upon the place and sued deft, to recover them back.
The defence alleged that an action for assumpsit
could m»t be maintained, and also that the taxes
Verdict for deft. Knowlwere illegally assessed.
tou for plff. Thompson and Dunton for deft.
lu-fore Justice Knowlton—state on complaint of
Mcrrit \Y. Dickey vs. Almerian Dickey, Belfast

On Saturday the following were elected officers of
the Juvenile Temperance Union fur the ensuing
year: Mrs. Frank NY. Patterson, secretary, in place

Miss Man sou, resigned, and Mrs. A. A. Small,

of

treasurer, in place of Mr*. Kate Emery, resigned.
The committee is the same as last year. Mrs. ( has.
A. Pilsbury, (superintendent), Mrs. J. Y. Cottrell,
Miss A. A. Hick-, Miss M.mson, Mr*. Kate Emery,
Miss Esther l'rye.
MMKin

c ami' Meltings.

a List

parties, complaint
of fortune

The ih>t camp

meeting of the spiritualists at their new ground*
Temple Heights, in Northpurt, will begin on Friday
uf next week and continue three days. Lumber
Since
for three cottages i- now on the grounds.
tin1 purchase of this place it has been ascertained
that a company were negotiating for it for the
purpose «*f speculation, considering It a desirable
location f*>r summer cottages.The new spirit
uai camp ground at Verona, one mile below lim-kp.»rt, is bring got in readiness for the meetings t15th, and close Aug. ‘Lid.
commence Wed. Aug.

••

L. M. Stillwell has sent forty
Aldeu of ( annlen, to be put iu

miis-i'

r

II. K

t

a--

!

r

mk

Saturday evening
ing home her friends and neighbors awaiting her
with a picul- supper.Mr. and Mr*. Fred G.
Carter, ot Helena, Montana; arrived in Belfast last

Mr.

t

Millwell also

home. Mr. < after lias
been foreman of the Helena Independent-Mrs.
W. T. Atkins and Miss Emma A. Blaekington, <»t
Rockland, are the guests of A.J. F. Ingraham of
this city. Washington Howes, E-q. is in Belfast, the guest of his brother, A. A. ll-oves-1J.
F. Clough and wife, of Bo.-t-m, and W. II. Emery,
postmaster at Fairlield, and wife, have been stopping with I. -renzo Dow, of this city ...Will Dinmore and family, of Waterville, were at hi* lather’s
in this city last week....The Boston Post say- that
week

Atw.1, of \Vinterport.
1
:
cmt for
ass from all parts of the
Mr. Millweil thinks 1 1;.. k ba-- are destined
'!<> ii-1
a Maine waters.
Large numbers of
as- ,i!•■.•
aught thiion Falls,
;tt (,
Fred

i--'

>•

Mattawamkeag river,
"Wi. mi Mattawamkeag.
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have been many yachts in the Hav the past
and several liave visited this port on
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>>even M-ter-, and which earlier
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rose

a

quolaof seven blossoms
dry weather, or some otlier cause,
’Ujlit a;’>ut a different result. On tiie stalk
ii- two roses bad
partially opened and then
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evening.

The cantata of David the >hepCamp Orouml, North-

Thur-day

in

success

p.-cuniarily. There was pres
people ever assembled at
t:r-*gulai camp-meeting. The
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Honesty Grange No. 83, P. of II. of Morrill, had a
large and enthusiastic meeting Wednesday evening,

Queen City brought dow n
Free Masons and others
:c
■, im
r of Tat).
It is estimated that there
between f ur and live thousands persons on

r.v*T

performances
1

ai

me

for the

evening, but the

merely a r- in-ar.-a'. and had a small audiBai.jor and Wiuterport bands gave cim-

w:

The
■

m

in

a!

tin*

id* attractive

by

*

v

eiling, and the

grounds

were

decorations and

cottage illumi*
iti1 *n-. The cantata w as given in the grove from
preachers' -tand. which was enlarged for the
The audience, which numbered about
w a
seated in the auditorium.
The space
ku u i: a- t:.e < ii, le, which is skirted
by the society
a as b« aimed in
>_
by a high wall of canvas,

TiPiantiy illuminotec by <*olored calcium
I'lie churns was not nearly so
ligiitstrong as adv
rti- i. numbering less than one hundred voices,
o
lb**
'loists w ere as pulil: shed, except that Mrs.
“'ti. "f Wat'Tville, took tin* place of Mrs. Wus
A
w11*mi illness prevented from
keeping her en
The instrumental music was by the
g.ij- .u<M)t.
lianjoj* band, who received well merited applause,
a i'i
tin* leading parts were well sustained. The
-ttimes were good, and Mr. L. A. Torrens, the
md'.ictor, and L. T. H’asgatt. the general manager
ant

affair, deserve credit for their efforts to pro
vide
thoroughly enjoyable entertainment, the
pr-uits of which, however, fall mainly to the rail:

the

a

road- and steam boats.
B
nr

fh

Ball.
<

between the Belfast

I lie first game

played Tuesday
ipitting park grounds with about
nines

“•|M-«-t:ii.,rs

afternoon at

was

present.

two hundred
The Oronos, with the prestige

"1 their recent

signal victory over a Bangor picked
nine, were thought by the home team to he rather
lorinidalde adversaries. In addition, they had the
**ei v
f Barton, pitcher of the (Jolbv College
nine, who Is regarded as the best pitcher in the

••tale, but who gave

no

evidence of his talents in

Bclfasters went first to the bat and
lead in the first inning which they
gradually increased to the close, in eight innings
“coring 22 runs to Oronos 6. The 1 ome club outbatted and out-played generally the visitors, so
that t
game proved one of the most one-sided
and perhaps the least interesting ever played here.
Dilworth’s pitching was very troublesome to the
•Mono boys as only one earned run was scored on
itKnowlton can safely claim to be the best
catcher in the “tale, outside of college nines.
We
hope to see several more and better contested games
this season on the same grounds, and trust the
people will encourage the boys with their patronage. The score la as follows
this game. The

obtained

a

BELFAST.
R.

McKceii, f. b.2
< olburn, s. b.4
Knowlton, c.3
Thompson,I. f.3
< otlrell, Forest, t. b.5
Warren, r. f.3
Cottrell, Fred, s. s.1
1 >ilworth, p.1
Boss, r. f.0

T.B.
1
2
5
3
3
3
2
2
4

A.IS.

1
2
3
2
3
3
2
2
3

Total..22 21

!*.<».

A.

12
3
7

2
2
5

O

4
2
2
0
(J
3
*2
1
1
0
0 i
004
0
‘J 4
0
0
3

25

24

10 24

R. A.IS. T.B. F.O. A.
0
0
11
6
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
" all, t b.u
6
1
11
5
Bay, s. s.
0
2
2
<•.
1
2
Haly,
1
1
f.1
Kelley, r. f.
0
0
1
1
Barton, ..0
0
0
0 12
Budway, J., e. I
H
j
j
2

C., 1. f.1

Hull, t. b.*2
Livings, s. b.0

Total.

7

7

*24 22

O

3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2

24

SCORE BY' INNINGS.
1

Belfast.0
Orono.0

2
1
0

3
5
0

4
2
()

5
5
0

6 7
13
3 2

8
5
1

Time of game, 2.15. First base on errors—Belfast
13, Orono, 7. First base on balls—Orono, 1. struck
out—Belfast, 6, Orono, 2. Left on
7, Orono, 3. Two base hits—Belfast, 4. Double
Belfast, 2. Passed balls
Knowlton, 1,
plavs
Wild pitches-—Dil worth, 2. Earned
Bud way, 8.
runs—Belfast,Orono, 1. Empire—Tom B. Dins-

bases—Belfast,

—

iiiure.

—

Scorer—CJeo. Keating.

There

was a

the (4rangers
of Waldo county, and will meet Silver Harvest,
Waldo, afternoon and evening, tlie 10th inst—
state Lecturer Freeman, of Veazie, lectured to
Harvest Home Grange Tuesday afternoon of last
week. Tlie session was public. He visited the
Freeman i*

visiting and lecturing

to

evening. He was with Comet Grange
Swanville, Monday evening, and Honesty Grange,
Morrill, Wednesday evening.The Penobscot
Grangers are preparing to erect a building for hull
and store.
The lumber has been purchased and
will soon be on the spot....The Grangers at ( < ntre
Grange

i:i the

Moutville

are

at work

County Grange

met

on

their

new

store

—

Waldo

with Northern Light, While's

Ten
Corner, Wiutcrport, Tuesday, Aug. llth.
Granges were represented. The day was all that
could be desired. The visitors present from Penob•"''ot

County Grange,

were:

Overseer of the state

Grange, Pro. K. II. Gregory, Eastern Star, Hampden, and Br«». W. li. Ferguson, North Star Grange,
Dixmont. The reports were all favorable, and the
order

in

prosperous condition. Letters of
regret at not being able to be present were received
from Past Masters Ham and Thing. Tin* forenoon
seems

a

up by conferring the 5th degree, reports
Granges, lecture by W. Lee., I). <). Bowen. Bro.
and Sister T. Durham, Bro. and Sister Gilman Rob
erts, Bro. J. Gordon and Sister Lang were appointed committee on time, place and programme for
was

taken

of

Grange then adjourned one
hour for the usual picnic, dinner, tea and coffee being furnished by Northern Light Grange. The
afternoon session was opened at one o’< lock, the
hall being well tilled both morning and afternoon.
Representatives from Rising Sun Grange, Knox,
were present and reported,
making eleven Granges
represented.^ Song by the choir, and the regular
next

meeting.

The

programme was thei taken up. The committee on
time, place and programme reported. Time, Sept,
llth; place, Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo; programme, 1st, opening exercises; id, address of welcome, Sister J. Gurney, and reply by Sister Lang;

3d, conferring degree; Itli, report of Granges; 5th,
report of officers; Otli, election of officers; 7th, appointment of committees; sth, noon recess; Dili,
report of committee; 10th, remarks for good of the
order; llth, closing exercises.
Essay, by Bro.
Downs; poem by Gracie Bowen, W. L. A. >., of
County Grange; select reading by Sister Downs, of
Northern LightGrauge; singing by choir; question,
resolved, that farmers do employ sufficient capital
in their business; opened
by Bro. Win. Ritchie and
Bro. T. Durham, followed by Bro. F. W. Ritchie
F. W. Shepherd, Daniel Dyer, F. S. Dolif, Lang,
Roberts, Atwood. Bro. Gregory, Overseer State
Grange, was introduced and made a very excellent
address. Sister Gregory, W. Flora State Grange,
made some good talk. Sisters’ question, “How far
shall

ORONO.

Budway,

harvest feast supper, and
visitors from.fivc Granges. Worth} state Lecturer
C. M. Freeman, was present, and gave a v<*rv interesting and instructive lecture, which was followed
by remarks for the goo-1 of the order from visiting
Patrons and members of Honesty Grange. Bro.

the 8th lust.

advertised,

were

A

pone l to Aug. 24th-Dirigo Grange, Free loin,
have an entertainment at their ball on the eve
of Aug. 2!»th. This is to be a literary and social
gathering. Each lady is requested t" bring a ha-k-*t
In which there will be supper for two. with her
name.
Tiiese baskets are to he auctioned off t-> the
gentlemen at not less than twenty-live cents each,
ami the purchaser is to find the lady and take supper with her. We hope all will avail themselves of
this opportunity of having a pleasant time.

and the
from up river, landed bewas followed in the early
with as many more. The
at midnight with the up

ti:.• r

The annual

will

number from 1 langur

Penobsi >t. also
f weei too and '><»n, an 1
* renin
tlu Katahdiu
di'-r steamer returned
-t

are

party of la-lies and gentlemen from Boston have made arrangements lobe present. MioiPd
the weather be unfavorable the picnic will be po*t-

ell filled passenger ears,
of which to<»k passage for Northport

e

(> K.vN'iKs.

ments.

apartcr Acadia, accompanied by the yacht P.
lean aAt J and 7 b'. t*. m. the same boat took
ib. i\- dMwn.au i tin* steamer Florence also
to tin* arrival-.
Tlie barge Clifford with a

1

ks

again. Ban-1 concerts are to be given by
Dirigo full cornet hand of Moutv ille, fourteen
pieces, and there will be dancing ami other amuse-

train

noon

■-

the

u

■

t

w-

hear him

ie*dreh, if we e.\m>
'-aid- d iu-t up- u !tu tra\* led highways.
f! -k• l t" t:,.* gr-mnds fr* in all quarters and
ti:

in next

engagement- permit, deliver an adder*-. Mi- Excellency attended tlie Grange picnic last year at this
place, and the Grangers wen* so pleased with hi*
address on that occasion that they arc anxi-m.- to

pr. -ented at the

of last week,

eoncerning

say

the

Grangi* pi< ui will
take place Wednesday, Aug. 22 i, at the steam
Yacht ( u.’s picnic grove, situated on the west side
of Winn-- ook Lake, Burnham. Gov. IP-ldc. -cute
Master. 1- expected t » be present, and will if hi*

pavilion

1 he

p.ace.

to

Goodnough and family, of Columbus, Ohio,
visiting at W. T. Howard’s.

it;*- mrgest number of

t

1

and

-tippers,

li »u>e, Belfast.i

Mr. E. (
Clark is home from Boston on a two
week* vacation.Mr. Fred lliather.-<f the M.
C. K. It., is in town for a few lays.Walt r

all the

week, and tliere wid 1m

i)c m

ani.ua.

1* ;

"i

at

n t

e

ii

>aturi.lay

iirxi

in

i

-»riab!es

:jl-:

.-applied with

i>

Englan-1

^ ork

tri]»
Journal.Ben. Hazeltine, Ralph Emerv and It
H. Moody, of this eity, registered at the Fort Point
House Saturday. ...Mr*. Frances Johnson iiug friends in this city-Lieut. Haw ley, C. >. N'.,
is expeeted here about the first of next month.

necessary «*«»n••-. :q j
’mtmeiits and fittings and has undera t.liorougii renovation, and presents a
very
live appearance-Mr. Whittier, proprietor
>caside Pavilion, Pattery < «r«>unds, has made

■

it

1

It

’•<

I Tii-nut- H. '-miiii. "f New

an

at

something

tdverti-eim nl elsewhere
Parlor Theatre, which ina> be
is«»!,:d'!f terms f.>i theatrical and

re

of

Marshall and Walter Kelley have been
Bar Harbor the pa-l week...
Mr.
George A. Quimbv and party have returned from
their v isit t-- Bar Harbor. “Our»»e--rge" will have

.ul’-1 to ib.'

New

er-

Will

yaehting

floral freak.

P"m

friends and the --Hi

Kaiahdin_Win. II. Cooper, (.eorge

the New

tit

Whit-.

in

a nova

pipe

his

n\

are
at
Mower, and family of siiaron, Ma-s
Mrs. Caldwell's for a few day-.“Capt." Fred

ad the Usual

;

haum

Smith, e-lit.-r of the Rockland, Mas-., Standard, and
family are in Belfast, the guests ->f Mr. Fred
Franci-.Mr. G. E. il.o riiuan i- here truin New
York—for a two week* vaeaiiou. Rev. 1. i».

product of a Searsport garden.
indebted to Mi-s Pendleton of

the

a*e.
w

< apt. lr. t
Homer was presented with
valuable opera glasses and a handsome

If. Mundcr-d

curious

a

of

the steamer

are

been left at Uie .Journal otliee

licit-

their old

t-»

Saturdav

pair

mer-

the

be

t.»

\\

a

rue-lay.

ih- 1

"ii*

of wind

on

Poston, l*»i* which port

David Li*e..-t

a

:

put!’

nn.ieim.mt. and then -In*
le

a

-ll"

miles from

anuit live

visit

on a

farmers’

wives follow the fashions of the

opened by Sister Lang, Ritchie, Durham, Bowen, Snow, Atwood, Bro. W. B. Ferguson,
Durham, Bowen, Sister Campbell, Cole and others.
The meeting was a very interesting and profitable
one.
State Master Robie Is expected to visit Northern Light Grange the first week In September, of
which due notice will be given.Sandy Stream
Grange Patrons of Industry, at Unity village met
Thursday evening for the first time since last June
and held a meeting. A. A. Chase, of Troy, was
present and made remarks. The grange took some
measures to purchase an organ.Equity Grange,
Belfast, in the last eight months has bought of the
Patrons’ Co-operative store at Portland over $‘.*50
worth of goods and divided them among the members without any cost of handling....Seventh Star
Grange, Troy, conferred the third degree upon one
candidate last Saturday evening. The grange is
flourishing finely.
day?”

was

places last year.

at different

wheel

•John II. Lane Is erecting
near his wharf.

Hill Gi unite

are

company

now

some very large stones
tor the Pattersons and it has been

quarrying

engaged

in

for monument s
decided to have

dressed here rather than to ship the rough
stock. Last week Mr Gurley, superintendent of
the New England Granite company, was in Belfast
and arranged for the erection of a slual .no fee t
long at the Point, near the railroad station, the
lumber for which is being prepared at Gurney‘s
mill. When completed twenty-four skilled workmen will be sent here to dress tin -tone.
While as
yet there is no arrangement l-eyond the working of
these large pieces of stone* it is believed that when
once underway the business will be kept lip.
The
<>ak Hill Granite company, and Belfast at large,
them

be fortunate it these gentlemen decide to.contheir business here.

will

tinue

Waldo.

:

year- old

and has

Burrili,

II.

born without

this town,

of

the

use

now

of his

47

limbs,

helpless as an infant all his lifeintends to go into the poultry busiand is erecting a line lot of buildings-P. E.

C. A.
ness

Manly
was

ccn as

Walker

attending
Bryant

Luce is

the

medical school at Portland.
E. J. Morison at

clerking for
Philbrook, Montana Territory.
-E. L.

Moniiot..

i>

Tin*

haying

have had to slack

><•1111*

reason

to

make

room

many

for their

grain-The stream i- getting dry....A good many
our people are visiting Northport and other
places-Three of our Rand boys—Rert Mosnian,
Frank N'yc and Horace Dolliff—are playing at the
skating rink at Northport ...E. II. Neal ley has a
very fast trotting 4 years old colt of Hambletonian
blood_The tr.-v k at the Park is to be put in good

of

condition this week and

expected

l'«*r

soon

number of horses

a

are

training.

driving with a
load of hay near C. M. Plummer’s -tore one day
last week, bis horse became frightened by the tug
unhooking and ran, overturningthe load of hay and
throwing Mr. Colby into the soft mud beside of the
MoNTYH.i.h.

As John

n»ad head first.

The

C'oiny

horse

was

ran a

short

distance and

stopped. Neither Mr. Colby nor the horse was inEastman and family were in
jured.Rev. F.
town reei ntly, on their way to Parkman to visit
friend-, while June they were the guests of Mr. N.
Hail.Mi-s Minnie Ce ment is quite -irk.
Halldale has a now watering tub; making one of
the i.i-st watering places in town.
1st

Tin*

1.SH0K0.

hop

**uturday evening,

was

and merry party.

On

plea-ant parlor
given before
siiaw
'•

at tie*

seaside House,

participated in In
Sunday evening,
hotel,

an

a

on

large

in

entertainment

the
was

gathering. The profollows: “Some day," Mrs W F.
numerous

solo, Mi-s Alike <Rtrland ; Recitation,
s. K. Laughton; song

Piano

;

of that

a

was as

gramme
“The

I

Dandy 5th,” Miss

Forewr and

Forever," Mrs W. F. siiaw ; Recitation, “Our Folks,” Mrs. Abel Hunt; Recitation,
Kilty Crimes.” Miss Laughton. The musical and
literary exercises were throughout of a highly interesting character and the participants met with
enthusiastic

applause.

Agent Cox of Reltast was
ill t' Wn la-t week.Liiieolnvillc Pond has been
stocked with Rho k R 1--. Hood lishing ahead.
Dr. Robinson has bought the valuable medical
library of me late Dr. Paine.The projected
1' id aiouiid the shore I'nmi thivilliage to Rockport was defeated at a special meeting held on
Monday last.V new bell buoy w as placed at
1
entrance to our harbor last week.The new
ship of Carleton, Norwood & C *. was towed to -ea
C widen.

Insurance

se

-iously ill.

a

large store-honse

Rev. J. K. Richardson Pastor >f the 1st Baptist
Church East Boston is spending ds vacation here.
Mr. Amos D. Carver, bookk Hiper for Baker,
A Co. South St. N. V. arrived by boat

Carver

Wednesday.
Capt. Forrest Treat and family are
Capt. Treat has been almost constantly

home.
for

at
at

sea

the past ten years.
A great many of our people an making preparations to attend Camp-meeting.
Wo expect our
village will be nearly depopulated next week.

Mr. Ludwig Havener, formerly of this place,.is
spending the summer in town and bason exhibition at the Post Office samples cf his penmanship
which

are

very line.

Observing a dense smoke abo .it a mile north of
the village Monday afternoon, t vo officers of the
lire department rode to the scene and found it to
emenate from brush burning on land of 11
K
Kneeland.
instrumental concert by amateurs mentioned
last week’s issue will take pace in about ten
days. The young men are line n usicians and will
The

in

perform

pieces which w«»ul< do

some

credit to

pro*

fessionals
All the coaches, buekboards Mid single teams
stable were brought into requisition to
take the crowds who wished to aLtend tJie cantata
at V-rthport. They all ask “When* was the chorus
of live hundred?”
from the

Fcnderson Hazzard

l'he

Tuesday evening and
ball

well

was

was a

took place

t

com e

decidt l

filled and the vocal

on

The

success.

ml in-lruinental

pieces were well rendered. Aliweie highly pieased
with the rich contrail
1-

voice of Mrs.

)

Fcnderson

the Guest.

rom

apt. Henry MeGilvery has been stopping the
past week in town visiting his f iends and near

.imeetion.
(.'apt. l’hineas Pendleton i- bui ding a barn on
tne old Shirley place some two mi.es or more from
the village.
Belfast parties have bought the old navy yard
w harf and have been at work upon it for the past
week getting it ready to he remove 1.
I)r. B. Colson, Mr. and Mrs. Mora.*, Mr. and Mrs.
Wentworth and Mrs. Thompson were tin* speakers
at tin* Spiritual meeting at Smai t's Grove, last
Saturday ami Sunday.
During Camp-meeting week th Schooner John
and George, Capt. Freeman Gloss >n, will run between this place and Northport Gan p Ground, leaving here at s o’.-lock A M. and returning at •'» P. M
c

Mrs. Tobi;

Mr. and

Billings

s

from

Topeka. Kansas, are the guests oi Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Thompson.Mr. Richard Pearson of
Chicago and tlu* daughters of Hon Josiah DrumPortland have been the gi ests of Mr. and

mond of

Mrs. C has. Bellows the

past

w

eek.

Malachi Dolifl* fell down stairs recently

li rooks.

MoKRll.i..
of

ite-rue

The

Lodge

following

wore

L

i

istalled oflieers

young
by the name of James
Thorndyke, better known as Jimmie Armer, of
Moutville, who has recently become insane,escaped
from hi- keepers on Sunday mornl ig. and lias not
been found at this date.
When foil id, if living, he
will be taken t<» the asylum at Augi sta.Liberty
has again been cursed with anoth r of the cheap
Libkktv.

law suits

A

that

man

are sure

to call out ail the idle

men

and small hoys for miles around. This time they
swarmed down upon us from s.»i th Freedom—a
place where they bottle up wrath against each
other, the temple of justice at this \ lingo acting as
a kind of a safety valve, t<» enabh them to let oft*
steam three or four times a year. 1 his time it was
torthe larceny of an old clock, "f H e value of fifty
cents. The respondents were four in number and
they were a motley set, \i/. a drill ken old man, a
female town pauper, an imbecile yo mg man, and a
painted Jezebel. The complainant was an amazon of
has the reputation of being verv
married, having had eleven It isbands, seven
of whom are now living, she had the itings of a Gabwoman, who

a

much

riel, and a voice like the croak of
raven, which
she kept ever using, in and out <»t' place, to the
detriment of good order in the cot rt ; so much so
that his honor Judge Dyer, ordere 1 the sheriff to

ton

call

...

graduate-of the Eastern state Normal School
are camping at
Alumni Camp” on Sherman’s
Point.

her

remove

on

a

from

stalwart fellow

sitting

uea

to

give

him

a

lift, and together they got her on h _t feet and the
sheriff gave her the run for the do >r. But a new
complication arose, the attorney In behalf of the
"you have removed my c lent and l can
not proceed with this trial without her.” The
woman refused to come back, and it looked at one
time as though they would have to use the same

state says

Capt. Loring R. Small lias lately
ship Ocean King now at
Francisco, Cal. The Ocean King is a four

Stockton.
taken
Sail

command of the

burthen, built about eight
ship
years ago. The Captain’s many friends in Stocktoncongratulate him on securing such a good -it nation, also his owners in obtaining a master so capable and cilicient, he having made sixteen successof 24J0 tons

masted

ful voyages to Calcutta.Capt. Chas.C. Park, of
Sumner R. Mead, arrived home last week

-hip

get her back that they die to get her out,
much persuasion she cm seated to come
back and the trial soon terminated >y the acquittal
of the parties and scoring from thirty to fifty
dollars more for the.tax payers ot Waldo county.
means

to

but after

J. W.

Knowlton for State, Walt 11 issey of Albion

respondents.1*. F. Clough and family of
from Iloilo. He departs in a few days to sail for
Boston are visiting at l)r. J. W. Cl mgh’s.Wm.
Portland, Oregon. His family will accompany him.
I Ayer and wife left for their home in Almira, N*. ’i
Their many friends wish them safety and success.
on Monday.George Fifield au 1 wife of Manj
-Mrs. C. C. Rowe, and Mrs. William Me Donald
chcster.are at Mrs. Filield's fathers, K. H.Gilman’s.
wife of Capt. Win. McDonald) died quite sudden-K. S. Hunt, Henry Hunt and wife and George
ly last week. Though both ha t been ill for some
Hill are visiting the Hunts of tills town.
time, Mrs. McDonald was at our village the week
\V intkui’ORT.
Fairfield Cole illed all of his
before making some purchases. Capt. McDonald
barns and stacks about Jo tons of hay-Luther
is now on passage home from Valparaiso, whence
Fredericks and Kdgar Cole have h irvested a large
he is expected in September. The bereaved have
lot of hay in line order.... Mr. Win. Harvey, of the
our sympathies.
North Wayne Tool Co., spent last Sunday here as
Castim.. On Wednesday evening of last week
guest of F. Atwood. The company manufacture
the ladies of the Cnitarian Society held a fair in
K. C. Childs,
large quantities of tools for Mr. A
town ball, at which fanc\ articles and refreshments
of New Braintree, Mass., was in town last week.
were sold.
The net proceeds were over $200_
Mr. Childs thinks Atwood’s Plow ? ulky invaluable.
on Tlinr- lay evening the musicale was held at the
He exhibits the Sulky at the prominent fair-....
house of Mr. W. H. Witlierle. There was a full
Ephraim Bragdon, of Freedom, it chard Davis, of
attendance. Solos were given by .Mr-- Crowell of
Lmig Plain, Mass., and H. C. Arn »ld, of Ibuiltim,
Bangor, Miss Annie Gay of Castine and Mr. \Y. were in town last week; all specially to see Mr.
Philbrook of Waterville-Rev. George M. Adams
Atwood, of whom they make large purchases<>i Holliston, Mass., gave a
Mr. Dunton at the Commercial lio tse, has a house
very interesting lecture
lull of summer hoarders_Fred C. Atwood, Willis
on Damascus, in the Orthodox church on Friday
evening for the ber.elit of the society. Mr. Adams Roberts, clerk for John Atwood A Co., Boston, and
vi-ited that city a few years ago, which fact made
Byron Atwood, of Concord, N. II., are spending a
the ucco intespecially entertaining-Mr. Herbert
few weeks in town ...8. W. Coffre i, clerk for Fred
Leueli, one of the hero survivors of the Jeannette
Atwood, is away on a vacation, an l will visit Bosexpedition was in .own last week, a guest of the ton, Portland, White Mountains md Fitchhurgh,
Rev. \ i-'gil Wardwell. He will deliver a lecture
Mass-II. o. Snow dug 120 hills of Beauty of
here for the benefit of the G. A. Post, as soon as
Ilehron potatoes which yielded at the rate of
arrangements can lie made-The Bridges house
bushels to the acre-Arey's coal s being deliver"ii Water st. near Chamberlains is
being thoroughly ed-Hon. E. M. Stillwell was in own last week,
repaired, both interior and exterior, and when and placed 42 black bass in Marsh River, near
completed will be occupied by H. L. Macomber as James Campnell’s.Dr. Swett is very busy-T.
a -tore and dwelling house.V musical concert
A. Snow is distributing some ar istic fans to his
was given in Town Hall on Monday evening of
customers... .Capt. E. A. Mansih Id has returned
this week. The soloists were Mrs. Shaw of Bangor,
from his trip down the hay-1>. 11. Smith. Supt.
Mi-s Annie Gay of Castine, MissChencry of Boston,
of N. V. and Maine Paving Co., is pushing work at
for

.,

—

Philbrook of Waterville, and Mr.
Knapp. That which might be expected was realized—-a full house. An unexpected addition to the
Mr.

Warren

evening’s entertainment

by the Fort
Point orchestra which came with quite a party
Iroin Fort Point on steamer Howell.
A harp solo
was

music

of the numbers. At the close of the concert
dance was engaged in by the gay ones.

was one
a

short

Nortiu’Okt. Over .'too at Coombs

skating

rink

on

Saturday evening, the largest crowd of the season.
f Massachusetts, a champion roller
Prof. Ball
skater, gave an exhibition at the rink Thursday
afternoon.The cottages are all or nearly all,
occupied and it is very lively on the grounds.
The cottagers illuminate on Saturday nights.A
detachment from the Bangor Police force was on
the grounds Thursday to maintain order.There
are evidences of the sale of liquor in the vicinity of
the Camp Ground if not within the enclosure.
This should be put a stop to.’There were three
bands at Northport on Thursday; the Bangor Military Band, the Bradley Band, with the Oidtown
Masonic, excursion, and the Winterport Band on
Katahdin. It was a musical day.
Dodge, Phelie Dunbar, Ida Burgess, and
Annie Hopkins are camping for the week at Pote’s
cottage.Our correspondent on the grounds,
“Winterport,” sends us the following items: On
Sunday last Rev. J. B. Gould, of Newton, Mass.,
preached in the forenoon to a congregation of four
hundred. It was a grand sermon, and was “like
cold water to a thirsty soul.” Mr. Gould preached
at Pine street church, Bangor, some years ago, and
while at Bangor was appointed consul to Birmingham, England, by President Lincoln, lie remained
abroad ten years or more.Last-Sun lay afternoon there was a large Sabbath school held in the
Rockland society cottage, and in the evening there
was a prayer meeting held at the same place, led
by Rev. Mr. Gerrish, of Bangor. The large cottage
was packed full ...The
cottages are all lilled and
the woods are rapidly
tilling up with tents. The
prospect is that the gathering of past years will be
the steamer
Lizzie

exceeded this year. The weather is very line, but
a shower is very much desired to
lay the dust and
Till up the cisterns... The steamboat wharf is
very

substantially rebuilt, the head and sides having a
solid row of pilings all around—The order on the
grounds last Sunday and Sunday evening was just
perfect, and truly it was a day of rest. If any one
found anything different from this, they had to go
beyond the. limits of the Camp Ground proper.

mountain.Many went t*> Non hport last Thursday —J. W. CaFeton has largi crops.CaptRich and Mr. -I. Curtis Lane have
large lot of line
hay.Capt. Clark having finished haying, has resumed command of the Meadow Belle, and i» ready
He bought a Meadow King to cut his
for orders.
grass-Fitzroy and Edward Kelley, of Boston,
have been in town visiting their fat icr, A ! Kelley,
Esq-Sell. E. G. Capon has paid her lst.divideml.
....8. \j. Miller, of the Waldobo o News, was rethe

cently

town, guestof Capt.
stokel and wife think of spending the winter in
Florida.I. W. Eveleth has cone uded his haying.
Ed Element has an iuilamed eje. Cause he is
in

beekeeper. He thinks they are powerful
proportion to size.Quite a mini her went to
Ilermon Pond Wednesday.. lion. 8 .1. Chadbourne,
Dep. Sec. of State, was in town Monday on ids way
to the sea shore.Black bass h ive been placed
in the cole brook.Mr. Elbridgc b’eruald has the
a

young

in

earliest green corn,

arkets it at Bangor principally.Capt. John Dtrr, from Butter
Island, was in town Saturday.H. C. Arnold, of
Houlton, was in town Monday. He sells large
quantities of farm implements.('. li. Merrill
has housed a large lot of
hay in line order.
Hiram Smith has raised a large crop of strawberries the

POUT OF BELFAST.

past

as

usual. He

J. li. Maxwell’s farm buildiu js at Houlton,
were burned by
lightning Thursday. Loss
$1000. No insurance.
Goe. C. Purington, formerly principal of the
Brunswick High School, has b on appointed
princ ipal of the Normal School at Farmington.

Aug. leth, sehr. C

Bids were opened at the treasi ry department
Saturday for building the life sa mg station at
Hunnewell Beach, Maine. Jordan & Bond of
Augusta, were the lowest bidders at $3240.
There arc three negroes in the Georgia House
of Representatives. D. R. l*r >ctor, a white
man, was unseated recently b) a vote of the
House and Anthony Wilson, colored, seated in
his place.

Sihlev. Bartlett, Jackson-

T.

ville.

Aug. 12th. sehr. A. Hayford. Join-. Bangor.
Aug 1111:. selir.s. Minetta, Wade. Bo-ton; Endeavor. Martin, Joggin.-, N. >.
Aug. l.‘*th, sehr. Fannie A. tiorham, Welch,

that

simply sprinkling around the room, then by arresting cootagioji. Whence r the K\.-clsi-*r S’n server

We

IIKLD AT

1st

have just received

<{■ Cain
I'm

In

Unit

JUNE 28, 1883.

Seat Chairs, liorfrrs, fee.

(jvrnthj ret!need /triers

to

!

&

-srhr. Endeavour lias
grind -tone.- from Nova
Waterville and Belfast.

Scotia,

cargo of
parties in

a

for

AMERICAN PORTS.

Jacksonville, Aug. 3d. Arrived sehr. T. II.
Livingston, Pressey, New York.
Arrived sehr. Ella M.
Cedar Iw-vs, Aug. 2d.
Hawes, Furington, Belfast.
Port-mouth, Aug. 5th. Arrived -« hr. Fannie A
E litli, Warren, limdout.
New York, Aug. 7th. Cleared hark Beatrice,
Havener, Mahoney, Melbourne. Ar. loth, Laeka
wana, Closson, Bangor. Ar. litli, Silas M< Loon,
Camden, Lizzie Lane, Bangor.
Philadelphia, Aug. Dili. Arrived brig .1 II. Lane,
shute, Kennobee. Cleared litli, ( barley Buekl,
Ereneh, Bangor.
Brunswick A rriv e l 7th, brig I. W Parker, Ivneel
and, Boston.
Baltimore, Aug. Otii. Arrived -elir. Penobscot,
('al ter, Jacksonville.
Perth Amboy, Aug. 7th. Sailed sehr. II. (L Me
Buck, Putnam, Wilmington.
Apalachicola, Aug. 1st. C leared brig James Miller, Warren, Now York.
Biehmond, \ug. 7tli. Arrived sehr. P.ira M.
French, Ereneh, Bangor.

large assortment,
prices that can’t
also a fine line of Samples to order from.

KORKU/N

PORTS.

Iloilo, A rriv ed June 13th Brig Ned White, Parker.
MARI

MI SC ELL AN

TIME

found adrift Aug. 1 Itli and towed t<* Thonia-ton by
steamer I-is, ( apt. Delano.
Sehr. Florence Bamlall, at Philadelphia Stli from
Boston, reports 3d in-t lo.-t overboard Charles
Wood, of (ireen’s Landing.
Barque Shirley, Hibson, sailed from New York
March stli for Valparaiso, was spoken April sth, in
lat 3 54 S, Ion 2s 3S W, and has not since been heard
from; 155 days out. She registered 7^1 tons, wabuilt at Belfast in issi and haile 1 from New York,
w here she was parfL owned by J. 11. Winchester.
ok Interest ro ‘Mariners.
('apt. Otis Ingraham, of the steamer Cambridge, petitioned last
winter for several buoys in different parts of
Penobscot bay and the result Inis been that a block
-par buoy has bet*n placed on Dillingham’s ledge
been one
near Camden where there never has
before; also one lias been placed on Boeky Point
off Brigadier Island an.I an iron bell buoy lias been
plaeeu on ( aniden ledge to take the place of the old
buoy. Other improvements wid he made in the
future.
After a trial of about a year ot auxiliary .-team
power, the owners of schooner Maggie J. Smith
of Bath have had the engine and propeller removed
from the vessel.
Despite the assertion of some
that the use of auxiliary steam power would revo-

lutionize the coasting business, tin experiment so
far as it has been tried can hardly be deemed
satisfactory. Everything considered, we incline
to the
belief that it is not so profitable for a
an

engine

and

propeller

equal weight of cargo, and there i- not

verv

Entire Stock of
MRS.

*2S,

In A KEK
Hie report <•! George ll
starbuck, 1 nite 1 states Mipervising Inspector of
steam vessels for tlie Second Supervising District,
embracing the waters o' the Atlantic coast from
Passamaquoddy l»ay l<» Cape Charles, for -i\
months, ending June 50th. has been received. The
report shows a total of
accident-shy collision,
>ix steamers wrecked anti two lives lost during six
months. The total number id' passengers carried
by steamers is estimated at 2!(»,'. 170,500, divided
among the principal ports as follows: New York,

Perforated Chair Seats, lira** Head Tacks,
Picture Cord, Lambrequin Hooks. Curtain
Loops and Tassels, Kidding Lap Hoard*, Virrurs and Mass Plate*, Silk Cord* and Tassels
for Sofa Pillows and Panels.

good

a

give

what argains we
and repairing dm e
and satisfaction guaranteed, tioods called tor and
• lelivereii
KiiKK within a oistamv
six miles.
\11 we a>k is to call and get our prices la*fore mak>nr2t
ing your imrelms.es.
u>

By

C. II.

PRODUCE

PKICE

Weekly for

70 Main

Saucent, No. s, Main Street.

MARKET.

Apples ^ bush,

PRICES

PAID PRODUCERS.

Hav ^ ton.
Sglo Hides ¥ lb,

75ulo>

dried 4P tb,

Beans,pea,$,bu,2.40«2.t>0

Lamb F tb,

metlium,

s.Ooglo.tMl
5Ly7\.
liyln
50y70
7y8
50y54

2.40-g2.50 Lamb Skins,
yellow-eyes,4.25g4.50 Mutton 4? tb,
Butter tr tb,
10<$20 Oats 4^ bush,
45a50
Beef -k* tb,
7g‘J Potatoes,
I
Round Hog 4P tb,
^
ugt)
tush,
<50g70
Barley
Cheese 4P tb,
I0y.ll Straw 4P ton,
O.OOyS.oo
notion Turkey IP’ tt>.
Chicken ¥ tb,
uugoo
l all' Skins tf lb
7»i8
P2yl2>£ \ eal 4P tb,
44
Duck ¥ lt>,
OOyOO Wool, washed tP lit,

Eggs ¥ do/..,
Fowl ¥ lb,
Geese ¥ lit,

21

RETAIL

MARKET.

Beef, corned, 4? li>, SglO
20
Salt, ¥ box,
Corn ¥ bush,
75
Cracked Corn ¥ bush, 75
Corn Meal ¥ bush,
75
Cheese ¥ tt>,
12 14
Cotton Seed ^ ewt,
1.55
Codlish, dry. ¥ tb, 5g7L
Cranberries, ¥ qt, sg)2
Clover Seed ¥ lb,
H>a2S
Flour if bbl,
Long8.75
11. G. Seed 4Pbu, 2.40 g2.50
Lard ¥ lb,
12« 14
Butter

Boston

l.no«5.oo
4.00 *$4.50

Lime ¥ bbl,
Oat Meal ¥ tb,
Onions ^ lb,

1.15

5y 10
4lag4

Oil,Kerosene,4fgal,14y 18
Pollock ¥
Pork ¥ tb,

tb,

4g.Va
11

y

OKAS. R. COOMBS.

plaee

Market.

SATURDAY, Aug. 11.
Butter—The market for choice grades of Butter
is linn, but other kinds are dull and in moderate
demand. Sales of Northern and Western creameries at21y24c for choice, and 18<j20c for fair and
good; New York and Vermont dairies at l>«20e for
choice, and 15gl7 for fair and good; Western dairy
at lifllUc for choice, and Western ladle packed at
i4 g 15c ¥ lb.
Cheese—Cheese has been in moderate demand
at ygh*ac for choice, 7>a g8lac for fair to good, and
hi?7c for common.
Enos—Eggs have been selling at 22g‘24c for
Eastern, 21 g22c for New York and Vermont.
Potatoes—There is a steady demand for Potatoes, with sales of Norfolks at $lyl 50 for common
and good; and Jersey and Rhode Island tit $1 75g
$2 ¥ bbl.

IMSCtll N I'

place

place

In I’nity, Aug. Iltli, by Rev. Dr. Shaw,of Water
vilie, at the house of the bride’s father, Mr. Clias.
E. Severance and Miss Abbie Helen Hussey, both

of

Cnity.

In Winterport, Aug. 2d, John II. Young and
Miss Alice M. Colson, noth of Winterport.
In Appleton, Aug. 01.!i, Dr. S. A. Stephens and
Miss Cora E. Hilton both of Appleton.
In Rockland, Aug. 4th, Fred C. Robinson, of
South Tliomnston, and Nellie E. Cook, of Rock-

land.
In

Rockland, July 41st, Thomas Kenyon,

Hurricane, and
Seiluate, Mass.

Mrs.

Fannie

B.

Litchfield,

Waldoboro, July 18th, Harlow A. Catlin
Minnie E. Ludwig, both of Waldoboro.
In Ellsworth, Aug. 5lh, Mr. Samuel P. Leach
In

Miss Ada Norris, both of Ellsworth.
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Calf, Kip and Hi irk Boots, Boy am'
youth's Boots and Slim -, 'insisting ol t all
Button and ( all Ball., also school Boot-.
SOLID Leather, Carpenters and Laborers
lleayy Solid Leather, t ustoin 'lade sin -,
that will -tain hard wear,
our own make
(trills’ Calf Button and Congress Boots,
(alt' Low shoes,
all at the .aw e-t |.«»-St *;e p:v
rail and examine good-and pr;
purrha-ing ei-cw here.
N. It.

nsluui w

**rk in .ill l*r

in

tended F>*. Cobbling done with
patch,
AT TIIK OLD STAND. NO. 13

II.

II.

r
-a

n<

ne.,tn<

slum.
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M MM

I'OIJHO

l-ti

May I.

ORLN

WORK

constantly

Two-Seated
S

on

NOTICE.

hand.

Wagons To the
I'VI.KS.

market.
HOTICE,—Be sure and get the Kitchen
avid Hand mineral Soap, and take no
other and you will always use it.
in the

r.t/</s. I’ofiiltx *. .1in I if oki* III I In- ill}. »(' him Ihi
I'liiur in Town!
lii-si

CO,, Proprietors,

STBKKT, BOSXOJf
A. 1I0WKS A to., Belfast.

Iyr33

NOTICE.
l. T1IE LADIES AND (JEM’S who read
this advertisement, kindly send us their
name and full i\ O. address, with stamp, as wr
would like to engage your help in our work, which
is artislie and very pleasant.
Easily performed in
We will give you constant emyour own room.
ployment and pay you well. Please address for

Wil

P. 0. Box 2*27S Boston, Mass.

PAVILION !
G roimtls.

now being constructed for use at this
and will lie in readiness the last of the
present week, affording a convenient landing place
for steamers and small boats. The grounds are now
in line order and offei the best of facilities lor ex
eursion parties, picnics, etc. A large hall with a
nice floor for dancing, and conveniences for cooking.
The grounds may bo leased for day or evening on
reasonable terms. Applv to
E. L. WHITTIER.
1 w33*

is

x\. place,

Dr. F. F. Nichols,

REIN

GUIDE,

E. F.

stock at 1»A RC AI N>.

Bin IB

Hanson,

BEAVER STREET. Belfast. Me.
To tilt1 Honorable tin* Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be lioldcn at Belfast with*
in ami for the Count) of Waldo, on the th>rd
Tuesda) of April lust.:
M< CORK ISON, wife of .MAIN II. Mr
CORRISON, formerly oi said Belfast, now of
parts unknown, respectfully libels and gives this
honorable Court to be informed that she was lawfully married to said Alvin II. McCorzisnn at Knox,
in said County of Waldo, on the hull day of Auand lias had by him four children
gust, A. 1).
now living, viz
I.enora M.. aged 21 years; lieorge
L. and Kdwiti I... aged 21 years; and Harry II.,
aged (! years; that your libellant since their intermarriage has always behaved herself as a faithful,
chaste and atVeetionate wife towards the said libellee, but tiiat the said libellee wholly regardless of
bis marriage covenant and duty has been, for more
than fifteen \ ears now last past, guilty of gross and
confirmed habits of intoxication, and still continues
And your
to be a com mi >11 and habitual drunkard.
libellant further shows that on the 20lli day of Nov
reasonable
A.
IL
without
ember,
1S7S,
cause, the
said libellee utterly deserted your libellant, and has
never returned to her, and has ever since that time
grossly, and wantonly, and cruelly refused or neglected to provide suitable maintenance for her, and
for her said minor child, although being of sutli-

Searsport, Maine.

ient ability thereto.
Wherefore, inasmuch as it would he reasonable
and proper, and conducive to domestic harmony
and consistent with the peace and morality of society, your libellant prays this honorable Court to
decree* a divorce from the bonds of matrimony, and
that the care and custody of her said minor child
may be committed to her, and as in duty bound will
pray.
Your libellant further alleges that the residence
of said libellee is not known to her and cannot be
ascertained bv reasonable diligence.
JOANNA M< COKIHSON.

32tf
W

Lady of Great Experience,

inventor of a PERFECT
rpIIE
DRESS ( I’TTIMJ offers her

SYSTEM of
services as teacher of her system, to the ladies of Belfast and vicinity. All branches of cutting taught. Perfect satisfaction on reasonable terms guaranteed. Fits linings
free. Call at OS High street, for a few weeks only.

X

Belfast, Aug. 2, 1833.—3w.'U*

Notice of Assignee of His ADpoiuinieut.

At Belfast in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the 15th day of August, A. I>. 1833.

hereby gives notice of
plIE undersigned
of NATHAN
as

his apSYLVES-

TER, of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, insolvent debtor, who has been declared an insolvent
upon bis own petition by the Court of Insolvency
for the County of W aldo.
SAMI EL NORTON, Assignee2w33

We

Pure Cream

.i

all needed supplies, as uood as the best,
low as the lowest, in quantities t,. suit,
and for your Oil Stores, ROW > KK’s
Oil., high test, no smoke, and
the only Oil that does not
eriist the wlek.

haye
as

W I!

MX)

M \ M F Mil u.

FIRE CONFECTIONER! for Wholesale and Retail
trade. MTS. EIOS, RATES, and ERI ITS of' all
kinds In their season, tihe tis a t all.
M I T( 11EL1

A

7 no M

MASONIC RLOt k. Illt.ll ST.

l N.

Belfast, Me

JOANNA

ever

Office at residence of Capt. W. G. Nichols,

Tartar, Spice*. T.
Coffee, &e.
To the Dweiiers in Tents !

Strictly

1 also want

II AHMOSSKS
in

<tn*.

-Al.'ll—

HAY PRESS, CAH SIZE.
Always

i.ool)

\NI> \\ A \ 1

lliittcr. tit

thing out for lly time.
to buy a good

GOOD

K I.OOD

\

Mich. Flour for $6.50 per bbl.

TO Bl'Y Til K

the neatest

Farmers !
II \

Wl

Wanted—500 Men

assignee

Maine,

VOiage.

OKI I \- I

Forks.

pointment
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toives and

1

k

-o F--

Tia, Copper, BetiR,

pier

<

BARKER.

Heaver Street.

order from the HK>T MAM K.M H
A
rest of the season.

HAND

Cleaning aad Polishing

A

e

Boots and Shoes

liil>

I ’ort/u ml U ntjons, liiiyyies. liuyyy
U'uynn.s'. Cornmys. 1/ hitrr/ia-

15ntt«-i-4V

it

t*-r

SPRING STOCK

HAVE SOLD

MKKKUKN I’

SEASIDE

:

am si

..l,lir-t

a

LAIIIKS. MISSl

BIG STOCK

IaWuced for

3m33*

1 I

>
money h* call an*l examine
riages bct'ure purchasing cl-cu In v.

Last,

TOP CARRIAGES

Soap

particulars,

m:

r

At the Old St'ind, No. 13 Main ht.

this spring and made seventy five men happy,
and shall >ell lifts
more this
sea
HllPOM
s->n, so I ha\e tilled my
T<>li\ up again and will gi\e
better trades than ever 1m
fore,
shall supply

KITCHEN

MINERAL

For salt* by

he

can

w

w

save

SEVENTY-FIFE CARRIAGES

AI.I.OWF.I).

HOUSEKEEPERS

44 BROAD

■

an

/ *>/>

/

<*arriage.

of

West,

money down

trade

fora
1

2Utf

CHAS. F. BATES &

tit itnti

My carriagean*! I

fur

& BABCOCK.

lVltast, July 17, lss:s.

ever

I'.rfi nsion

S/ij>j>rrs amt }\HU* in;j

All persons indebted to the linn are
quested to make immediate payment.

A Boston

MARRIED.

Buggies.

cry
Is the

Fancy O-oods,

T:o Best

Carriages,

(lixlftnf littf/f/irs
r/i<rtons

N**W

Is the

AND

s.

with double and
single seat, Grocery Wagons of different
styles, and a good assortment of Open

-A N D

THE

r

Iki-die 1

Open

Sixty

!.*!•:•:

O F-

O F-

GILMORE

Buggies.

//>/■;/; n;

s

nearly

Searsmoni

-AN1)-

12

1.10
Plaster ¥ hbl,
5>a
Bye Meal ¥ lb,
Shorts ¥ ewt,
1.25
Sugar IP tt>,
Sla glo
lo
Salt, T. I.,4f bush,
S. Potatoes ¥ tb,
OyO
Wheat Meal ¥ lb, 4g4‘£

! have

Belfast.

MILLUTERIT

Wool,imwashedlPtt>24y25

14glO Wood, hard,
OOgOO Wood, soft,

St.,

Top

ami

with end springs, and -idehar- wire the
TIMKKN spring. al-.»

see

R. H. COOMBS.

rea-

10R GENERAL HOUSFLUD USE, IT 13 UNSCRPA8SEI).
I'or removing Paint, Vnrrlsh, Grease, Blacking,
m l nil impurities from tLo hands, it has no
e^ual

CUKKENT.
the Journal.

call and

a

l'phol>tering

give you.

PATENT
Corrected

IM'l.l'I'IM}

upwards,
SHAM HOLDERS !

something the ladies all want. It saves
than the cost of it in washing, alone, besides
nice.
being .so handy and looks

Please

-ty!e-

Top & Open Carriages

This is

can

ill 'lie le cling

ot

Including Portland Wagons,

ENTIRE STOCK

I JUKI! W.

SALE S

good assortment

II.

200,000,000; Philadelphia, 8,500,000; Boston, O.lsl,500; New London, 770,000; Mbany, 1,400,000; Portland, 20,200. The total amount of property lo-q by
lire, wrecks, collisions, etc.. $:»ubon5.
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GEO. A. BECKETT.
Itclfa.-t. -Inly

75c-

NOTIC-f SALT

difference in the average time of trips between a
\ esse 1 with the powa r and one without i;.
Bockland
steam

be beat,

Polos

Walnut

PILLOW

F. WELLS.

B.

June

"I

select from before the
son closes.

a.-sortment to

Bedfast,

Millinery!

customer.- the benefit

much

Opinion.

DOWN

-O U R-

\

Spoken. July 1. lat 13 30 S. Ion 3<> 25 ship c >rn.
Tiiomhs, from iluanillos i’.»r Europe.
The Broad Cove buoy, in (ieorges river, was

schooner to carry
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BONNETS, HATS,
Featlm & Flowers,

To

OTHER

FARM PRODUCE

& Curtains

Lambrequins

CLOSE OCT.
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at

From
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will soli .it

wo

lirsl-

Drapery Goods,

a

wharves.

Win. Pit'her A Son have loaded sehr. NVllie w ith
hay to Brunswick-Sehr. Nellies. Pickering is
discharging a cargo of coal for Swan A sihlev Bro.-.

a

will pioase uvrrylioily.

l£!;t<*K
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Hides, Calf Skins, Tallow,

stock of
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:

Fringes

Millinery
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large
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Marble i'o/i fables.
Eouuycs. Easy ( hairs. Ilat frees
anil
I'mhrella
Stands,
I'otdiny
Chairs of all finds. Cheat* Wood

Hea>y Artillery Association.
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ai.oni;
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limntnre store, wliioh
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II. II. SHAW, President,
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possible.
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Parlor, Claier k Mob

The birth place of the regiment,
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Provisions k Groceries!

70 FURNITURE 70

Bangor,
rriu*s<Uiv,

Fruit, Confectionery,

THE-

Celebration of their 21st Anniversary
WILL BK

store tune

a

ex a la x t> mu si

where tin tf iuti ml to sell

is u-cd in a .-irk .room, or throughout a house w here
there is a ease of scarlet lever or any other » on
tagious disease there will be no further spread of
the di.-easc in tlie family. Any body wishing to try
it ! will fiirni-h a small quantity as a sample five of
charge, for after it is once introduced and its merits
be. omc known, no sick room will be without it. ait Mill destroy in two m in ftes all odors which arc
most alway
to be found in a sick room. It will not
stain or injure any clothing or fabric- that il may
come in contact with, and is v>r poisomu s.

MAINE

-AND

Bangor.

Hon. James (i. Blaine, Mrs. Blaine, three
children, and Miss Loring, Daughter of the lT.
S. Commissioner of Agriculture are at Bar
Harbor for a two weeks sojourn.
Au Augusta bank has in the 35 years of its
existence taken in over its cou iters $11,994,911.39 and paid out $7,734,078.99. and in all this
vast sum not $10,000 has been lost.

carried in this city, ami \\:tl turnish at prices
c\nn«>t l>e competed with.
We are also sol.
agent f >r the KXt'KLSIOR PIlKSKRYATIVK. the only
•>
manutac
perfect li -enf.-ctant a*nd d., mri/.er c\
lured. No .-irk room should be without it, for il
will purify and dUenfcct a room in uVc minute- by

xi: n

ever

SAILED.

n

season.

ami

FLEUTSTIOIM;

if

ARRIVED.

Aug "lli, sehr. Endeavor, Martin, Joggin-, N. s.
\ug. l.’Jtli, sehrs. Earl, Ryder, Boston; Fred A.
( aide, 0 ii'lon. dot Win.
Flint, Pendleton, d<>;
1». ator «takes. Baker, >ae.».
Aug. loth, sehrs. Orion, White, Bo.-ton; Mary
Eliza, Bullock, tit*; E. L. W arreti, Bahhage, do.

A. E. Fernahl ...John

—

body

Arrangements for free return tickets have heen
made. Accommodations within the means of all
will he arranged.
Announcement of programme
hereafter. Let every surviving member be present

SHIP NBWS.

(L T. at their h st

meeting viz.
>ilas Mover, W. C
Hattie Wood! urv, W. V T.,
Josiah Pearson, W. >ec’y, Klisha 1 rown, Chap 1.
L. llatli, Treas., Chester Patter-*n M Millie Cush
Urriu Nash, <>.<,.
man, 1. t.
Tri new members
initiate'I last Quarter.

every case.
Would al-i call altcniion to our patent (OOLIM.
AMI LVll.Mi 01 F BOARD, which we ha\ secured
tin- sou-: right to use in the County of Waldo
U
d >c- away with the old fashioned way of laying a
on a board and placing a sheet over ;t.
It is
made of cane like a cane seat chair, and ha- a
white canopy over all; it stands on an incline, allowing all the dark colored blood to settle towardthe feet.
Wo have also a patent support for tn<
chin, which does away with the necessity of tying
a doth around the head to keep the mouth closed.
In fact we ha> •• every thing that a lirsLelas-l nder
taker should have to make hi work a perfect sue
cess and give satisfaction to his cusiomcis.
W<
have the largest and be-t stock >f

No oilier preparation contains stieli a eon
eeniratKin of vitalizing, enriching, purifying and
invigorating properties as Pood's sarsaparilla.

When you call for Hinds’ Uadicai. Corn BkMovLK, insist upon having it. Inferior article- pay
dealers a better protit. This is guaranteed. Iy33

Sylvera

Who has charge of this department, having re< ently graduated from an Kmbalming School, receiving
his diploma, showing that he has qua Illicit himself
as a thorough and practical embalmer, is now ready
to answer all calls, either day or night, at the house
"t li- 11. (
>< >M BV on Nortfiport A'enue, >r at .1
L. SI,EEl*KK’S at the house of F. M. Lancaster's,
foot of square. The ice chest is being done away
with throughout the United >t:it*“s by all tirst-cla>>
Undertakers, and embalming taking its place, as
there are many people that have a perfect horror of
placing their friends in an lee Box t > he frozen.
We will guarantee to preserve a body from one t■>
six months, no matter what the nature of the dis
case, or how w \ii.m the weather, without the use <•!
ice, and positively ocakamti: satisfaction ii

cure.

Dr.-. NTwIon A Blair, Bn kh \nnon, W. Va report that Brown’s Iron Bitters are giving general
satisfaction.

Hare just ojxued

Mr. Chas. Coombs,

j>ill"

At the reunion of l niou and Confederate
soldiers on Wilson's Creek battlefield. Missouri.
Saturday an organization to be known as the
Surviving Soldiers' Fnion League, was formed.

New Goods!

UNDERTAKER

Parlor Theatre!

FIRST

Firm!

lUCOOMBS/U

FRANK PEIRCE'S

jl
on

711 New

7(1 R-

theatre- having been newly titled, frescoed
furnished, is now open for tin- public upt -ruts more reasonable than any other hall in the
The debt statement -hows the decrease of the
New ami attractive scenery, line piano, eleity.
public debt during the month of July to be gam parlor suit for stage, new chandelier, A
$7.000,5fifi. Cash in the treasury. $351,530.015 ; Ladies’ •-.rawing room furnished with carpet, wash
gold eertilieati s. $s3,15”,040; silver certificates. I bowl, mirrors and other eonveiiieiu .-*
Best lire
$S'J.-J71,111; certificates of deposit outstanding. escape hi the State. Good kitchen, with necessary
$12,010,000; refunding certificates, $337,700; apparatus, table*, dishes, spoons, Ac., no more
borrowing dishes) furnished for supper*, sociables
legal tenders outstanding, $340,730,0-0; frac- and
levee*. Pure water in the hall. Best bill board*
tional currency outstanding. $0.000,itl.
in the city. Seating capacity 65o, no more no le**.
Call and get terms before engaging hall elsewhere.
Kvtreme Tirril Keeling.
FRANK R PKIRt’F, Proprietor.
A lady tells ns "the first hotiie has done inv
Belfast, Aug. 16, 1 ss;{.—2m5->
deal
of
tier
I..
does
not
a
great
good,
daughter
distress tier now, nor does she sutler troni that e.rtrtme tired feeliny which -tie did n-fore taking
Hood's Sarsaparilla.” .V second bottle effected a

.Jones 11. Cates of Jaek.-on and
ersev hull calf
*'I\an” t<> Column Hall. ..Bust is nppenringon the
potatoes.

at

from

The

The incorporators of the Peoples' Telegraph
and Telephone company of Xew England held
a meeting in
Boston last week for choice of
directors and officers. The Maine directors are
Abner Coburn. Parson Tucker and ,I. I!. Bodwell. Hon. Frank Jones of Portsmouth was
fbosen
-iit

The telegraph strike is reported ended in the
southwest except at New Orleans. Some wire
cutting in New Jersey and St. Louis took place
Sunday. Otherwise the situation is unchanged.

hoarding place

DiELDIii
In

Stockton, Aug. 6th, Mrs. C. Rowe,aged 51 yr*.
Stockton, Aug. 7th. Mrs. Emeline, wife of Capt.
The London correspondent of the N. Y.
Win. McDonald, aged 53 years.
Herald tells of the dullness pervading stock j
In I.incolnville, Aug. id, Enoch Kidder, aged 50
speculation in England, and bints at a coming | years, i months, 13 days.
In
from
the
decrease
of
the
Camden, Aug. id, Sarah C. Mirick, aged ta
danger
shipbuilding
years, 10 months.
trade.
In East Warren, Aug. 0th, Leandcr Packard, aged
Ex-Senator Blanche K. Bruce, Register of 4S years.
In Bucksport Aug. II, Hannah N. (Hidden
the Treasury, will go to Ohio early in Septaged
61 years.
ember, and. beginning on the 10th, he will make
In Camden, Aug. Sth, Sarah D. (Hidden,
daughter
twenty-live speeches in that State for the Rep- of George Start, aged 35 \ears.i) months and 17
ublican cause before election.
days.
In Rockland, Aug. 7th, Gcorg'.e A., son of
AVright, Wooster »fc Co., a large Boston wool I A. and L. R. Hall, aged 10 months, 17 days. George
have
failed, with liabilities of probably
In Packard’s Mills, Warren, Vngustoth, Deacon
firm,
$300,000. E. 11. McClure, tanner, Peabody. Eeander Packard, aged 40 vear*. o months.
hi Rockland, Aug. 0th, Frederick Hahn,
Mass., and AA'. C. & K. M. Silsby, tanners.
aged 00
years, ‘0 months, 15 days.
Troy, X. IL. have also failed.
In Union, Aug. 5th, Nahum Thurston,
aged 50
Kansas will add to the wealth of the country
years.
In
Murdock
Vinalhaven, Aug. 4th,
this year 30,000,000 bushels of wheat. 175,0001Campbell, a
000 bushels of corn, an enormous yield of oats, native of Cape Breton, aged 55 rears.
In Rockland, Aug. 4th, Nancy Louise,
daughter
besides an excellent crop of other products. of David E. and Louise
Cable*, aged 5 week*.
This will do very well for a single State.
In Appleton.
\ug. l-t. Elizabeth, willow of
Ephraim Ludwig, of South Linertv, aired 05 Years
Preident Arthur seems to be having a tine
In Rockport, Aug. 1st, Mrs. Lydia 11. Grant,
time in the far West. He witnessed a sham aged 7S years.
battle by Indians on Friday and marveled at
In south Boston, Aug. 1st, Mary, wife of W. H.
the feats of horsemanship by'tbe Indians. The
Rablins, formerly of England, aged 4< years.
In Bar Harbor, duly :25th, Mary Atherton, aged
President rides his horse well and is good at
si years, i months, 17 days.
trout fishing.
1
Windsor, Wis., Aug. 4th, Mrs. Olivia (irafton,
\\ ife of David (irafton.
aged 74 y« ars, In months and
Aliss Kate Field is as indefatigable busy as
iu day*.
Mr*. G. wa* born in Belfast M.
Married
ever.
She will write from Colorado’letters to
David G ration Oct. i, is.il,in the town of Montville,
two papers in Chicago and Boston, and while
M ved from Belmont, Me., to Windsor, Dane coun.
there will also make a book about the State and
ty. Wi*., in the autumn of 1S51, and in about one
the inhabitants thereof, lecture
good deal and year later to the adjoining town of Burke, where
for nearly »> years was her home. A devoted wife,
write a play.
a fond mother, a kind neighbor, a
pattern of inA greater part of the village of Vineyard
du*try, frugality, moral and social virtues, and a
believer
in
the
Christian
religion, has passed to that
Haven, .Ata-s.. was burned Saturday night.
lvtturnu from whence no traveler return*. She leav «•All the stores bur otic, the Cate l ity national
a husband, a son and three daughter*, several
graud
hank and many dwellings were destroyed.
children and many friends to mourn lu-r" loss.
Loss about $”00,0<lt). with light insurance.
Roeklmul and Thomaston papers please copy.
Supposed to he incendiary. Mrs. Davis, an
aged lady, died from excitement.

mg’.-and br<<ke
his collar bone and was otherwise badly injured.
.J.W. Lang has sold his Jersey hull" Bepp<’” to

at his

the court roon
The sheriff
undertook to execute this order of the court; but
found she had so much avoirilupo
that he was
unable to start her from the seat, lie was obliged to

Rockport Saturday. Joseph and Ralph Carlehave taken a trip as far as Baltimore in her

The Postmaster at Philadelphia, in an interexpresses himself as being decidedly in
favor of the proposed postal telegraph system.

view,

Mr. Seth J.. Hammons has goi e to Boston, and
will take several courses in music for the Cornet.

Freedom.

i- over;

i

Capt. JohiiG. Pendleton’s horse was severely cut
in trying to jump a barbed wire fence.

Found

in

now

Oak

it-

-•

a

place. There is a moveprogress which although temporary
has a very encouraging out-loo’;. The Messrs.
Patterson, ot the New England Granite Co. of
Hartford, Conn., whose quarries are at Westerly,
K. I
have long used the Oak Hill granite, which
ha." a standing equal to the Westerly granite.
The

■

■

Capt. Benjamin C. Colson is

business of the

leading

ment

itiou is a lovelv one. (. "itages are now in
pr"ness ol' erection and ample accommodation vv i!l
be provided for all who may attend. Warren ( base
and other able speaker.- have been engaged. At
the spiritual picnic held i:i the s. Y. Co'.- grove1,
Burnham, Aug. Ml). Mrs. Freeman Wentworth delivered a lecture, which was listened i" with much
interest, it being the tir.-t spiritual le- lure ever delivered at this grove. It is hoped it may be foli
lowed by many.

■

running

in

The Ghamte Bi .siness. The Journal recently
gave a sketch ol the granite industry in this city*
and predicted that in a few years it would be the

The lor

the guests of J. N. Cottrell.Lev. Theodoiv
-tiihe t, The greatne-> and the littleGerrish and family, of Bangor, are oeeupyiiig a
Mai
i a
at tin M' thodist cinin h
be a- U'Uai.
cottage at N irthport camp ground. Mr. ti. ha- a
few weeks vacation..Mr. J. P. Hooper, >>:
M
1!. L. M* i »■ •: 11 an i\ -d hoim- Tuc-da\ evenj Buck-port, f nnerly a redbud of Belfast, mad.
!•
.-■’.•i!
‘Cape i 1: I !: :u the srhr. Kdw.
his friend- here a bidet visit-Miss II. L. Whit-•■ii. '!'• : a ii'.<■ ii.ul
tine tr-mt fishing,
tier and Miss Ann Smith of Wa-hington D. U., are
i• ti
;
K ‘jar.
t..
came to ldel fast,
on a v i-it to Mr*, j. <
Madigau and familv, in
t P
>11111, V !1
The latter Houlton-Hi bert W.
Leach, of Penobscot, re
•! :?-*-*.! and !"-t a bet that it would
j"
ccntly rerehnl a bronze medal from the Navy
a."at ll. t! weight, but they do -ay
Department for meritorious service in the Jeanle
.1 sinkers in a trout’s stomach
nette expedition-Mr*. W. H. Fogler returned
b several ounces heavier.
from Bethel
and found on arriv-

gambling

of

guilty and bound over to the October term of court.
...State on complaint of Levi McDonald vs. Elbridge
Burrili, for a single sale of cider. Parties live in
Waldo. Found guilty and llued $30 and costs. Appealed.

Personal
Miss F. J. Dyer, daughter of D. W.
Dyer, of this city, on the staff* of the Boston Congregationalist, i-in Belfast for a two weeks visit.
-Mr.". W. llyams, ol New York, daughter of
Arnold Harris, i- visiting her parents in this city.
.Henry Jones ami lamlly are v isiting Belfa-i,

Mr.

that Kev.

Police Notes. Before Justice Greer on Saturday : John F. Hall, of Searsmout, vs. Milford Weed,
of Belfast. An action of assumpsit to recover
taxes. Hall purchased a farm of defendant receiving a warrantee deed. Plff. paid taxes then due

weeks ago Mr. David Pierce brought to
the Journal office specimens of the worms which
were destroying his grape vines.
After Inspection
they were laid aside, and have since developed into
A few

The steamer Florence is said to be doing a good
;:-iik-ss between
Belfast, Castine and Islesboro.

Searsport Loctis.

Vermont and Northern New York, to be taken back
to the interior of Maine to raise. They were all
good, full-blooded calves, and we believe it will be
a good Investment and more may go that way.”

Wm. Weed of Burnham lost a calf Saturday. It
is supposed to have died from the effects of sun

wharf in this
The

The Brighton market reporter of the Boston
Advertiser says: ‘‘.V new feature was enacted this
week. 1. C. Libby bought up at market 75 nice
Durham heifer and steer calves that came from

Another effort is being made to start the street

sprinkler.

day—boy

STATK OF M A INK.
Waldo ss.

si* theme Jidicial
April Term, A I>. 1SS3. j
foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
l’pon
libellant cause an attested copy thereof and of this
order, to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a public newspaper pub.
lished in said County, the last publication to be
thirty days at least prior to the third Tuesday of
October, A. I>. 1SS3, tiiat- he may then and there appear and show cause if anv he has why the prayer
of the libellant should not be granted.
A truo copy of the Libel and Order of Court

Conn1,)

iximr.u s.

Made

Ready

rro/i'i

Clothing

-FOR-

MEN,

BOYS

CHILDREN

&

Gents’ Fnrnisliing Goods, Hots, Caps. &c.
NOB 13 Y

STYLISH

&

Hats and Sit its for
I t I.l.

I.INi: «>|

SKASIltiKl

Men.

Yottntj
'."Ill's, s;

|j

Hummocks, Belts, Woolen Shirts ot all style
Silk and Fancy Ties. Collars and ( tills.
V KF I.l.

STOFK of

Trunks, Valises, Satchels, shawl Straps, and Carriage Lap Robes.
tioods warranted a** represented or money re
funded. If you are in want, of any of the above
goods please rail ami examine goods ami prims
and be convinced that this Is the place to buy.

New

Boston
M.iim

Clothing Store,
i.vin:i: ii s.

11 Phienlx Bow,

Belfast, Me.

MEETING

SPECIAL

ss.—May .">,

is$3.
Then personally appeared the above named
Joanna MeCorrison and made oath that the residence of the above named libellee is not known to
her and cannot he ascertained by reasonable diliJ. S. II ahuiman,
Before me.
gence.
J uslice of the I’eaee.
aldo

m i ai<

-.OF

TIIK-

Penobscot Bay Steamboat Co..
Will be held at the store of II. II. .JOHNSON A t o.
on Friday evening, Aug. 17th. al 7 1-2 o'clock.
E'ull attendance requested.
\VM. lb SWAN. President.
15‘J
Ii. .JOHNSON, Treasurer.

the

thereon.

3w33
Attest -WILLIAM BLRRY, Clerk.

For the front hair, in a/t the

different shades

B.

a

tat qualities at

F. Wells’.

Broidery-Work.

WE DO NOT CLAIM I
that Hood's Sarsaparilla will cure everything, hut the fact that on the purity and
vitality of the blood depend the vigor and
health of the whole system, and that disease
of various kinds is often only the >ign that
nature is trying to remove the disturbing
cause, we are naturally led to the conclusion
that a remedy that gives life and vigor to
the blood, eradicates scrofula and other impurities from it, as Hood's Sarsaparilla
undoubtedly does, must be the means of preoccur
venting many disease's that vouid
without its use; hence the field of its usefulwe are
ness is quite an extended one. and
warranted in recommending it for all deraiim mcnts f the system which are caused
by an unnatural state of the blood.

Suffer with Salt-Rheum ?

Why

Messrs. C. T. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Gentlemen—I was a great sufferer from
Salt-Hheum on my limbs, for a dozen years
it \ 1«.us t.» tin- simmer of wc. at which
1 was cured l>y Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Tbr skin would become dry. chap, crack
I
oj ii, bl<-ed ami itch intensely, so that
could not help scratching, which of course
t■ .tile
At the time I comthem worse
i:t u<
d taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla Hn the
tie y were si* bail that they
summer of l~7<
-karat tl. and 1 was obliged to keep them
was
bandaged wiili linen eloti s. The skin
.1 raw if so tight bv Ha- heat of the disease
tl it it i si*>« p« <1 over they would crack open
;.:ul aetiialiv bring tears into my t yes. The
1: i-i bolt !«■ 'biinTiii'iliiif soimicn that Icon*
I im.-d one
:1 1 was cured
1 limed taking it
I \ot Jlooibs Olive Ointment, to ivlu ve the
learn the
others
i;«•; ii;g.
may
Ho] ing many
rilla and receive as
viluoiif Hi mi's Mir1
am.
lit
as
I
ha\t
m il b'. iiL
Very truiv vmirs.
ISI i;s. s. S. MOODY.
No. 75 r.ro&dway.
I.owdb Mass.. Jan. IT, lt>7s.

1

1’ix;

done,

Conte forth the Hebrew women,

1’riee Si. or six fcm$5.
; b\ (. I. HOOD -V Co., Lowell, Mass.
Ivr9

one

by

one.

For Bezaleel, the master—who had rare
And curious skill, and gifts beyond compare.
Greater than old Misraim’s greatest were.—

Had bidden them approach at his command.
As on a goat-skin spread upon the sand.

He sate, and

saw

them

grouped

on

every hand.

And soon, as came to pass, a silence fell;
lie spake, and said; “Daughters of Israel,
I bring a word, 1 pray ye hearken well.
••God's tabernacle, by His pattern made.
Shall fail of finish, though in order laid,
1'nless ye women lift your hands to aid !"
A murmur ran the crouched assembly through.
As each her veil about her closely drew—
He 't ‘> b"t irornen
Whnt ran women do

••

And Bezaleel made answer : “Not a man
Of all our tribes, from Judah unto Dan.
Can do the thing that just ye women can !
"The gold and broidered work about tin- hem
of the priest’s robes,—pomegranate knob and
StemMail's clumsy lingers cannot compass them.
“The sanctuarv

be

curtains,

that must wreathen

And bossed with cherubim—the colors three.
Blue, purple, scarlet—who can twiue but ye?
"Yours is the very skill for which I call;
So bring your cunning needlework, though
small
Your gifts mav seem, the Ford hath need of

all!*’

II

Christian women ! for the temples set
Throughout earth's desert lands,—do you forget
1 !■>
ye,t/‘ broidero O' t (
rl.nl,of C’lt'tll!
Gems

rnggiits.

■.

PRESTON.

Beneath the desert's rim went down the sun.
And from their tent-doors, all their service

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s
1

liV MARGARET J.

dogs

and apes.

Idleness is only the refuge of weak minds,
and the holiday of fools.
[Chesterfield.
1 i~

strange truth that only in the agony of

a

parting do we
[George Kliot.
There is
women

look into the

depths

of love.

alchemy of quiet malice by which
concoct a subtle poison from ordi-

aii

can

nary trifles.

[Hawthorne.

What you are doing for love you can do no
longer for mere gain. The higher motive drives
ini the lower.
[W. H. Freemantle.
Wc do not have great trials and sharp agonies,
and heroic work- to do every day. It is very
small strokes that make the diamond shine.
[Kosc 1 errv Cook.

PILLS
MAKE

NEW

The affections are the children of ignorance:
when the horizon of our experience expands,
and models multiply, love and admiration impel ci ptibly vanish.
[Bcaooustield.

BLOOD,

RICH

Ami will

completely change the hlood in
system in three months.
Yny
person who will lake J I i i 1 eaeh night
i•
I to 1
weeks, may he restored to
mini health, if sitcli a thing he pos-

ill

entire

Music is the harmonious voice of creation;
an echo of the invisible worhl: one note of the
dh inc concord which the entire universe is destined one day to sound.
[Mazz.iui.

'•

ii.ii

I

tl»‘-«.e
use

or

curing

Pills ha\

Complaints

Female

equal, Physi.iam*
them in their jinui ice. Sold everyno

e

In re, or sent hy mail for ‘d.l cts.
•amps. Semi for pamphlet I Kid.
I. S. .TO!I n s• >\ \ < < i.. Poston, M

in

•\
►

There

three classes into which all the women past seventy that ever 1 knew were to he
divided. First, that dear old soul; second, that
>ld woman; and third, that old witch.
[Coleare

ridge.

It Were better to have no opinion of God at
ill than such an opinion us is unworthy of Him;
lor the one i- unbelief ami the other is contumely. and certainly superstition i- the reproach of

tile Deity.
I know

CROUP.ASTHMA BRONCHITIS.
NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM.
>

It is

well-known fact that most of the Hers.*
and < ’attle Powder sold in this country is worth*
es-; ihat Sheridan's Condition Powder is .ib*i111• -:y pur and wry valuable.
Nothing on
earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s
Condition Powder. l)os»\ n<- tv-aspe lit u i to
e.u-h pint lood.
Sold everywhere. <<r s»-nt by
a

1

ciail for Ld ets. in -Lamps.
We furnish it in
lb. ms, priee S1.no Py mail.
I. S. Joiix.soX & Co., Poston, .Mils.
«•

_lyric
'f'-hiinucifn.-Th

urck.)

How Watch Cases
lb

:i
Vo, thirteen
comprised tlie
huire w akin- force i. <*d in the manula
iv
! tin* Jni iJioss (told \Cateh Case.
\ w x. r
jin-htindi' /are employed, and the
namt
r is <•. .n<;:»-g!\ in:Teasing.
Thereupon «.f tills in.a* .lse is this:
in the James
(>
i b ■■ V (
J‘
uil the metal in sight
un i s i:
ttoweari-s 'idWd, whiletheremainder, whh h <>niy ion <s strength t-> the
is of >tr- nor indal than gold,
:1 where gold is needed, and
giving
sir ng. elastic metal
where .strength and
eki.-i- ity arc needed, a combination
j»rod ;ng a watch use heifer than solid gold
:n.d at 0x1:11 a lf the cost.
•g'f
t’.arh
thadcJS
?
( »vcr
<>I these
as.
>'*. n
b:
Id, and every jeweler in the
<
u ;■
n t
tiiy t » tiieir quality and
I:n it.
■

T I.I- ..TOV. Mien
Pcr. *>, 1RR2.
:.*je
moci-r. I. ujdit ii.Jjis. Posh’
•1 *-sa 1 1
\.- ,:v
and carried it until a
1 T rt t::.
.\.
n I
on
nsi d it, and Held it t.» a
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Children
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AVithout Morphine
Wn-it jrivcs our ChiMrcn
What .•lire.-, their f -vers,

Narcotine.

or

r..xv

checks.

k.
'Tis

;a

them sleep;
< 'astoria.

AS hen Fuhic frvf. and cry bv turns,
SS lull curtth' ;r colic, 1.ills f 11 ♦ *ir
\v«>rms,
l»u t Cast oria.

AVhat tjuickiy cnn-s ( obstipation.
Sour Stomach, < ’olds. Indigestion
I5ut

:

< asl orl

i.

Farewell then to Morphine Syrups.
Castor Oil and Paregoric, and
Hail (iastoria.

Centaur Linimont
An abcure
for Rheumatism,
Sprains. Burns, Galls, &c., and an
solute

instantaneous Pain-reliever.

Ivr8

A

Wc may bold a man amenable to reason for
the choice of his daily craft or profession. It
is not an excuse any longer for bis deeds that
they an the custom of his trade. What busiuc-s has lie with an evil trade?
Has lie not a
calling in his character? [Knierson.
•'ITotcctiou" has ruined more of our people,
body and soul, than drink. Your people cannot in this age he so overridden ns ours was bifure the world wa~ better; but if you judge
w rong on this
point, you w ill settle the point
of progression or lapse.
You will establish an
influence second only to slavery, in debasing
the common morals and manners.
[Harriet

Old

Young

Lady.

“Yes, Sir ! I'm Younger than any of my < lilldren
now,” said Mrs. Sarah M. Hoblnson, of «1 WLlIIam Street, New Haven, <’onn.—We Head
about this kind of Noble Ladles, but
Seldom See them in Society.
“Ye.-, sir, I'm younger than any of my children
1 keep up with the times, I read the papers,
now.
applaud tin* victories of old Y ale, and don’t grow
old,” were the words of Mrs. Kobiuson to your reporter when he called to her home. Mrs. Kobiuson
is one of the earnest, go-ahead sort of aged ladies,
of whom you read, hut whom you so rarely find in
modern society.
“I’ve had my share of trouble,”
-lie said, "for all my life I’ve been a sufferer from
erysipelas. From this has resulted diseased stom
aeh and inaction ol' the digestive organs. I’ve been
troubled with dyspepsia,and have had such a weakness of the stomach it has seemed as if 1 needed
something artificial and strengthening. I attribute
this to erysipelas, which is constitutional with me.
I’ve been under tin; physician's cure a great deal
during my life, lmt I never received any permanent
benefit 1 think until I began taking Dr. Kennedy’s
1- A V<>KITK KKMKDY', which has proved a perfect
restorative in my case.
My health is better now
than it has been for a long time. I consider Dr.
Kennedy’s FAVOKITK KKA1KDY’ an excellent
medicine. It is used extensively in this city. I
keep it as a family medicine, and rely upon it for I
know of the good results of using it.”
Your reporter left Mrs. Kobiuson rejoicing in

health and renewed youth, and bestowing merited
praise on that which is the source of happiness to
thousands, viz: Dr. Kennedy’s FAVOKITK KKMKDY'. Ask your
it.
FA VOKITK KKMKDY' has become a household word.
Kverybody, sooner or later, gets sick, and sickness
is both wearisome and
FAVOKITK KKMKDY' steps in at this point. It is not expensive and
it is efficient. For all diseases of the Blood, Bilious
Disorders, Kidney complaints, Constipation, ami
the aches and ills which make the domestic, life of
women a cross so hard to bear.
1 in.'iO

druggis^for

Kennedy’s

costly.

COACHES
LEAVE AMERICAN AMI NEW LNCJMOUSE for tile Skating Pavilion at
at 7 P. M. Also will leave
for Camp Ground every Sunday at P. M.
2«tf
LAM)
WILL

Northport every evening
Karo Round Trip,

40 rls.

BELFAST LIVERY CJO.

Relieves and

friends.

Physicians, generally,

are

Principles.

\
Western correspondent wishes to
know what are the distinctive principles
of the republican party.
In one sense,
this is a hard question to answer.
It is
easy to say what the principles of tire
republican party are. Hut it is not easy
to say what are its distinctive
principles,
because it is not easy to say what the
principles of the democratic party are,
if it has any.
At times and in spots, it
professes to be as ardently in favor of
everything good, and as sternly opposed
to everything bad, as any
body of men
can be.
Hut its profession and performance are not twin brothers, or relations,

ISPAViN'

QUINSY, SWELLINGS,

-CURE

Extraordinarily

ltOSTON,
The Largest and Most Successful Commercial School m America.
(lives Training by Practice, in a select and
thoroughly Practical course of study, Intended to
meet the wants of those who know by experience
that our Public Schools are not preparing the young
in a direct manner fur the active duties of life, and
is the ilrit School in the country to present a practical and useful
mrse of training entirely void
of all tiie objectionable features of the culturecrumii,Ing system.
As thorough and complete training is given in
tins sel.1 to those who desire to prepare for Mercantile Pursuits as is givi n in technical Schools to
those who choose a profession.

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
all Druggists and
Directions in 11

by

(Dealers.

languages.

The Charles A. Vogeler Co
YSuoooiaori

to

)
.11 <1.. t.S A.

A. VOGEl-EK A CO

|Baltimore.

its

lyreow.Tl

Even the dogs take to muzzlin’

Fashion is king.
in warm weather.

I, Maine, Mr. Win. Brackett writes
as follows
“Ellis’ spavin Cure has cured my horse
of Bone Spuria. It’.- til you claim it to be.”’That's
From Biddelor

Legitimate

known as I'mlbldfrom tho.-e who

are now

tionist-, to distinguish them

ifppcar

tights.

in

Young, old, and middle-aged, all experience the
wonderful henelicial e Heels of Ayer’s Sar-apari la.
Young children snivel ing from sore eyes,-ore ear-,
scald-head, or with any scrofulous or syphilitic
taint, may be made healthy and strong by it- use.
navv

the full na\al unito speak of its olticcrs should
on

No sensible man prefers wealth t-> health. >om«few have both; very many haven’t either.
Well,
Which will you taker
you may have tirst choice.
••Health.” Very well, what’s y«»ur ailment?
"A
little of everything.” What’s the cause?
I*1«u»«1
out of order, kidney- weak, digestion had, li< art’s
action irregular.” Yes, and < very disease can be
traced to these same sources,
hi-t taken few bottles of tiroirn's Iron Hitters, it will remove tincauses of discus
and restore you to robu-t health.
Ask your druggist and use Hrown’.- Iron Hith r-.

Xc.ct School Year /iet/hm. Sept. lid.
I'upils reecivvi at any time, if there are varan-

is Yorit

•

true.
a-dresse-

Lies. For eireular of terms, or admission, address
the Principal,
tit*2s
II. E. HIBBARD, 608 Washington St.

HEART
SOUND?

Jfubt

Many

think

■•'pie

}

One Kxpericnco from Many.
have been sick and miserable so long and had
caused mv husband so much trouble and expense,
no one seemed to know what ailed me, that 1 was
completely disheartened and discouraged. In this
frame of mind I got a bottle of Hop Hitters and
used them unknown to my family. 1 soon began b>
1

improve and gained so last that my husband and
family thought it strange and unnatural, but when
1 told them what lud helped me, Liu > -aid, "Hurrah
for Hop Hitter.-’ long may they prosper, for they
have made mother well and u- happv.”
i’lie
.Mother.

surance

>

OF HAIITFOHI),

head.
giving tie

K.
Hotel and dr.-iml
Thompson registered at Hunt
l<» be called in season h* lake the I1 p. in. train for
(. nieago. Hcing uual»le to awaken him, the room
was entered by means of the ventilator "W-r the
door, when the gentleman wa- found t<* !"• dead,
lb- was adverli-ing agent b*r Sulphur Hitter-,
which has an extensive sale. The coroner reti rued
a verdict
-t *leatii lr«*m heart disease.
Ill- body
( in. pommcrciai.
will he sent east immediately.
a

pel

*n

mum

What costume ought to remind a
washerwoman. Wliv, ln*r lawn dress,

ot

lady
to

he

(..
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Watches, J ewelry,
Spectacles & Silver Ware
A T——

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE
moLFAsr.

-.

Fine Watch Work, Engraving ami .leu« lry
pairing dot e in the best manner.
ED. W. KNGWLTON.

re-

C. HERVEY.

telephones

heaven, why i- it
that the angel- will he known by their haio-?
io

A

in

( A1JI>.

To all win* are -tillering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakm -s, early deloss of manhood, &••., 1 will semi a recipe’that
cure you, KHFF up CIIAUHP.
This great
remedy was discovered by a mis-ionary in >outh

America.
Send a self addre.-sed envelop.■ t*» the
Ki:v. Josr.i !i 'I
Inm vs, station I>, Xew ),,rk City.

Ivr4>
Potta is reported to be worth $.">nc,nofil and yet it
is said that she has gone to Furop to Jiml somebody to support her next season.

& Grade Yorkshire

Thoroughbred
Weanling"

MAY

WM.

now

ready

for

VI1AV

C.

delivery

RelfaM. Mas

i.

|» 1.

Foreman.

l"tf

TEAS ! TEAS ! ! TEAS !!!
HAMPTON TFi \ ( OMPANY have just re
X eeivetl 2'Hhi pound" o' ehoiee Teas of
and kind-.
Also itmt receivetl 1.* "ds of Dceorati d
Fngiish Chini, ht»ih Tea and Dining. 2a >eis of
Hold Hand and tin
faney China sets of tin* latest
"tvles and finest ip alities just imported, Pmi lea
ami Dining set".d Lite White English Stone ( tiin.i
of toe Iir.-1 quality : : mi one of the largest stocks of
ware eur oiler ei I in this city, some
styles entirei\ new.
Agents wanletl in every town in the
stat*-to ean\ass for hi Hampton Tea Com
pan;. to
sell leas. Our eanv:iS"ing books are now reaoy to
he distributed. Send for one at once; that is, t
those u ishing to become Agents. The books give
li"t of Teas, prices, »’;<■. All correspondence, direet»'! to IT Kittredge, llayford I’.loek, Pod fast, Me.

rpilK

all*gradt

Wonderful Cure of a Lad l'i years
old, who for S years, from th<‘
toy of his head to his ankles,
was One Mass of Seahs.

>

augIusta,

s

Salmon, Fresh H ater Fish of all hinds. Ac.,
All hinds of Barrel Heading.
110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
All goods paid for soon as sold and any iul'orma
tion given of the markets.
ilmlS*

for all citizens.

people’s currency.
The republican party has framed and
passed every act for reform of the civil
service that is upon the statute books, and
is now enforcing, through faithful and

the expense of the various experiments was a constant drain upon our resources.
My wife, reading the advertisement of the CT rice K A Remedies in one of the
daily papers, resolved to make one more attempt at a cure. (The

disease

upon his face, and
seemed incurable.)
I gave a reluctant consent to
the proposal, and an interview was sought with a
famous lady physician of New York, who made a
most thorough e xamination of the ease, and promised a cure without the least hesitation by the use
<d' your Cltk’i ka Remedies. In one week there
was a marked change; the raw and angry sores
began to grow pale and along the outer edges sealed
oil', and as time wore on they began to disappear
entirely, until at the present writing the onlv vestige is one small spot upon the forearm, scarcely
visible and fast disappearing.
Thus after eight years of expense and anxiety,
we have the intense sail--faction of seeing the chi Id"'s
skin as fair and smooth as it was before this dreadful cutaneous disorder attacked him.
sineerelv
( HAS. KAY UK JI1NKLK.
yours,
*24h Faihmoi n
Avi-;.,
•Jeksey Cut Heights, N. J.
was

now

encroaching

Childhood and youth are the periods w hen such
diseases yield most, readily to those unfailing skin
and Blood Specific's, CI TK I KA Rl.soi.V KVl. the
new Blood Purifier, and < n imt.\ and (
im;.\
Soai* the great Skin Cures.
Brice of ci rin ia,
small boxes, oi) <*ls., large, boxc<, $i.uo. (
u ri: \
RESOLVENT, $1.00 per bottle. Cl IK IWV So A I*. 2.)
its.; mm KA SHAVING Soai*, la ets. Sold by all
druggists. Potter Drug and ( hem. Co., Boston.

well-selected officials, the reform act
passed last winter. The democratic
party, from Jackson’s time to this, has
never ceased to act
upon the maxim, “To
For Infantile and Birth ilu
pipy
the victors belong the spoils,’’ hut it has
DAD I
mors,Bough,( happed orCrca-y
been very much in favor, when out of np ■ UTirirn skill, Nettle Ha'-li, 1 imples and
s^'“ Blemishes, use <
n ri: \
■ ■ ■ ■ til
power, of any kind of reform that would nrflllllrlrn
S(,A,»f an exquisite skin Be \ r
tifiek, and Toilet Bath, and Nursery Sanative.
put democrats into office.
The republican party framed and en- Fragrant with delicious flower odors and Cuticura
balsams. Absolutely pure; highly medicinal. Inacted in spite of democratic opposition, dorsed by physicians;
preferred by the elite. Sale>
In
issi and iss*2, l,<H)o,ooo cakes. Also specially preall the tariffs for the protection of home
pared
Shaving.
for
industry that have been adopted since
IHlo.
I'nder those tariff's, the industries
of the country have developed marvellously, and it has attained a power and
prosperity which were scarcely dreamed of thirty years ago.
Having fought
__
1
desperately against every such tariff'
up to this time, the democratic party
now wants to have it
believed, in some
[daces, that it is as hostile as ever to
the protective system, and means to
destroy it; in other places, that it is us
fond of protection as anybody, and would
not meddle with the tariff'for the world.
The republican party insists upon a
A single ilose of Sanford's Hadlral Cure instantfair election and an honest count. The ly relieves the most violent Sneezing or Hem I Colds,
dears
the Head as by mi gic, stops watery disdemocratic party puts up men of respectcharges from the Nose and Eyes, prevents Ringing
ability to promise such elections, as Air. Noises in the Head, cures Nervous Headache, and
subdues Chills and Fever. In Chronic Catarrh it
Hampton did, and then provides well- cleanses
the nasal
of foul mucus,'restores
diilled and well-armed riffe clubs to at- the senses of smell,passages
taste, and hearing when affect,
tend at the voting-places, and make the ed, frees tile head, throat, and lironehial tubes of
offensive matter, sweetens and purifies the breath,
elections a farce.
stops the cough and arrests the progress of Catarrh
“Distinctive principles;” what arc towards Consumption.
One bottle Radieal Cure, one box Catarrhal Soldemocratic principles?
Hut whoever vent
and Sanford’s Inhaler, ... package, of all
will can see the difference between what druggists, for 41. Ask lor Sanford's
Radical
the republicans do and what the demo- CURE. Potter Dmu and Chem. Co., Boston.
cratic party would do if it could. That
LIK/C* lur the relief and prevention,
is on the whole, the practical question.
v»
the Instant It Is applied, of KheuV.
Tribune.
Sciatica,
/ /motism. Neuralgia,
[N.
Coughs, Colds, Weak Back.Stom■■ s
/-Kx'iich ami Bowels, Shooting Pains,
“I’m so alarmed, Lizzie,” exclaimed a
u m imess,
!r-ff
Hysteria, Female
St. Louis girl, who was engaged to he
7
) Ov I’a'fs, Palpitation, Dyspepsia,
Diver Complaint, Bilious Fever,
married to a young army officer.
“He
K x Malaria, and Epidemics, use ( olhasn’t written me in three days.” “There
/E LE CTB.I C\\llns’ Plasters (an Electrle Battery
*11 Uc e.omhined with a Porous Plaster)
is no occasion to get excited,” was the Pl‘.'
t ASand laugh atpaln.25c.every where.
reassuring reply ; he is out of the reach of
Indians, there is no epidemic prevailing
where he is stationed and when he last
wrote you he was in perfect health.”
“
oh, yes, I know all that, Lizzie,” said What Bested and Refreshed a Weary Man In
the timid, agitated creature; “but then
Memphis.
there’s the army worm.”
“No, it never amounted to an acute pain, hut con-

COMPLETE TREATMENT, $1.

■

TIRED ALL OVER.

The

eaptain

of the steamer City of Washington, on which Gen. Ord was a passenger when
he was stricken with yellow fever, says that
when the old soldier finally consented to go to
the hospital in Havana, where he died, he exclaimed, “I never retreated before, but it looks
as though l shall have to
go this time.”
The voters in one establishment iu Boston
gave Governor Butler thirteen votes last year.
This year only two of the same men will vote
for him. They wanted to see what the old man
would do and now they have seen enough of
It. Such straws are numerous.

tinued to lie a dull weary ache in the small of my
hack,” writes Mr. .James Thomas, of No. 5!) Madison street, Memphis, Tenn.
"Tills was an old experience, and life became dull music. I was tired
all over, with pain in the lower limbs, and a habit
of lying awake of nights.
Recently I tried one of
BENSON’S CAPCINK POROUS PIASTERS and
was decidedly relieved within
twenty-fours hours.
It may have been Providence that did the work, hut
I give the credit to Benson’s porous plaster.” Mr.
Thomas’ reverential idea docs him credit, hut Providence works by agents, and among them Benson’s
piasters ranks first as an external remedy. It acts
quickly in relief and healing, and renders life better wortli living. Price25 cents. Dook in the middle of the plaster for the word CAPCINK. Ask
your physician about it.
im.'J0
Seaiiury A Johnson, Chemists, New York.

20.;
Matroiji

CO.,

PRODUCE
Coiiiiuixtsioii
Mcivli.inl

1
FALL TFUM WILL BED IN

ROSE
KAY
/.s* Jh’t

S-SAY-FFVIS’Ct

Ai'i''.v

liquid
'■'

snujf'.

or

tin1

M.

mail, po.tpaid,

receipt

on

«d

price.

11111strat*■«1

six cent-. Send now.
THK SCIENCE OK LIKK; OK, SKLK-PKKSKKVATION,
is beyond all comparison the most
extraordinary
work on Physiology ever publi-hed. There is m'tiling whatever that the married or -ingle can either
require or wish to know but what L fully explain-

sample

ed

j

London Lancet.

OK, SKLK-PKKSKKV ATION,

;

is ,i marvel oi art and beauty, warranted to hi a
better medical book in vei y sense than can lit
>b
tained el.-ewhen for dounlr the price, or the nmnev
will be refmnled in everv instance.
Author.
N. l’».
'i ‘»LM
and MIDDLE \i,ED MEN e,n
save much time, -u tiering and
exp-n-e by reading
the science of Life, or conferring w ith the author,
who nay be consulted on all disea-e- requiring
-kill and experience.
Addre--

PKABODV VIKOM Al 1NST1TI TK.
or VV. II. PAlikKK, M. IL.
1 Kulllfirh Street. Boston, Vlass.

lyr.Yi

Don’t be tvithor.t a will Dull lyoutipand
bottle. Try it; you make y u strong and

Send two 3c. stamps to A. 1\ Ordway A- Co.,
Boston. Mass., ard receive an 'i pant set of fancy
cards free.
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K1>I>Y, Solicitor of Patents.

B. 11.

d

regard
Kddy as
successful practitioners

or

of the mast capable
with whom I have had

one

olllelal intercourse.”
CIIAs. M A s< )N, (.'ommis.-iom

r

of Patents.

earlv
fice.”

employ a per-on
capable of .-eeuriny

more tru.-t
for them an
and favorable eonM-h-ratimi at the Patent OfKOMI N I> BI BKK,
Late Commissioner of Patent
or

more
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King of Sewing Machines.

Board and rooms for j-elf boarding can be obtain
reasonable rates. For further information
address
3w32
O. II. K dKN, Sec’y., Freedom, Me.

t
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ry.

CLARK & FREEMAN,
163 TREM8NT ST. BOSTON, MASS.
91114

tine of these saws is w ca b
any »thrr t.; nil.
li m 7y lemp.-led
Made of Best lie tilled ( -•!
!■ nf
>..tami finished, and perfeet r.utu
mamifaei ure Saws of all
isfactton guarantied. A\
kinds, and errry ,ur is i,
r> » hern li.mi
buy any other. If your hardware dealer don't ke**p
them, order from us dir.-.-t
Ay.-nts wanted every
where.
54th Annual Price la.-i, etc., free.

;

••

API

EY

SANFORD’S
GINGER
SANFORD’S

TO

JOHN S„ RANLETT,

Rockland Me.

March 4,1883.—10

House for Sale.
rflllfc subscriber offers for sale
jL bis bouse and lot at Lincoln
is linisbed
jvllle Beach. oneHouse
and one-half stojthroujihout,
with ell and

Jries,

outbuildings,

Is in first-classcondition. The
situation on the shore of the beautiful l*enobscot
Bay makes it very desirable fora summer residence. It is in the center of the village, near the
shops and school house.j A good bargain will be
offered t<> a purchaser.
Enquire on the premises
for terms. Ac.
FRED S. DYER.
j
Lincolnville, June a, 1883.—23tf

IMPORTERS OF BEST FRENCH BAND SAWS.

*30.

L:"‘ VoR

R. H. COOMBS,
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House! stable and lot situated
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T NR 11 'E FRUIT, Impure Water, Unhealthy Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, F.pidemi.'
and Contagious 1 >isi ases, Cholera Morhus, ('.-amps.
I

Fains, Indigestion, Diarrhe a, Colds, ( hills, Simple
Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep
that Inset the traveller or household at this s< a-a.n,

of whi.-h

are

are

»,

made with

w:ih

cornua,n ale..hoi, lartrely
poisonous fusil oil and etnui-r h-

nothing

to

those

protected hy

a

timely

Belfast, July 17, 1883.—$9tf
FOll

SALE.

FINE FARM of DO acres, situated on the
Hall’s Corner road 21; miles from I*, o. The
location is as good as can lie found any where, commanding a splendid view* of Belfast Bay. Farm cuts
about 4o tons of bay—mowed with machine,—has
never-failing water in pastures and at buildings.
Plenty of wood. A young and old orchard. Buildings in good repair. New barn 40 by (JO, cellar underneath. Only a part of price required down.
Farm implements and part of stock sold if desired.
Also one pair <>f 4 years old steers, girth 7 feet, well
matched and broken.
W.m. II. FROIfOCK.
Belfast, May 3, 1883—IHtf

A

!'

j

»S A 1>EVKIIA<«H, witli hot or cold water, j A S A PURE FRUIT STIMULANT, for the
sweetened, or hot or cold milk, or added to
aged, mentally anil physically exhausted, eaiv
ice water, lemonade, elVervescent draughts of min- I worn, or overworked, for delicate femal. s, especially
oral waters, it forms a refreshing and im igo:.ui::g mothers, for those recovering fr-m debilitating «!i
f,
beverage, unequalled in ? ini j i i«■ i1 y :.nd j..; i:
eases, and as a means of reforming tho>.- addiete.;
stimulants, it is
any tonic medicine, while lice from :.lehoiio reac- to an excessive use of al. ohoi
r a few rents'
tion. Avoid mercenary dealer., wn.
unequalled in the whole range f medieines. 1> j
extra profit try to force upon juii their ow n or
j ware of imitations. SANK«>K1’> :s the finest
others when you call lor SANKOKP'S UJNtJKii. ginger in the world, and, notwithstanding the high
*
Sold by wholesale and retail druggists, grocers, cost of its ingredients, is the cheapest family medi1

>

Drug ami Chemical Co., Boston.

cine.

Sold

Potter

everywhere.

Drug ami i homical Co., Boston.

■1

_

use

SANFORD’S GINGER, the Delicious Summer
Medicine.

A

Potter

on

at head <»f Drove
street.
House contains twentyfour rooms, quite convenient for
f-four tenkinents, has a never-failing well of good water, good cistern with pumps to
■2d story, one-fourth acre of land, fifteen apple trees
in bearing.
Will be sold at a bargain as the owner
wishes to leave the State. For particulars inquire of
MRS. E. M. THOMAS,
or of J. I). Ti cker, Dyer House,
Spring Street.
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Portland, Bangor, Ml. Desert and
Machias Steamboat Co.
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!d.t IMM,. wi'l
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art
laud. Tm
-it
i L rid,ay e\ eulng- at t: I 5
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''-ail.: West and Bai Haiti, r-,
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Lin its IN.,
id leave M lehra-purt
r\
M e
lay and Thursday, a t. :>n v. w., touching at intei
"P'diale landing', at. I euntmeting at Purtlanl u ith
and earlv morning train fur Boston.
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mnng We-Lam: re< in- pt'enger-*
i;d freight ! v i.
Langur and Kiver Landing.- i.-r
L"i'l!aud.
I he new seMun-i
I l\ < > L KK
( apt.
e
M '1 L I *t \ s lsr.s
-amo whart ev.rv Mon
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.in i We.1
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Km 11 it's IN'.
Will lea\ e Bar iI arbor at 7 m. \. w
Iiies lay md Friday. I MM'hiiig a > an:
•'p mi lay
Most llarhur and Kooklainl. arri\ing in Portland
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arri\ ing at I.. m
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Cured without the Use of the Knife.
XV11 HAM 111. \H
V
l>
Hu, .■
....
1 i.liKH'l' M. KK\li
M. D
lliir. n l. Ili
somerset Street. Boston, gd
-pe.a;,: ,;t<
the treatment
KISTI LA, LILKS AMI ALL IMS*
KASKS OF TI1K BKLTIM. vvitinml 1. ;. ,;
fr m
i'lisiiu
Ahundanl referem-es given. P imphh t
s?nt "ii apjdieation.
lyi'i
< Mli'-e Hours—Pit
-Vloek law
\e. pt Sunday s
!

P.

LOMBARD.

! Corner of Ch arch J
lit

< '»('(Mi N A<renMessrs. OTAliI>, I»l I *l V
dering it vastly superior
all other
(i inm-rs," ail

etc., everywhere.

Congress street,

u-tkk.

Wlnterporl. Iluek'port,

n.
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Belfast. Me.

2l)teovvll

FOR SALE IN BELFAST.
g.

TR5PS
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Welsh & Griffiths, 01 Water St. Boston, Mass.

oied with cayenne p« ppor.

iOO Seamen for Coasting Purposes

i).
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market. Agents wanted ia unoccupied

impregnated

WA3MTEID!

llampdt
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hj-5,

.anest, Reliable and Standard

IiltAN’I>Y,

ed at
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acknowledged
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aiiomath
ami
the purist and h.-.-t ef V. Ml )K I N A i. IMiKNc l!

J. A. RUSSELL.

Bangor

THE WHITE

lb
rov, < ><-tolier 1'.‘, l-7o.
If. KI)l>Y, K»|. —hear sir
Ym procured for
in 1*40, my lirst patent, since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundreds of eases, and
procured many patents, rei.-sues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the he.-t agencies in
Now York, Philadelphia and Washington, but 1
still give you almost the whole of my hu.-iness, in
vour line, and ad*, ise others to cmplov v<*u.
Yours truly,
LKoiBiK 1HIA PKIL
Boston, Jan. 1, !**:>.—lyrl

with the

OF

1888.

1

U.

1)Ki:r.\UKI>
thi> (;ini;ki:,ciioici:

I*-***:;.

C5,

at

2 <
> to °

Belfast, .June *20, l8S3.--*2"»tf

TION

TOGO.

On and after Monday, June In. 1 ns;i, ir
.t
O
1 n ••'ting al Burnham wi’tii t hr- -ugl: train' f. m Bangui-,
w
H
Waferville, Portland and B".-t"n, will rui as lA•
!■ W'
Leave Belfast at •: I.. i.m.,»if. I*■ unt. >'..5_’.
^ aide 7. "7. Ui'.iuk> 7.
Jg, lvU"\ 7.57. Tin Man like 7.1.’-,
1 nit> '•■'7. l.eenard’s
v—ing '.17, arriving al
Burnham at '.do a. m.
Leave Belfast at :t. 15 p. in., t ity I’ dot a
\\
Stands
the
■i;h7, Br.-uks
lima 1.1.1, l ie rn-itke ; g', t
Lid I.. Miard’s ( "-sing l. v,t arri. ing at B :r d. id
5.1" p. m.
Keturning- Leave Burnham at >.5n a. m Leon
ard'- Crushing «.11»-_>. t'nitv '.'.jo. Tliunidike‘.i
kina
It has the only perfect AUTOMATIC
Brouk In.ns, Wal l" le.g.i, ip puint
f at 1". 15 a. m.
at
Bellas
rh
ing
BOBBIN WINDER ever mad. wiudim;.wry
I .<
aye Burnham at 5.. in, p. in., Iwmard'". i. •—i ng
t .'M.in as smooth as a spool of silk.
ha I'nity d.'.e, T -erndike >'• e. Knex
Be >k>.
W ild" t;
itv P-mj
It has the host EMBROIDERER in the tv..rid.
arriving t B. fa -t
L\\so\ TICRKB, tien’l Manager,
7|"" p. in.
It will do the widest range < f work, ami is
j Belfast, June 1'. i.".;._iy j
Ike LIGHTEST RUNNING uia.-hin.- ia tao

me

ESTABLISH 171), 1 830

< UJ

zo

“Inventors cannot

worthy

11-:
ot

_i

TKSTIMON! \ I.s.

Mr.

the streets for u.se at I'm era Is, private driving parties, or for any purpose lor which tirst-elass backs
used.
It is easy ri ling, well ventilated, and
furiii.-lied with all mode n improvements. It is the
only lirst-class back in the city, and has been procured at great expense, ( barges will lie reasonable.
O. W. Mc KENNEY.

(

Co.. Lowell. Mass.

by ail 1 Mil-giM*.
I yr27

|

arc

ILNSTUl

So.d

j■»:ehi

No. 7«» State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Seeures Patents in the l :. i i»•« 1 States; :i!
in (.r» at
Britain, Keane.• and <dhr*. f<>r> i_n emmtrie-. ( <•}.’;»
of the claims of any Patent Junii.-lied by remitting
one dollar.
A-siynm.nl r* *•< ■;• d at \\ a-h:nylon.
Xo agency in the (Tnit< <1 states jn-sst
snp> rior fa

HACK!

I IN' l>EU HIE

Ayer &

I'.\

■

PATENTS.

E subscriber has purchased a lir.-t-elas.- eireur|Ml
1 lar glass front back, which In* will drive about

SEPIE3IHEE

and

ljullman

Sylphyr Blitters*

Herbal

Academy

very superior

a

and

scalp, and is,

and

■

healthy.

tvillnotrrgrcl.it.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

-WILL OPEN-

hair

time,

/ewsM»

THE SCIENCE OK LIKK

mid all
Nervous Troubles sllerertsflllh Ireated. 1 make u
<
of
heoiiie
lHieasesdf the l.iverund Kidspeeialty
Proney-, and also discuses peeuliur lo Femules.
prietor of l)r. Gordon’s Positive (.'aturrli Pure.
«»-0Blfe and resldenre Inlon St., Belfast, Me.
Post olllre address Box 174.
ikt

Freedom

I

Book for Every Man !
Young. Middle-Aged and Old.

PIIV8IC1A1N.
Neuralgia, UheumnlUni, Paralvsis, l'alsv,

CITY

the

and

senrsport. ISelftist, Camden and Itocklund.

D.,

Electric and

of

I'KF.FARF.D

Dr. J. C.

G

pp-~

Clear..,-; the vitiated

llinl’inplc?,

Private Medical Rooms.

Sf

suIk

gray hair to its original color,

sunt.'

mm THYSELF,

la uni"','i m. -.'fi* •!h.it 1
ult from im!.-••;• lion
in early lit'-- m iv i ,* al'.cv iaied an I .a
1
d.
Ti.ose win. doubt this i-* riii.n should p !tv! a-.tin* new lm-dicai work publLhe.i l>\ tin PE A lb >DV
M El'li Al, IN-'Tin II., Ib.-ioji, e n i t! d, THK
SKI KM E OK LIKK; OK, SKLK-PKKsKKV ATION. Exhausted \ italiiy. N.tviis and Phv-i.-ai !>«•!.iiitv,
Premature 1 incline in Man, or Vitali'u Imnaired bv
I he Errors of Youth, <n too close application to
bu incss, max be restored and manhood regained.
-•NSth edition, re\ Led and enlarged, ju-t puMLh
c l.
It is a-lamlard medical work, the best In the
English' language, written l.y a phy-hd m f maat
experience, tu w lioin \v;i> a warded a e
and
\\oiled medal by the National M. Lai A.., i,
It contains beautiful and ver\ e\pcn-ive engra
iugs. :;uo page-, m«*r. that: 1
aluaMe
r.etions for all form-of diseases, acute and ehroni'e.
the result of many years of extrusive and siicee--.
fid practice, either one <d w inch L worth ten timethe price of the bo.-h.
Hound in beautiful Erem h
•‘loth, embossed, full gilt. Price nnlv ^l._*a; hv

ucient exercise, nr,
Btotciics
all tvhoaro CuaCncdland K.-res. Itcly or.
in doors, should u.-e|3ui.i'iirr. Bitters,1
SrtriiCR Bitters.land health trill folThey trill not thcu|low.
Iho tveak and sickly.
I—»»juji»i
Si;i.nifR Bitters
General
Dchility trill euro Liver Cornneeds a gentle tonic plaint. Don’t bedisUso Sur.putTt Bit- courage J; it trill cure
ters, and you trill you.
gram———n—
[not he troubled.

-:

I’erson- who can not personally consult the Doctor can do so by writing in a plain manner a description of their disease, and appropriate remedies will he forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will in* returned if desired.
H lu

injurious

«»r

DAiLY LINE

[never

closeljr„confinea in|

HUGHES,

Eadies or <ientlemen requiring medical advice or
treatment, arising from any private cause, would
do well to banish all diffidence ami make an early
application p. DU. Hl’HHEs.
The Doctor’s long, successful practice In this city,
together with the marvelous euros, are unquestionable guarantees of iiis skill and ability.

th-

r<ius,

desirable- dressing.

Tmieliint;

iiiita'i-

1
ar
w r.
in,',, the nostrils. W hen
Il
abserhetl i: effectually ewanses t!ie nasal pass
It alages of virus, causing healthy seen-lions.
lay.- inflammation, protect- the mcmbranal linings
"I tin* head from additional colds. completely heals
the sores ami rc-tore-s thi* sense of taste and smell.
lti-nelifi.il results are realized by a few application-.
a thorough treatment will cure. Semi for
circular. Ily mail, prepaid, one.—-tamps received.
Sold bv all druaai-ts.
ELY liHoTlIKKS, owego, N. Y.
lyrlM

rmler tin* instruction k»f FRIKCE K. LI CE,
1’rin., with competent iassistants. Tuition as usual.
Dood hoard and etmvdnienees for self-hoarding at
reasonable rates. Foij further information or for
catalogue, address the! Principal, or
.IAS. It. TAB Kit, Agent.
I nitv, .July *23,
lSS3.-j-.nv30

Magnetic.

a

FEVER,

every

the hair from turning

(<*jiin«»li i I>

ctgejSui.rucit

“1
amt

GOLD,

J\<>. £500 ( umlM'rlniKl

ZUU

SEPT.

GORDON,

ehviable

or

vents

Boston and

CONFIDENTIAL.

UNITY VILLAGE HIGH SCHOOL!

JASON

BALM
an

at ion

a

(IKES

IN

Hay, I'otulocs, Onions, Apples, Keans, Butter,
i’heese, Kegs, Poultry, Live Poulin, dame.

THE

p

merit

DR. J. B.

JOHN ATWOOD &

>IOM)AY,

gained

wherever
known, displacing all
other preparations. An
article ol'
undoubted
re

Hali,

me.

>ehool foil Cirls, under the ilireetion of
the Idshop of Maine.
MADAMK MUNDAS.
Principal.
Assisted by seven competent tea hers.
Mi:s. A. s. Finn niNt.ii am,
Matron.
I hi- school afford* thorough instruction in all departments, with full college course in Latin and
hn rk. Modern Languages and Conversation < lass.
under the charge of native teachers, special advantages lor the study of Music and Art.
1 FKM >
$250 a year, sixteenth school vear

The democratic
party puts equal rights in some of its
platforms, hut has uone left for practical
use at the South about election time.
The republican party restored the
public credit, brought the country back
to specie payments, and has
provided
honest money for those who earn wages.
Having resisted each and every step of
this progress, the democratic party now
claims credit in some places for specie
resumption, and in others for having
opposed it. In parts of the country it
favors hard money; in other parts it is
for every measure that threatens to impair the public credit or degrade the

rights

CREAM

has

Dioee".i

AND DEAl.KKS

ely’s

i

MANHOOD!

The Giant
;vca :o v. here Srr.siaiscured byusingjrnuR Bitters trill
SULriicit Bitteks. fool a-d tor cure. It
"
i: d

■

Catarrh

in

haldii'-ss, preserves the hair
its growth, runs dandruff

,v.

For those death!}! Ladies in delicate
Bilious Spells, <1 i-Ihcnllli, v.'ho are all
pend on .Si r.i'iiunjnnid.atrr, should use
toms.
Bitters, it v. dl

I.

■

iv<torr-;

-’dl dist'.i-.-

(cure

For particular?, five books.
write ty
El.I.IS SPAVIN Cl HE CO.,
CO .Sudbury St., Ilowton, or 270 4th, Ave., New Y ork.

Remedy.

...

Ask an;, or all of the most eminent jdivsieiaiis;
“What i- the best and <>nl\ remedy that can
1"' relied
to cure all diseast s of the
kidneyold urinary organs: such a- Height's disease,
diabetes, retention or inability to retain urine,
»nd all the diseases and ailments peculiar to
Women"
“And 11ley will t< ll you explicitly and emphatically “■ Hitch u."
A-k tin* -nine physicians
“What is tnc must r« liable and surest cure for
all is r
dyspepsia : constipation, indoejis' s
digest ion,biliousness, malarial fi ver, ague, Ac.,’'
ami they \\ ill tell you :
Mamlrake ! or 1 >aii<lelion !
H' nee, whfn these remedies are combined
witli others * quaily valuable
And compounded into Hop Hitters, such a
•Concluded next week.]
4t,*{0

It pr.

! promotes

postal.

.-

Mu;, l

i'l I K

one.

anly, dang,

,<

prcv.-uis

Price of Elii-’s >pavin
$1.00 per l> >ttb.

j

an.

Main-

Wo prepare Condition 1 mvder< u:.d ii
nutimnt.
Heave Powders. Worm Powder and Colic Pud. rs
All these on Kilo at Drug.
store? and harness dealers.!

dressing.

AYER'S HAIR VIGOR is entirely free

gray,

jprill convince every
v.amp on a

given entire satisfaction
Yours respectfully,

fr-M!!

A HIU TU1.L

Scni

a

it has

Wm. carry Cram:.”

As THE BEST of ail Horne Hcmcdica.

railiFicir

truths

VITAL Ql KSTIONS !!
A^k Hi* most • iniiu nl physician
of nn\ school, what is tIn* best thing in the
world for ijdieting and allay ing all irritation of
th'' nerves and miring a 1 i forms of nervous
complaints. gi\ ing natural, « hii«itik< refreshing
sleep a 1 \V:l\ <■*
And they will t* !I um unhesitatingly
*•> >me forms of
Jlops J*’
A

i

Her.

3d. As

instance.

IT LEADS ALL
the world, and
IS HIGHLY ENDORSED

I

HISTORY OF TJ1E HORSE,
with testimonials,
Sent free on Application, i

Dysnep-jfor

lold In til■' Hoad,

2m2*.»
opens September
A• Idri "S the
as above until Sept. l>t, after
which date inquiries may be made of the Principal.

Mi
with

German

FAIRBANKS,

I!. KITTKKIMiF, Agent and Manager.

son, a lad twelve years ol‘ age, wa-> afllieled
the worst form oi' Kc/.ema for a period of
So virulent was it that from the top of
eight
years.
The
upholds the his head to within a few inches of his ankles he was
L'nion, and honors those who suppressed one mass of scabs, which refused to Yield to any
rebellion. The democratic party at the treatment that was attempted. Kvery rornedv that
was suggested by friends or physicians was tried
North generally elects men who were for ; in vain.
Allopathy, honueopathy, herbs, roots,
the l'nion, but at the South always elects salt-water baths, flaxseed poultices, soaps, ointand in short everything that could be done
ments,
men who were rebels.
t > eradicate the* disorder seemed only to aggravate
The republican party believes in equal it, and the child’s life became a burden to him, and

neighbors.
republican party

or even near

N.

will.”
REMOVES SPAWNS
an«I without blUtrrorMnnUh.
IT

t

Inflammation,

where others fail
SPLINTS, RINGBONES

THE GREAT

Belfast,

lilacs

St Catharine's

SKIN HUMORS

at

1YKM.

FULLER,

prevent falling out of the hair.
prevent too rapid change of color.

To

j'*Il

(•eiirral Agent lor Maine, 21 Main St., llangor. Me.

<11

Or. MAC»USTER'S:r::;™^,S:
are

H.

j

IT WILL CURE

A

Agent for Waldo ( mint).

It i- now s,> well understood fiat this old rstah
li-him lit is lmadqua 'tri -s for the "ah of W ATt 11 K>
and JKWKLIkl in this section ol the State, that
it may he hardly net e--ary to >a\ to our customers
that we are constantly adding to’..nr large stock ail
M W and 1 >Ks11ia DLL 1‘ATTFI‘N" of g mm|* in
our line.
(io.uls always sold at the u.\ |owe-t
rati

removing
SWELLING

or

in

limited pr inium life polii ie.- of the
onMul
I I :IV Insurance Company alVord
perfect prelection at t!i lowest net cost. They ire
written tor li<thus eontiuning
the in-a ran e« u is}.*
limit, or for mi lung as it ma>
l»e de-iralde, w Ha
niav iic "in-rendered at the end
t the term of
ear- tor whieli the prendums are
p.iyal le. or f any -uh-t -qiient period of live years,
for m.i \t;an 1tin < \-11 \ ai.i i. Indorsed on t-nch
f‘olt<\i/ and made a p. rt ot it. Thev are ha.-ed upon
a
i- \in.i t: Kt>i.i:\ i: than the
poli.d--- ,,f any other
eompauy d tlii- e-.iihlrv, tan- giving ADiuil >n m.
si' t i.ri‘»
iM' VAt.i !..
They participate In the divi'ion o: the -nrj'lus earned (luring their entire
<•'iitillWAI.ee. Tlin Mil. NON -1'»
1 II Nil, lieeolU*
ing, in ea-e of lapse after the payment of two or
more annual premiums, 1'ilin p’roi.niKs, without surrender or e.iie on the part of the insured,
f r ;ii: amount al-o immhiskh on i:a< ii rui.in,
a o'! Mia dr a
p.n t of ii. an.! partn i pa ling in Mirplu.-.
f r ea.-h and paid p<dir\ value- inquire of

maim:.

valuable in

1LAMENESS,

“Itistheoniy
J preparation
that

Undisputed Positive Evidence of Absolute Cures.

-u

F. A. GREEK,

I

ly 1-2*2

>

There are two -ides to the liquor-drinking queslion, and it i- h. -t to keep the liquor on the outside.

there

receipt-

The only known specific for Epileptic Fits.'*: 3
#*rAlso for Spasms and Falling Sickness.
Nervous Weakness quickly relieved and cured.
Equalled by none in delirium of fever.'"%%
^‘Neutralizes germs of disease and sickness.
Cures ugly blotches and stubborn blood sores.
Cleanses blood, quickens sluggish circulation.
Eliminates Boils, Carbuncles and Scalds.1*'*i3
£#*Permaneiitly and promptly cures paralysis.
Yes, It is a charming and lie: lthful Aperient.
Kills Scrofula and Kings Evil, twin brothers.
Changes bad breath t > good, removing cause.
J^Routs biliousness and < lears complexion.
Charming resolvent and matchless laxative.* -Y3
It drives Sick Headache like the wind.'<*3
* ^“’Contains no drastic cathartic or opiates.
Promptly cures Rheumatism by routing it.-*C3
Restores life-giving properties to the blood.*,-*3
Is guaranteed to cure all nervous disorders.**^3
l^"Reliable when all opiates mil.*0 3
Refreshes the mind and in i go rates the body.
Cures dyspepsia or money refunded.'Tv3
{^/"Endorsed in writing by over fifty thousand
Leading physicians in U. S. and Europe.* 3
Leading clergymen in E. S. and Europe.***3
Diseases of the blood own it a conqueror.' **.3
For sale by all leading druggists. $!.f>0.***3
The Dr. S. A Richmond Medical Co., Prop*',
st. Joseph, Mo.
For testimonials and circulars pend stamp
C. N. Critteutou, Agent, New York,

■

Hay Fever.

If

January

l>^2,

sure.

ache is the f luldren's t riend and Mother.-’ comb rt.
It deadens the nerve and give- p.-rmanent relief.
For sale by dealers in medicine.
lyr.’ih*

(OW.

I, iss;>.si.M,(R)2,422.7.S
>urplus l>\ < oiiiuTti' a! standard. ;{,724,S4t,2i
sin-].In- |,\ Nf\\ V,.:-u s .iiidanl esti
mated.
u.SaO.uoo.Oo

of her

I have been alllictcd o r tvv ritlv ears, during tin
months of August and September, with Ha\ I-ever,
and have tried various rein, dies without relief. I
was induced !•* trv Ply’s t 'ream Halm; have u-ed
it with favorable r* -nils, and can confidently re* ..m
mend it to all similarly alllictcd.
Homur \\
TOWNLEV
\ M Ivor
Fli/.abcth, N. I.
I have been a Hay fever sull'crcr for three .earhave often heard Ply’s (.ream Halm spoken ol in
the highest terms; did m*t take niurii stock in it l><
I cause of the many <piaek medicines. A friend pri
I suadeil me t«> try the Halm, and ! did so with won
derful success. This rceomuiemlation you can use
for the benefit of Hay I ever sullerers. T. >. (.him,
JwkJ
Syracuse, \. Y. Pi ice .*0 cents.

Company,

Organized 1846.

«

place

Found
Pa-t evening

in-

The Connecticut Mutual Lite

tor f v kidney or liter troubles, tw dy^prp-ia, while
if thetrufh were kno rn,th,e real 'a use is atthe heart.
The renowned Hr. Clcndinning, startlingly says
“one-fh it'd of my sub) wts show signs tfh <: rt disease.
The heart weighs about nine ounces, and yet m in's
twenty-eight pounds rf blood passes through it once
in a minute and a-h ilf, resting not day or night :
Surely t'.T oshould haV6 careful attrition.
b bra ted physician has prepared a
Jr. Cra
specific f»- al' heart Iroubu-s and kindred d Tor den.
Jt is known as I)r. Li raves* Heart Regulator
and can be obtained it your druggists,%\.por bottle,
sir bottles for $5 by express. Saul stamp f>r J>r.
(1)
Craves* thorough at d exhaustive treatise.
mericai Agent, Concord, X. II.
F. F. Ingalls, Sole

The army worm, now on the war path in Pennsylvania, is chewing up all the tobacco for a tonic,
before he attacks the grain.

What -hoiild a man be railed wIm takes the
of another in a bra-- baud'.
A -ub tito.a.

1st

“The most remarkable remedy of the
itpc.”

FROSTBITES,
m uxs. SC A I.DM,
And all ether bodily aches
and pains.

used in my household for three

been

reasons:—

2d. To

Soreness, Cuts. Bruises,

1. S. Surgeon Uccommends.
Dr. J. M. ti. Phceton, is a l\ S. Ex Surgeon, lesiding m»w at Bloomington, Ind. The Dr. writes
to say
“I recommend Samaritan Xt rvine because

epilepsy.”

Has

SORE THROAT,
SPRAINS,

Lightning bugs would be a lively and suggestive
for telegraph operators.

cures

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

llBi ll

| HEADACHE,TOOTHACHE,

Sold

l8?2.

Gentlemen:

BACK ACHE,

name

it

cures

Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Lumbago,

|

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY.

OF

Independence, Texas, Sept. 20,

RHEUMATISM,

eay,
will

Distinctive

i

■

!.

I'li** truly virtuous do not easily credit evil
that is told them of their neighbors; for if
others may do amiss, thou may these also speak
ami— ; man i- frail, and prone to o\ 11. and therefore may soon fail in word-.
[Jeremy Taylor.

Martineau.

Made.

ure

lady

who loves talking so incessantan echo fair play.
She has
rotation
of tongue, that an echo
everlasting
wait lill she dies before it can catch her
last words.
[Congreve.
a

I lie
iiiii-t

FOR PAIN.

“My horse was very lame with Xarirular Joint
Disease,” says \V. K. Peterson, of Waltham, Mass.
“Ellis’ spavin Cure has cured him.” It never dis2w33
appoints.

[Bacon.

ly -he won't give

JOHNSON"- A NOI) VN 1". II N I XI I NT
hitrnci' :h l K t-rw
v.ill instantaneous \
relieve :li
terrible dis.-.u
and *.x i 11 p. ■>[.
I
a ion
iii-it will save many lives sent ir<
b\ nr-.il.
I ••lift, delay a moment.
Prevent ion is !•••::
than cure.
I. S. Johnson & < <>., post m.

There will he less loud dres- ing of the hair hereafter. Hangs are going out of fashion.

| FROM THE PRESIDENT

REMEDY

of rheumatic pains in my left arm.
I recommended it to two of my friends, the
Mrs. Dona Juana Garcia, widow, and Mr. D.
Herman Decker, a German gentleman. Madam
Garcia was relieved entirely by the paiu-eure
from terrible neuralgic pains of ten mouths
standing. Mr. Decker was cured of inexplicable pains by a single application of the cure.
My brother used the great remedy for a species
of paralysis of the arm. He was entirely relieved from his ailment by one or two applications, after having tried numberless other remedies without effect.

form. With no
look modest.

Abstinence front lawful pleasure is exercise
against unlawful, [l’lutareh.

THE GREAT GERMAN

completely

There is too much bru-s

of Thought.

\\ hat's lime? Leave now for
Man has forever.
[Browning.

The Wide, Wide World.
Lima, Hkitblic of 1’kki:.—Senor A. ile J.;i
E.
Delgado, LL. D. and Counsellor, Tribunal
of Justice. Lima. Republic of 1'cru. says: One
single application of St. Jacobs Oil. cured me

1

Sprt a<i

Sir.. li EL b\ \S'l

